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Music
director
to leave
Carroll

Insana
tackles
the pros

LanYe blames
administration's
lack of support

Erik Boland
Staff Reporter

Although Pj. lnsana doesn't subscribe to
it, he would be justified in adopting "whoever
laughs last, Ia ughs best," as a personal motto.
After months of hearing people tell him
he wasn't good enough to pursue a professional career, the former John Carroll quarterback signed a two year contract last Friday
to play for the British Columbia Lions of the
Canadian Football League.
The contract, contingent on him making
the team, would pay lnsana $60,000 in Canadiancurrency($42,000 U.S. currency) the first
year and $63,000 ($44,100 U.S. currency) the
second year. An extra $10,000 ($7,000 U.S.
currency) can be earned if lnsana meets cer-

Eric Embacher
Features Editor

John Carroll's Director/Coordinator of Music,j.lanYe, has resigned her position, citing lack of
administrative support for the
university:S choral program.
La n Ye, who holds two Doctorates of Musical Arts in voice, the
second
o n e
from

tain performance incentives built into the

and pass for over 3,000 yards, it
mean
an extra $5,000 ($3,500 U.S. currency). lnsana
is scheduled to report to Lion's camp May 27.
But wait minute. A Division lll rookie
quarterback ~tarring for a team which won
the Grey Cup, the CFL Championship, a year
ago? Long odds, but lnsana has confidence in
his ability.
"I'm always the optimist. I'm going up there
to start," lnsana said. "l'm not saying they're
going to give [the starting job] to me, and I'm
planning on working and busting my butt.
But if it was an impossible situation, they
wouldn't have contacted me. They have high
expectations for me."
The Lions confirmed lnsana's notions.
"With his size, strength and excellent mobility, he's ideally suited for the Canadian
Football League," said Lions Coach Dave
Ritchie.
Lions Director of Player Personnel Bill
Quinter, who is responsible for signing lnsana
to the contract, added to Ritchie's assessment.
"He's very impressive with his ability to
roll and spread out and throw the ball,"
Quinter said. "He did a lot of things you can't
teach. Things that were instinctive."

a

Sports lnformatkm

Former JCU quarterback PJ.lnsana is trying to defy the odds and nab a spot in the
professional Canadian Football League.
Quinter went on to say that quarterback
"I had people corning up to me and asking
Ken Austin, who started several games for why I'm still throwing, why I'm still workthe Lions last season, likely will be traded ing out," lnsana said. "Six or seven months
this off -season, which will give lnsana an ago during the season, no one would have
excellent opportunity for significant play- asked me that. I even had close friends back
home saying I couldn't do it. People were
ing time.
Since the end of the JCU season, In sana saying 'He should just be happy~he had a
has maintained a grueling workout sched- good year and got the awards th t he did,'
ule with a corn bination of weight !if ting and but I'm not settling for that."
A!though lnsana can now be considered
throwing. Often, this has been done in front
of sneering and doubting peers questioning a pro, he doesn't hold an "I told you so" anihim for what seemed an impossible goal
see PROS, page 3

John Carroll senior named as Fullbright recipient
Christina Hynes
News Editor

Out of the thousands who applied for the Fulbright Student
Program, a federal grant program
created by Congress in 1946, approximately 600 won; this year
one of those was john Carroll senior Usa Purdy.
·
In the past six years, only three
students fromJCU have received
thisgrant,said Elizabeth Swenson,
Fulbright program advisor and
professor of psychology.
"It's very unusual( for ajCU student to win]," she said. "There was
a total of four people who applied
from Carroll and Purdy got it.~
A Fulbright grant provides
funding to study and do research

Senior Lisa Purdy
in a foreign country; Purdy chose
Korea. The grant covers travel and
living expenses as well as tuition
and health insurance for one academic year.

"I was just thinking last week
that I am graduating and I don't
knowwhatl'rngoingtodo,"Purdy
said. "All of a sudden, this fell in
my lap."
The purpose of these grants is
to increase mutual understanding
between the people of the United
States and other countries through
the exchange of persons, knowledge, and skills, stated one pamphlet.
Purdy, a communications major with an East Asian concentration, was informed she had won
this past Monday.
"I was excited yet really nervous," she said. "I was more or less
in shock; !didn't think 1was going
to win."

In order to be considered for
thegrant,everyapplicant must be
a U.S. citizen at the time of the
application and hold a bachelor's
degree by the beginning date of
the grant. The applicant must also
have proficiency in the language
of the chosen country.
"I had to fill out applications,
write two personal essays, and interview with faculty and staff,"
Purdy said. "In August, Swenson
handed out the applications and I
thought, 'why not, let's try this'."
Purdy, who is half-Irish, halfKorean, will be traveling to Korea
to be a teaching assistant and will
teach English as a second language
to middle school students.

see FULLBRIGHT, page 3

c a go,
knew
that JCU did not offer a music
majororminorwhensheaccepted
the job, but said, "God delivered
me to john Carroll."
Arriving in thefall of 1989and
intending to stay atjCU until she
retired,lan Ye said she attempted
to implement a very serious choir
program at Carroll.
"My idea wastoexposemystudents to the best repertoire no
matter what genre it was," LanYe
said. "The students knew that
when I required this of them that
they could then stand proud, toe
to toe, with Baldwin-Wallace,
which has a conservatory of music."
Lan Yesaid that she believes she
has succeeded somewhat in her
goals.
"People would say, 'You did all
that without a music department,
that's really impressive," she said.
However, the administration
wanted LanYe's program to include 50 to 75 students.
"II the school were set up so
that students were required to
come to choir, that would be differem,"said Lan Ye. "The administration was systematically trying
to oust me because !didn't fit their
plan."
Rev. Richard P Salmi, Sj., who
received Lan Ye's letter of resignation, said thatJCU could use some
improvement in the fine arts.
"I think it's unfortunate that
JCU doesn't have a fine arts program, but I would hope that somewhere in the future the university
see LANYE, page 3
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JCU seeks to hike donations
Cherie Skoczen

the Dolan Family Foundation is
Assistant News Editor
also challenging the administraJohn Carroll Uni versity hopes tion to obtain donations from
to collect four million dollars in alumni who have not previously
donations from alumni this year, donated, said Gladstone.
DonnaPiunno,directoroffund
surpassing last year's contributions by almost one million dol- development , said the Kresge
lars.
FoundationhasmadeseveralchalThe Development Office staff lenge grants to the university in
is continuously asking alumni, as recent years. Presently, they are
wen as various corporations, foun- offering $600,000 to help with
dations, trustees,friends,and par- Grasselli library construction if
ents of students at the university the administrat ion can raiseanadditional $1.6 million on its own.
for financial support
According to Kevin Gladstone, Of this $1.6 million, half of it must
executive director of alumni and come from broad-based support,
development, the university is ex- which consists of many small dotremely dependent on the dona - nations as opposed to only a few
tions it receives.
large donations.
Donations come to the univer"Without them," he said, "tusity ei iher as restricted giftsor unition would be a lot higher."
restricted gifts.
Donations
are
sought
In a restricted
through d irect "It doesn't matter
gift, the money
mail, phone sois specifically
licitation, and if It's five dollars
donated to a
personal visits
certain cause
with potential or $1.0 million.
such as a scholdonors by the
arship fund ,
the library or
administra - [Any size
t ion . Workthe athletic department.
study students
donation] shows
Piunnosaid
solicit donathe library has
tions by phone
been very sucfrom older and that people
cess£ ul in reyounger
ceiving
realumni alike, believe In this
calling mem strictedgiftsin
recent years
bers from the place, and that's
class of '30
perhaps be through the what we want."
cause many
class of '94.
alumni
reKevin Gladstone member what
Gladstone
added that dethe library was
like when they
said che lace Father Michael).
Lavelle,Sj., worked especially hard
at this by going out to meet people,
making them feel good and earning their trust.
"'When they ha~ the trust in a
leader such as Father Lavelle, and
when we can make them understand their investment is a sound
one, theyaremorewillingtogive,"
Gladstone said.
The Dolan Family Foundation,
which makes regular donations
tomanycausesandorganizations,
including Carroll, donated
$250,000 to the university last
year, said Gladstone. This year
they are offering the Dolan Chal·
lenge Grant in which they will
donate $150,000 if the administracion can increase the amount
of money it receives from donations as well as the number of donors who give. Aspartof the grant,

"It is hoped that they would
want to give something back (to
the universityl" he said.
Currently more than 25% of
jCU's alumni donate money tot he
university. Gladstone hopes to
have 30 percent of the alumni donating in the near future.
"If 30 percent of our alumni
would donate, that would put us
among the elite of universities,"
Gladstone said.
The amount of each donation
varies considerably depend ing on
the person or organization donating. Over a period of time, and
after numerous donations, several
individuals have made as much as
million-dollar contributions.
Carroll received a $10 million
donation from the j.F. O'Neill
Charitable Trust Fund a few years
ago. This was the largest single
gift in the history of the school.
There are about 125 people including alumni , parents, and
frienqs of the university, who are
members of the President's Forum,
Gladstone said. As members, they
are each committed to donate
$5,000 or more to the university
on a continuing annual basis.
However, Gladstone stressed
that all donations, big or small,
are important.
It doesn't matter if it's five dollars or $10 million," he said. 1Any
size donation) shows that people
believe in this place, and that's
what we want"
Piunno agreed.
"It takes a lot of little gifts to
earn the big ones," Piunno said,
adding that the little contributions,add
the university

. . . .:..J

Gladstone said unrestricted
gifts, in which the money is not
donated to a specific area, but is
used In the budget where it is
needed most, are difficult to obtain because people would rather
see hCJ'N their money is spent.
Gladstone said the unrestricted
donations come with the trust
from thedonorthat the university
will do what is best with the
money.
"Wetryandmaketheconstituents realize that the need is great,
the investment is wise, and that
they will see the results as we produce good people for the future,"
Gladstone said.
Gladstone said he hopes
alumni realize what an excellent
education they received while at
Carroll and therefore want current studems to have the same experience.

seeking donations from alumni
since the opening of the schooL
although, as Gladstone mentioned,theeffortsaremuchgreater
today.
"l hope we are on! y scratching
the surface of the potential support fromalumni,"Gladstonesaid.
"As the years go by, l hope we do
even better."
Gladstone said that Carroll's
good reputation is helpful when
they seek donations. Since the
alumni are achieving significant
positions in the business community, and, since they speak highly
of JCU, others are more easily encouraged to support the university, he said.
"The high quality of the school
nowenhancesthedegreesalumni
have earned," said. Gladstone.
"They're appreciative of it, and
they want to support it."

Nazi ideologist depicts horror of era
MaUreen R. Shaughneuy
Staff Reporter
jonathan Fishbane described
Nazi ideology as gruesome when
he lectured to the john Carroll
University community on race
purification earlier this week.
The lecture titled, 'The Racial
Foundations of Nazi Ideology and
Law:PreludetotheHolocaust,'created a somber tone as fishbane
described the beliefs of those involved in eugenics, a technique
involving the purification of the
blood of one race. fish bane's basis
for most of his lecture came from
Hider'sbook,"Meinkampf," which
summarized the Nazi leader's ideology.
Fishbane stated that the ideology of the Nazis was founded in
Arnerica before the Ci vii War. The
Dred Scott laws allowed for segre-

gated schooling.
Hitler implemented his plans
The goal of the Nazis in the 30's for purifying the race through a
was to create a new German-con- youth movement. He wasgoingto
sciousness that humanity only teach the next generation. He
consisted of pure Germans, said taught young Germans his theoFish bane.
ries to fix impurities in the nation.
Nazi Germany wanted to rid These theories included isolation,
society of these devalued people rejection, and liquidation of the
through sterilization and eutha- supposedly impure.
nasia. When World War II broke
In response to a question posed
out, Hitler had a viable excuse for from theaudienceon how one dethis extermination.
termined a pure German in a land
"People were exterminated in with a European mix, Fishbane
order to make room for soldiers replied, "They determined purity
injured in the war," said Fish bane. by whom they wanted to consider
Fishbane said that the medi- pure."
callyeducated and thosewithdocHowever, with theendof World
torates backed Hitler's assump- War II, Hitler was stopped in his
tions.
tracks. The ideologies of Hitler
'They claimed that there were were put aside in order to rebuild
no cures in science,' said Fish bane. war torn Germany.
The only answer was ridding the
The audience was left wondercountry of imperfections.
ing if this could ever happen again.
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JCU educates Cleveland community FULLBRIGHT: Purdy piCI15
Joe Rastoka
Staff Reporter
On the firs t floor of the admi nistrative building is a department
which aims to educate the general
public.
The department of Continuing
Education, initiated in the 1970's,
offers non-credit courses to enrich
members of the Cleveland community.
The programs include arts and
sciences, business, computers,
counseling, humanities, real estate, and religious studies.
The counseling program helps
licensed counselors earn Contin uing Education Unit credit (CEU),
said Christine Gibbons, director
of continuing education.
"You need to take so many
hours to fulfilllcounselingllicense
requirements," she said.
The purpose is to have licensed
counselors with up-to-date skills
and information. The Continu-

ing Education program provides come from outside areas with exthese classes so that students can pertise in other areas,for example,
realtors," Gibbons said.
fulfill their hours.
James Driscoll,continuingeduThe department offers pro·
grams geared toward the greater ·ca tion teacher, has been teaching
real estate finance in the continuCleveland community.
"These programs are not de- ing education program since last
signed forjCUundergraduates but fall. This class consists of the nathey are welcome to take them," ture and characteristics of mortGibbons said.
gage loans,government influence
Gibbons, an alumnus of jCU on real estate finance, and the nawho holds a masters degree in edu- ture of the mortgage market.
cation, said that the Continuing "Teaching helps you learn mateEducation program is very diverse. rial better," he said. "You get to
"We haveyoung and old people, meet people that you work with in
business people, professionals, and the real estate business."
housewives," she said. "They all
Gibbons added that although
share the desire to participate in the instructors are paid, it is not
life-long learning.•
their motivation.
The majority of the instructors
"These instructors don't teach
are faculty members from jCU for the money," she said "Money is
with theotherinstructorscoming secondary to their desire to teach."
from area schools or businesses.
If youwouldlikefurther inforThey are not necessarily profes- mation on programs they offer
give the Continuing Education
sors, Gibbons said.
·A good number! of instructors] department a ca11 at 397-3008.

LANYE: Salmi notes lack of fine arts at JCU
continued from page 1

Treasurer
Student Union general elections will be held on
Monday, April10 and Tuesday, April11.

Four hundred compete
in Greek Week activities
27 events as part of Greek Week,
an annual event sponsored by the
Greek Council.
"It's a chance for the sororities
and fraternities tocompeteagainst
each other in events that range
from talent to physical activities
such as tennis and swimming,"
said Greek Council president Eric
Chiprich.
Approximately 400 students,
or 10-12 percent of the student
population, are involved in Greek
organizations.
"At John Carroll, the sororities
and fraternities aren't stressed:
Chlprich added. "So [Greek Week]
is unique because it gives the
Greeks a week that's their own.
They're doing it for themselves."
TheGreekCouncilcoordinates
the times and places of each event.
They also collect the scores and
make sure the rules are followed.
The events themselves, however,
are coordinated by each of the sororities and fraternities who can
sponsOr as many as two events.
"It's just a friendly competition.
It's the one thing where all of the
Greeks join together to do something," said Emma Yates, Theta
Kappa member.
The competition is scored on a
point system, and at the end of the
week the sorority and fraternity
with the most points wins.
"We purchased a plaque to hang
in the atrium," said Chiprich.
"Each year the names of the two
winning organizations will have
their group's name put on the
plaque."
Yates said Greek Week does not
necessarily have anything to do
with the conclusion of pledging,
although many organizations are
ending their pledging at this time.
"We try to get as many new
members involved as possible,"
said Yates. "It's a lot of fun, and a

tournament Monday night.
"The euchre tournament was
fun, but it was unorganized," said
Sigma Delta Kappa member Kevin
Reilly. "The girl who was announcing didn't even know how
toplaythegame. Therewascheatinggoingon and thatannoyed me.
But don't get me wrong, it was a
great time.'
The fraternity of Phi Beta Phi
and the sorority of Zeta Tao Omega
won the three-legged race around
the quad Tuesday afternoon.
"It was a great time," said Sigma
Delta Kappa member jeff Guyton.
"MattCassidyandlcompeted. We
were behind at first, and we came
back and won."
Due to the snow Tuesday afternoon, many felt competition was
more difficult.
"The fact that it was freezing
intensified the situation," said
Sheri Kilarski, Theta Kappa member.
A basketball tournament was
held in the Recplex Tuesday night.
"We played against two other
teams," said Carolyn Sprague, Zeta
Tau Omega member. "It was good
competition and a lot of fun." Her
sorority took first in the event.
Iota Phi Theta beat· Phi Alpha
Xi to win the fraternity basketball tournament in which seven
fraternities competed.
"A lot of thegu ys found out late
and just shCJ'Ned up to play," said
Phi Beta Phi member Mark Ass ian.
"It's really a good time, but everyone takes it seriously. It's nor a joke
to anyone."
Other Greek Week events include a lip-sync contest, a talent
show, slip-n-slide, golf , a car-push
around the quad, arm wrestling, a
pizza eating contest, and a belly
flop contest.
·
Greek Week will conclude this
Saturday with a picnic.
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would address the needs of students in the fine arts," Salm i said.
"As a liberal arts college 1 would
hope there would be more room in
the curriculum for fine arts."
LanYt does not feelJCU has a
balanced curriculum, nor does it
have the right to call itself a liberal arts college.
"JCU boasts its place in
academia and it can justifiably say
that, but when it says that it is a
liberal arts university, tha t is
where it goes wrong," she said.
"You can boast about your business school, accounting and commun lca,rions, and
can brag
pus, but don't say you are something you are not."
.
john Carroll Band director
Chuck Beilstein is not as upset
with the ad ministration as Lan Ye,
he said.
"They've been real helpful to
us," he said. "Our visibility and
membership has increased and

they've approved a growing budget proportionately." Beilstein
added that he hopes the university can find someone as creative
and out-going as lan Ye.
Lan Ye said that she put Carroll
on the mapnrusically by bringing
events like a regional opera cornpetition lastspringtocampus,and
she's proud to have gotten people
to think seriously about music.
She is also thankful to all of her
students for their hard work and
being receptive.
"l'm too qualified and too talented to be held back by a ridiculous program by the nature of the

and he would "like someone who
is competent, has experience
working with choir and/or glee
club either at a small college or
high sc hoollevel."
"I'd also like to have someone
who would be an enthusiastic recruiter who would invitestudents
to participate in choir," said Salmi.
fred D'Onofrio, president of the
choir,wasdisturbed to hear Lan Ye
was leaving.
"I'm very disappointed to see
her go. It came as a surprise to all
of us. A lot of people were very
upset about it," he said. "She will
be missed. I don't think there's

to teach English in Korea
continued from page 1

Swenson stressed what a
"I picked Korea because that great honor this grant is.
"Of the 600 who receive the
is where my mother is from,"
she said. "l wanted to get in gram, many are in the advanced
touch with that side of me and stages of graduate work and are
using this opportunity to write
get to know that culture."
She said her mother influ- their doctorate dissertation; she
said. "It Is probably one of the
enced her choice of countries.
"My mom wasreallytouched two to three most prestigious
because she came from Korea study abroad programs."
Swenson said that many reand now her daughter IS going
there ro teach English," she said quest information on the grant,
She will be working 20 hours but few actually apply:
"Many request information
a week and is expected to paron the Fulbright grant, but when
ticipate in school activities.
"lamhopingtobringAmeri- they see the work involved in the
can culture to the school," she application, few actually apply,~
said. •tam notsurewhatkindof she said. "It is a lengthy applicatown l will be teaching in, but I tion, but (Purdy] got through it."
SwensonsaidPurdyisanoucwould like tointroduce[Ameristanding example of a JCU stucan] culture to them."
Purdy said one of her goals is dent.
international business.
"She Is really Mll qualified,"
"I would like to be a mediator she said. "She Is bright, anicubetween an American and Ko- late, and will represent the u.s_
rean business.•she saki. 'I 'WlbU ~ ThisltagreatopJX>rtunit)"
forha"
IQJOcus on public relations."
Purdy said that this will be
fuldyhas a working knowlt!dgtof the Korean language but the beginning of her career.
"Before l began a career, l
hopes to become fluent,shesaid.
wanted to do something and be
~reallywant tolearnthelanguage and interact with the cul- able tohelpsomebody,"shesaid.
ture," she said. "1 also want to "lf l help one person. 1 will be
participate in all the activities I happy Thisisonewaylcando
thar."
can."

WE H liN TO BlAlE
Friday, April 7, 1995

way this school is set up." she said .

choi r next year.
"We don't know exactly what's
going to happen or if they'll bring
in somebody as talented or interested," freshman choir member
Courtney Zillwe~er said.
Salmi said the university will
be looking for a new choir director

4 p.m. in Kulas Auditorium in
which she hopes to include
present choir members
and choir alumni in the performance. LanYe already _has ac·
cepted a position at another universitywhichshewould not name
at this time.

PROS: Success hinging on performance
continued from page 1

Perella said. "We sent them a film,
tude towards the people who they liked what theysaw,andcontacted us back."
laughed at him.
lnsa na credited Perella's arri va 1
"That's not what I'm about. l
this
year as a critical factor in his
don't feel like I got the last Ia ugh,
because ['m not done with what career.
"If Coach Perella didn't come
I'm doing," lnsana said. "It proves
to people that if you believe in this year, l don't know where I'd
be," lnsana said.
something, a little
"And
Coach
hard work and
DeCarlo was
dedication will "It proves to
great withal! the
pay of f. There's
contacts he has."
been so many people that if
He credited
nights where I was
histeammatesas
sitting in bed IIIOIJ bell"eve In
well for his suethinking, 'what .T'
am l even doing?'
,d
cess.
lt's a satisfaction SonJe
In~, a
"I was blessed
,1
becausethingsare 1
with so many
getting better."
ha wo~
things this year,"
jCU Head Footlnsana said. "We
ball Coach Tony and dedicatiOn
had a great ofDeCarlo
said
fense with guys
Insana benefited Will pay Off."
like Sean Willfrom contacts esiams, Brian Ash,
tablished through
p]. Insana and Tom Telesco.
We had a great
himself, and jCU
Offensive Coordioffensive line.
nator joe Perella, who helped put Our defense put me in great simathe Lions on lnsana'strail. Perella tions all year. It was a combinacoached with Ritchie at the Uni- tion of things."
versity of Cincinnati.
But Williams cited lnsana's te"CoachDeCarloand !contacted nacity for the thrill of achieve[the Lions! and they said they were ment.
"Coming in as a freshman he
looking for a young quarterback,"

th'

,;tt.e
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improved year by year," Williams
said. "The improvement he made
from his junior to senior year was
astounding. It wasn't surprising
because he's a natural born athlete. He was determined to go to
the next level. And he did." ·
Insana said he is appreciative
of Chris Wenzler and Randy
Loeser in the Sports Infor mation
office, The Carroll News, and
WUJC radio for the increase in
publicity this year.
"They really helped in getting
coverage and interest," he said. "lt's
easy to forget about Division lll."
Jnsana also thanked Equipment/Facilities Director Jim
Pancher and his assistant Tim
Gallo, who "were with me every
step of the way and made things
easier for me," as well as Head
Trainer Don McPhillips who was
"consistently patchingme upduring the season."
Now a pro, lnsana has even
higher goals, perhaps possibly
playing in the NFL one day.
"If I establish myself, polish
myself and get some good numbers up there, its going to better
mychancesof getting into an NFL
camp," lnsana said. "I think this is
the best thing for me to get where
l want to be."

Have a safe Easter Break and pick up the next Carroll News on April27.

PSYCHEIII.IC • AMAZING SOUNDS
.ziNG MUSIC
TheAgora Theater
OIDWIFBIATIIIM.
SIIJW STMIS AT_..M.
HAWKWIND will be celebrating 25 years

of in~ntive space rock with a rare
appearance at 1he Cl~land Agora.
u

ll

If you were a Carroll News photogr:apher,
this space might be filled with a p1cture.

Come help us
fill these spaces.
Stop in the Carroll News office today!
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JCU seeks to hike donations
Cherie Skoczen

I

the Dolan Family Foundation is
Assistant News Editor
also challenging the administraJohn Carroll University hopes tion to obtain donations from
to collect four million dollars in alumni who have not previously
donations from alumni this year, donated, said Gladstone.
Donna Piunno,directorof fund
surpassing last year's contributions by almost one million dol- development, said the Kresge
lars.
FoundationhasmadeseveralchalThe Development Office staff lenge grams to the university in
is continuously asking alumni, as recent years. Presently, they are
well as variouscorporations,foun- offering $600,000 to help with
dations, trustees, friends,and par- Grasselli library construction if
ents of students at the university theadministrationcanraiseanadfor financial support.
ditional $1.6 million on its own.
According to Kevin Gladstone, Of this $1.6 million, half of it must
executive director of alumni and come from broad-based support,
development, the university is ex." which consists of many small dotrernely dependent on the dona- nations as opposed to only a few
tions it receives.
large donations.
Donations come to the univer"Without them," he said, "tuition. would be a lot higher."
sity either as restricted gif tsorunDonations
restricted gifts.
are
sought
In a restricted
through direct
gift, the money
maiL. phone sois specifically
licitation, and
donated to a
personal visits
certain cause
with potential
such as a scholdonors by the
arship fund,
the library or
admi nistra- [Any
the athletic detion.
Workpartment
study students
Piunnosaid
solicit donathe library has
tions by phone
been very sucfrom older and
cess£ ul in reyounger
ceiving
realumni alike,
calling memstricted gifts in
recent years
bers from the
class of '30
perhaps bethrough the
cause many
class of '94.
alumni
reKevin Gladstone member what
Gladstone
added that dethe library was
like when they
veloping a trust

"It is hoped that they would
want to gtve something back [to
the universityl" he said.
Currently more than 25% of
]CU'salumni donate money to the
university. Gladstone hopes to
have 30 percent of the alumni donating in the near future.
"II 30 percent of our alumni
would donate, that would put us
among the elite of universities,"
Gladstone said.
The amount of each donation
varies considerably depending on
the person or organization donating. Over a period of time, and
after numerous donations, several
individualshavemadeasmuchas
million-dollar comributions.
Carroll received a $10 million
donation from the ].F. O'Neill
Charitable Trust Fund a few years
ago. This was the largest single
gift in the history of the school.
There are about 125 people including alumni, parents, and
friengs of the university, who are
members of the President's Forum,
Gladstone said. Asmembets,they
are each committed to donate
$5,000 or more to the university
on a continuing annual basis.
However, Gladstone stressed
that all donations, big or small,
are important.
"It doesn't matter if it's five dollarsor$l0million,"hesaid.1Any
size donation] shows that people
believe in this place, and that's
what we want•
Piunno agreed.
"It takes a lot of little gifts to
ear.n the big ones," Piunno said,
adding that the little contributions.add
university

said cite la te Fath er Michael ].
Lavelle,Sj., worked especially hard
at this by going out to meet people,
making them feel good and earning their trust.
"When they have the trust in a
leader such as Father lavelle, and
when we can make them understand their investment is a sound
one,theyaremorewillingtogive,"
Gladstone said
The Dolan Family Foundation,
which makes regular donations
to rna ny causes and organizations,
including Carroll, donated
$250.000 to the university last
year, said Gladstone. This year
they are offering the Dolan Challenge Grant in which they will
donate $150,000 if the administration can increase the amount
of money it receives from donations as well as the number of donorswhogive. As part of the grant,

seeking donations from alumni
since the opening of the schooL
although, as Gladstone mentioned, theeffortsaremuchgreater
tcxlay.
"l hope we are only scratching
the surface of the potential supportfromalumni,"Gladstonesaid.
"As the years go by, I hope we do
even better."
Gladstone said that Carroll's
good reputation is helpful when
they seek donations. Since the
alumni are achieving significant
positions in the business community, and, since they speak highly
of JCU, others are more easily encouraged to support the university; he said.
·
"The high quality of the school
now enhances 1he degrees alumni
have earned," said. Gladstone.
"They're appreciative of it, and
they want to support it•

"It doesn't matter
if It's five dollars
or $10 million.
size
donation] shows
that people
believe In this
place, and that's
what we want"

.

.

Gladstone said unresrr ic ted
gifts, in which the money is not
donated to a Specific area, but is
used in the budget where it is
needed most, are difficult to obtain because people would rather
see how their money is spent.
Glads to oe said the unresrric ted
donations come with the trust
fromthedonorthattheuniversity
will do what is best with the
money.
"We try and make the constituents realize that the need is great,
the investment is wise, and that
they will see the results as we produce good people for the future,"
Gladstone said.
Gladstone said he hopes
alumni realize what an excellent
education they received while at
Carroll and therefore want current students to have the same experience.

Nazi ideologist depicts horror of era
MaUreen R. Shaugllnessy
Steff Reporter

jonathan Fishbane described
Nazi ideology as gruesome when
he lectured to the john Carroll
University community on race
purification earlier this week.
The lecture titled, "The Racial
Foundations of Nazi Ideology and
Law: Prelude to the Holocaust,' created a somber tone as Fishbane
described the beliefs of those involved in eugenics, a technique
involving the purification of the
blood of one race. Fish bane's basis
for most of his lecture came from
Hider's book,"Meinkam pf,"which
summarized the Nazi leader's ideology.
Fish bane stated that the ideology of the Nazis was founded in
America before the Civil War. The
Dred Scott laws allowed for segre-

gated schooling.
The goal of the Nazis in the 30's
was to create a new German-consciousness that humanity only
consisted of pure Germans, said
Fish bane.
Nazi Germany wanted to rid
society of these devalued people
through sterilization and euthanasia. When World War II broke
out, Hitler had a viable excuse for
this extermination.
"People were exterminated in
order to make room for soldiers
injured in the war," said Fishbane.
Fishbane said that the medicallyeducatedandthosewithdoctorates backed Hitler's assumptions.
"They claimed that there were
no cures in science,' said Fish bane.
The only answer was ridding the
country of imperfections.

Hitler implemented his plans
for purifying the race through a
youth movement. He was going to
teach the next generation. He
taught young Germans his theories to fix impurities in the nation.
These theories included isolation,
rejection, and liquidation of the
supposedly impure.
In response to a question posed
from theaudienceon how one determined a pure German in a land
with a European mix, Fishbane
replied, "They determined purity
by whom they wanted to consider
pure.•
However,withtheendofWorld
War 11, Hitler was stopped in his
tracks. The ideologies of Hitler
were put aside in order to rebuild
war torn Germany.
The audience was left wondering if this could ever happen again.
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JCU educates Cleveland community FULLBRIGHT: Purdy piCI15
Joe Rastoka
Staff Reporter

On the first floor of the administra tive building is a department
which aims toed ucate the general
public.
The department of Cantin uing
Edu cation, initiated in the 1970's,
offers non-credit courses toenrich
members of the Cleveland community.
The programs include arts and
sciences, bus iness , co mputers,
counseling, humanities, real estate, and religious studies.
The counseling program helps
licensed counselors earn Conti n uing Education Unit credit (CEU),
said Christine Gibbons, director
of continuing education.
"You need to take so many
hours to fulfill [counseling] license
requirements," she said.
The purpose is to have licensed
counselors with up-to-date skills
and information. The Cominu-

ing Education program provides come from outside areas with exthese classes so that students can pertise in other areas, for example,
fulfill their hours.
realtors," Gibbons said.
The department offers proJames Driscoll,continuing edugrams geared toward the greater ·cation teacher, has been teaching
Cleveland community.
real estate finance in the continu"These programs are not de- ing education program since last
signed for JCU undergraduates but fall. This class consists of the nathey are welcome to take them ," ture and characteristics of mortGibbons said.
gage loans,governmentinfluence
Gibbons, an alumnus of JCU on real estate finance, and the nawho holds a masters degree in edu- ture of the mortgage market .
cation, said that the Continuing "Teaching helps you learn mateEducation program is very diverse. rial better," he said. "You get to
"We have young and old people, meet people that you work with in
business people, professionals, and the real estate business."
housewives," she said. "They all
Gibbons added that although
share the desire to participate in the instructors are paid, it is not
life-long learning."
their motivation.
"These instructors don't teach
Themajorityof the instructors
are faculty members from jCU for the money," she said "Money is
with the other instructors coming secondary to their desire to teach."
from area schools or businesses.
lf you would likefurther inforThey are not necessarily profes- mation on programs they offer
give the Continuing Education
sors, Gibbons said.
"A good number[of instructors] department a call at 397-3008.

LANYE: Salmi notes lack of fine arts at JCU
continued from page 1

Treasurer

' ..,....,.4....~•.,
Aaron
Ryan Lynch

Student Union general elections will be held on
Monday, April10 and Tuesday, April11.

Four hundred compete
in Greek Week activities
27 eyents as part of Greek
an annual event sponsored by the
Greek Council.
"lt's a chance for the sororities
and fraternities to compete against
each other in events that range
from talent to physical activities
such as tennis and swimming,"
said Greek Council president Eric
Chiprich.
Approximately 400 students,
or 10-12 percent of the student
population, are involved in Greek
organizations.
"1\tjohn Carroll, the sororities
and fraternities aren't stressed:
Chiprich added. ?a [Greek Week]
is unique because it gives the
Greeks a week that's their own.
They're doing it for themselves."
TheGreekCouncilcoordinates
the times and places of each event.
They also collect the scores and
make sure the rules are followed.
The events themselves, however,
are coordinated by each of the sororities and fraternities who can
sponsor as many as two events.
"It'sjusta friendly competition.
It's the one thing where all of the
Greeks join together to do something," said Emma Yates, Theta
Kappa member.
The competition is scored on a
point system, and at the end of the
week the sorority and fraternity
with the most points wins.
"We purchased a plaque to hang
in the atrium," said Chiprich.
"Each year the names of the two
winning organizations will have
their group's name put on the
plaque."
Yates said Greek Week does not
necessarily have anything to do
with the conclusion of pledging,
although many organizations are
ending their pledging at this time.
"We try to get as many new
members involved as possible,"
said Yates. "It's a lot of fun, and a

tournament Monday night.
"The euchre tournament was
fun, but it was unorganized," said
Sigma Delta Kappa member Kevin
Reilly. "The girl who was announcing didn't even know how
toplaythegame. Therewascheatinggoingonand that annoyed me.
But don't get me wrong, it was a
great time.'
The fraternity of Phi Beta Phi
andthesororityofZetaTaoOmega
won the three-legged race around
the quad Tuesday afternoon.
"lt was a great time," said Sigma
Delta Kappa memberJeff Guyton.
"MattCassidyandicompeted. We
were behind at first, and we came
back and won"
Due to the snow Tuesday afternoon, many felt competition was
more difficult
"The fact that it was freezing
intensified the situation," said
Sheri Kilarski, Theta Kappa member.
A basketball tournament was
held in the Recplex Tuesday night.
"We played against two other
teams," said CarolynSprague,Zeta
Tau Omega member. "It was good
competition and a lot of fun." Her
sorority took first in the event.
lota Phi Theta beat Phi Alpha
Xi to win the fraternity basketball tournament in which seven
fraternities competed.
"A lotof theguysfound out late
and just showed up to play," said
Phi Beta Phi memberMarkAssian.
"It's really a good time, but everyone takes it seriously. It's not a joke
to anyone.·
Other Greek Week events include a lip-sync contest, a talent
show, sli p-n-slide, golf, a car-push
around the quad, arm wrestling, a
pizza eating contest, and a belly
flop contest.
·
Greek Week will conclude this
Saturday with a picnic.
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would address the needs of students in the fine arts," Salmi said.
"As a libera 1arts college I would
hope there would be more room in
the curriculum for fine arts."
Lann does not feel JCU has a
balanced curriculum, nor does it
have the right to call itself a liberal arts college.
"JCU boasts its place in
academia and it can justifiably say
that, but when it says that it is a
liberal arts university, that is
where it goes wrong," she said.
"You can boast about your business school, accounting and communications, and
ca n bra g

they've approved a growing budget proportionately." Beilstein
added that he hopes the university can find someone as creative
and out-going as Lan Ye.
Lan Yesaid that she put Carroll
on the map musically by bringing
events like a regional opera cornpetition last spring toea rn pus, and
she's proud to have gotten people
to think seriously about music.
She is also thankful to all of her
students for their hard work and
being receptive.
"I'm too qualihed and too talented to be held back by a ridiculous program by the nature of the
way th is schoolisset up.' s he said .

and he would "like someone who
is competent, has experience
working with choir and/or glee
club either at a small college or
high school level •
"I'd also like to have someone
who would be an enthusiastic recrui terwhowould invite students
to participate in choir," said Salmi.
Fred D'Onofrio, president of the
choir, wasdisturbed to hear Lan Ye
was leaving.
"I'm very disappointed to see
her go. It came as a surprise to all
of us. A lot of people were very
upset about it," he said. "She will
be missed. I don't think there's

pus, but _don't say you are something you are not."
,
john Carroll Band director
Chuck Beilstein is not as upset
with theadministrationas Lan Ye.,
he said.
"They've been real helpful to
us," he said. "Our visibility and
membership has increased and

choir next year.
"We don't know exactly what's
going to happen or if they'll bring
in somebody as talented or interested," freshman choir member
Courtney Zillwe~er said.
Salmi said the university will
be looking for a new choir director

4 p.m. in Kulas Auditorium in
which she hopes to include
present choir members
and choir alumni in the performance. LanYe already has accepted a position at another uni- ·
versitywhichshewould not name
at this time.

to teach English in Korea
continued from page 1
"I picked Korea because that
is where my mother is from,"
she said. "I wanted to get in
touch with that side of me and
get to know that culture."
She said her mother influenced her choice of countries.
"My mom was really touched
because she came from Korea
and now her daughter is going
there to teach English ," she said.
She will be working 20 hours
a week and is expected to participate in school activities.
"I am hoping to bring American culture to the school ," she
said. "I am not sure what kind of
town I will be teaching in, but I
would like tointroduce[American] culture to them."
Purdy said one of her goa Is is
inter national business.
"I would like to be a mediator
bet~n an American and KQrean business:she said. fJ \ftnt

CQb:us on public l'datlons.•
f\U:dy has a working knowledgeof the Korean language but
hopes to become fluent,shesald.
"l really want toleamthe language and interact with the culture," she said. "l also want to
participate in all the activities I
can."

Swenson stressed what a
great honor this grant is.
"Of the 600 who receive the
grant, many are in the advanced
stages of graduate work and are
using this opportunity to write
their doctorate dissertation," she
said. "It Is probably one of the
two to three most prestigious
study abroad programs."
Swenson said that many request information on the grant,
but few actually apply.
"Many request information
on theFulbrightgram,butwhen
they see the work involved in the
application, fewactua lly apply,ft
she said. "It is a lengthy application, but[Purdy]got through iL."
Swenson said Purdy is anoutstanding example of a)CU student.
"She is really well qualified."
she said. "She is bright. articula&e, and will represent the U.5.
-1ftD. Thlslugreatopportunity
forhet"
Purdy said that this will be
the beginning of her career.
"Before I began a career, l
wanted to do something and be
able to helpsornebod y," she said.
"If l help one person. l will be
happy. This is one way l can do
that."

WE H.
TO UlE
Friday, April 7, 1995

PROS: Success hinging on performance
continued from page 1
tude towards the people who
laughed at him.
"That's not what l'm about. l
don't feel like l got the last laugh,
because I'm not done with what
I'm doing," Insana said. "It proves
to people that if you believe in
something, a little
hard work and
dedication will
pay off. There's
been so many
nightswherelwas

Perella said. "We sent them a film,
they liked what theysaw,andcon·
tacted us back."
lnsana credited Perella'sarrival
this year as a critical factor in his
career.
"lf Coach Perella didn't come
this year. I don't know where I'd
be," Insana said.
"And
Coach
DeCarlo was
great with all the
contacts he has."
He credited
histeammatesas
well for his suetd
cess.
"1 was blessed
with so many
things this year,"
lnsanasaid. "We
had a great offense with guys
Off. rr
like Sean Willlams, Brian Ash,
pJ lnsana and Tom Telesco.
We had a great
offensive line.
Our defense put me in great situations all year. It was a combination of things."
But Williams cited lnsana's tenacity for the thrill of achievemeot.
"Coming in as a freshman he

"It proves to
people that if
"'OU bel''eve
In
1'
J '

sitting in bed
thinking, 'what
am I even doing?'
lt's a satisfaction
because things are
1
getting better."
jCUHeadFootball Coach Tony
said
DeCarlo
Insana benefited
pay
£rom contacts established through
himself, and ]CU
Offensive Coordinator joe Perella, who helped put
the Lions on insana's trail. Perella
coached with Ritchie at the University of Cincinnati.
"CoachDeCarloandlcontacted
[the Lions] and they said they were
looking for a young quarterback,"

th'

some In,, a
rcJ
,
litt.e ha worn
and dedicatiOn
Will

improved year by year," Williams
said. "The improvement he made
from his junior to senior year was
astounding. It wasn't surprising
because he's a natural born athlete. He was determined to go to
the next leveL And he did."
lnsana said he is appreciative
of Chris Wenzler and Randy
Loeser in the Sports Information
office, The Carroll News, and
WUJC radio for the increase in
publicity this year.
"They really helped in getting
coverage and interest,"hesaid. "It's
easy to forget about Division Ill."
Jnsana also thanked Equipment/Facilities Director Jim
Fancher and his assistant Tim
Gallo, who "were with me every
step of the way and made things
easier for me," as well as Head
Trainer Don McPhillips who was
"consistent! y patching me upd uring the season."
Now a pro, lnsana has even
higher goals, perhaps possibly
playing in the NFL one day.
"lf l establish myself, polish
myself and get some good numbers up there, its going to better
mychancesof getting into an NFL
camp," lnsana said. "I think this is
the best thing for me to get where
I want to be."

Have a safe Easter Break and pick up the next Carroll News on April27.

PSYCIIIB.IC • AMAZING SOUNDS
AMAZING MUSIC
The Agora Theater
OOIBSRYATBP.M.
SliM STMTS AT 9P.M.
HAWKWIND will be relebrating 25 years
of in'ffitive space rock with a rare
ap~re at The Cleveland Agora
ll

If you were a Carroll News photographer,
this space might be filled with a picture.

Come help us
fill these spaces.
Stop in the Carroll News office today!

WORLD VIEW
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The other 'Trial of the Century'
Christine A. Dresch
Assistant World View Editor

While the City of Angelsglnt~red beneath flashbulbs of 0 .].
Simpson's courtside media
frenzy, a Nassau County jury delivered the verdict of a criminal
case fallen from those grim limelights. On February 18th, Colin
Ferguson was convicted of the
1993 Long island Railroad

shootings that killed six railroad
commuters and wounded 19 others. Before the Simpson opening
statements monopolized media
attention, the Ferguson trial generated morbid curiosity and incredulous stares from Ferguson$
insistence that he would serve as
his own legal counciL
Ferguson dismissed his lawyers, William M. Kunster and

Ronald Kuby,after they urged him
to plea guilty by reason of insanity resulting£ rom "black rage," the
mental strain of years of racial
oppression. A psychiatrist would
vouch for Ferguson's "paranoid
and delusionary" state of mind,
they said.
But Ferguson rejected both the
"black rage" and the insanity defense. He insisted he was not the

Now that you're going to
graduate school, how
do you plan to pay for it?

Ask us.
For Graduate Students

(pursuing all types of advanced
degrees such as law, engineering,
nursing, etc.) The CitiGraduate Loan Program
offers Federal Stafford Loans

Long Island Ratlroad gunman,
but rather another victim of the
attack.
Ferguson claimed he had been
sleeping on the train when a
white male stole the gun Ferguson
kept in a knapsack beneath his
seat and began shooting the passengers riding in the third car. As
the only black rna le in the railroad car at the time of the
shootings, Ferguson said he was
fingered as the gunman. Dressed
insuitand tieandarmed with the
Fu ndamentalsofTrial Techniques
textbook loaned to him by his exlawyers, Ferguson insisted upon
his innocence. Presiding Judge
Donald Belfi determined he was
competent to stand trial
"There were 93 counts to that
indictment," Ferguson declared in
his opening statement, referring
to the assortment of second-degree murder, aggravated murder,
and attempted murder charges
he'd accumulated, "Ninety-three
because that matched the year
1993. If it had been 1925, there
would have been a 25 count indictment."
At the beginning of the trial,
judge Belfi warned his jurors the
trial might last as long as two
months. But the prosecution
completed their case in just eleven
days, calling forty-three eyewi tnesses against Ferguson.
They repeatedly identified
Ferguson as the railroad shooter
during the prosecution's examination and Ferguson'sown crossexamination.
"Itwas YOI.Lr ~La LC~m·~u
your

And, all of the Citibank Graduate Loan Programs offer:

you study or where you currently bank, you can count
on Citibank, the nation's
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your education.
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Graduate teaching assistants from Yale University in New
Haven, ConnectictU started a one week strike on Monday for
better pay as well as a union of their own. Union activity !son tht
rise as teaching assistants CTA's)(ind themselves handling morr
of the teaching load without benefits or an increase In pay. Teachingassistantsgenerallyhandleintroductorycoursesat research
universities as well as grading papers and meeting with students.
Yale's mostsenous threat of disruption lies in thedepanmentsof
social science and humanitieswhichcouldcauseahaho£ classes
like constitutional law.
Temperatures are rising 0.1 degrees Celsius per decade, three
limes less than scientists' predictions. These findings show that
the seriousness of global warming has been greatly exaggerated.
Based on other simultaneousstudies,lndustrialized countries are
being urged to cut carbon dioxide emissions., which are blamed
for the heating.

Tenn limitations denied by House
Gina M. Girardot
World View Editor

The House of Representatives
rejected a proposed constitutional
amendment to limit congressional
terms last Thursday.
The bill, which would limit
representatives' and senators'
terms to 12 years, was62 votes shy
of the 290 votes needed for a majority. It would have limited the
term of Senator or Representative
to 12 years.
Louis Stokes, a Democrat from
Shaker Heights, said that theRepublicans decided to back term

limits when theywereinthehouse
minority, butlostenthusiasmonce
house control was gained.
Some Democrats also cited a
retroactive clause, which would
count years already served. This
would effect numerous Republicans, and is a factor in the Republican party's waning support.
Speaker of the House, Newt
Gingrich, was criticized for bringing up term limits as a constitutional amendment rather than as
a regular bill which would require
less votes to pass.
A two-thirds majority, rather

.~,~~--(iolj~lltk:eSimdraO.yOConnor presided over the

than the usual 50 percent plus one
vote majority was necessary for
term limitations entailing a constitutional amendment.
The Republican majority is not
taking responsibility fort he rejection of this amendment which is
supported by 70 percent of the
American public.
This is in spite of the fact that
Republicans supported term limits in their "Contract with
America" campaign platform.
Gingrich stated that term limits would become a Republican top
priority in 1997.

III!IJI'f•.t.ftill\dliy.Jtht first time in history that a woman has taken
the nation's highest court Chief justices William Rehnquist
and john Paul Stevens are the only justices with more tenure, but
were out of town for the day so the job [ell to O'Connor who has
been a member of the court since 1981.
Over 1,000 people were present i.n Haiti to view the funeral of
Mireille Durocher Bertin, who was shot last week. Bertin was
amongaboutlOOpeople
listwhkb.
was discovered by U.S. ,.,.11;,.;,.,.,
Presidentjean-Bcrtrand Ar11>111lH>
the killing_

ow
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Across from John
Carroll University

Russian state in turmoil

21 & Over • ID's Required
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U.S. struggles with support for Commonwealth
Staff Reporter
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competent to make that defense
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believes he can fly."
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the

ing? f Ferguson asked one survivor, Maryanne Philips, during a'
typical cross-examination.
"I didn't want you to shoot me

again," Ph iii ps replied. Ferguson
ca lied no witnesses to his own defense.
The guilty verdict followed ten
hours of jury deliberation.
Ferguson waived Belfi's offer to
poll the jury and commented
while handcuffed that if he had to
do it "all over again," he would not
have represented himself. Pondering the wasted time and money of
thecitizensand state of New York,
critics question why Ferguson had
been allowed to represent himself
in the first place.
The answer lies in a 1993 Supreme Court majority opinion essay written by Justice Clarence
Thomas.
He wrote, "If the defendant is
competent !Ostand trial, he is competent to decide whether to represent himself. Thepresidingjudge's
opinion of how well he would do
the job is immaterial."
Unless Ferguson became
oven! y disruptive during the trial,
and he remained exceedingly
calm during all proceedings, the
only way for judge Belfi to refuse
Ferguson the right to represent
himself would be to reverse his
previous competency decision
and declare a mistrial. This would
have been an extremely unpopular and wasteful course of action
among the prosecution, eyewitnesses,and the families of the victims of Ferguson's rampage.
But justice Thomas' Supreme
Court opinion was not a unanimous major ity. Justice Henry
Blackmum wrote in response to
Thomas, "A defendant who is ut-
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After thefall of the authoritarian regime in what is now Russia,
the American people lauded the
end of the Cold War and expressed
their hopes for an extensive period of peace. Many Americans,
however, have neglected the fact
that the Cold War is not yet completely over:

Commentary
Indeed, the political and economicsituations in Russia are extremely vola tile. Through the disintegration of the Soviet Union,
the bureaucracy which used to
control every intricate detail of
the state, crumbled. Without this
bureaucracy, Russian civilization
has fallen into an unstable and
potentially dangerous condition.
The present Russian government appearstoconsistof a multitude of opposing factions. In recent months, questions have
arisen in regards to President Boris
Yeltsin's control. During the
height of the Chechnya conflict
lastjanuary, Yeltsinordered a halt
to the massive aeriaL bombardmentofGrozny,Chechnya'scapital city. The Russian military ignored the command.
Because or the disorganized
state of the present judicial system, organized crime has become
a massive force in Russian society.
According to a recent
Washington Post article, a Russian

police study indicated that there
might be as many as 5,800 criminal gangs presently active in Russia wh ichare underminingthe few
democratic principles that now
exist in Russian society.
The recent assassination of
Russian TV executive Vladislav
Listyev caused Yeltsin to promise
a crackdown on organized crime.
His ability to do so is doubtful.
Some advocate ceasing aid to
this nation in turmoil. This is no
time to Ia pse back into the isolationist tendencies that the U.S. followed before the onset of World
War 11. Instead of ending aid , the
United States should be appropriating morefundstostimulatethe
development of Russia. This cannot be achieved by sending extra
. food rations, which is viewed as
an insult by many Russians. The
U.S. needs to promote the knowledge and technology necessary to
improve these conditions.
Yes, these appropriations will
costthe U.S. taxpayers money. But,
the cost of sending aid to Russia
could be offset byencouragingU.S.
investment in the Russian market. This investment would undoubtedly bring benefits to both
the U.S. and Russian economies.
Assisting Russia through this
transition from state socialism to
a democracy based upon free enterprise will enable this dangerous situation to be quelled. Only
then can a policy of cooperation
and friendly relations be formed
between the U.S. and Russia.
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The other 'Trial of the Century'
Christine A. Dresch
Assistant World View Editor

While the City of Angelsglitt~red beneath flashbulbs of O.J.
Simpson's courtside media
f~enzy, a Nassau County jury dehve.red the verdict of a criminal
case fallen from those grim limehghrs. On February 18th, Colin
Ferguson was convicted of the
1993 Long Island Railroad

shootings that killed six railroad
commuters and wounded 19 others. Before the Simpson opening
statements monopolized media
attention, the Ferguson trial generated morbid curiosity and incredulous stares from Ferguson~
insistence that he would serve as
his own legal council.
Ferguson dismissed his lawyers, William M. Kunster and

Ronald Kuby,aftertheyurged him
to plea guilty by reason of insanity resulting from "black rage," the
mental strain of years of racial
oppression. A psychiatrist would
vouch for Ferguson's "paranoid
and delusionary" state of mind,
they said.
But Ferguson rejected both the
"black rage" and the insanity defense. He insisted he was not the
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textbook loaned to him by his exlawyers, Ferguson insisted upon
his innocence. Presiding judge
Donald Belfi determined he was
competent to stand trial.
"There were 93 counts to that
indictment," Ferguson declared in
his opening statement, referring
to the assortment of second-degree murder, aggravated murder,
and attempted murder charges
he'd accumulated, "Ninety-three
because that matched the year
1993. II it had been 1925, there
would have been a 25 count indictment."
At the beginning of the trial.
judge Belfi warned his jurors the
trial might last as long as two
months. But the prosecution
completed their case in just eleven
days, calling forty-three eyewitnesses against Ferguson.
They repeatedly identified
Ferguson as the railroad shooter
during the prosecution's examination and Ferguson's own crossexamination.
"It was

again," Philips replied. Ferguson
called no witnesses to his own defense.
The guilty verd ict followed ten
hours of jury deliberation.
Ferguson waived Belfi's offer to
poll the jury and commented
while handcuffed that if he had to
do it "all over again," he would not
have represented himself. Pondering the wasted time and money of
the citizens and state of New York.
critics question why Ferguson had
been allowed to represent himself
in the first place.
The answer lies in a 1993 Supreme Court majority opinion essay written by justice Clarence
Thomas.
He wrote, "II the defendant is
competent to stand trial, he is competent to decide whether to represent himself. The presidingjudge's
opinion of how well he would do
the job is immaterial."
Unless Ferguson became
overtlydisruptiveduring the trial,
and he remained exceedingly
calm during all proceedings, the
only way for judge Belfi to refuse
Ferguson the right to represent
himself would be to reverse his
previous competency decision
and declare a mistrial. This would
have been an extremely unpopular and wasteful course of action
among the prosecution, eyewitnesses,and the families of the victims of Ferguson's rampage.
But Justice Thomas' Supreme
Court opinion was not a unanimous majority. Justice Henry
Blackmum wrote in response to
Thomas, "A defendant who is ut-

your
t the t me of thes
ing? ]"Ferguson asked one survivor, Maryanne Philips, during a·
typical cross-examination.
"I didn't want you to shoot me

cannot
competent to make that defense
anymore than a person who
chooses to jump out of a window
believes he can fly."

Monday-Thursday • 5-9 p.m.
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Russian state in turmoil
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Long Island Railroad gunman,
but rather another victim of the
attack
Ferguson claimed he had been
sleeping on the train when a
whitemalestolethegunFerguson
kept in a knapsack beneath his
seat and began shooting the passengers riding in the third car. As
the only black male in the railroad car at the time of the
shootings, Ferguson said he was
fingered as the gunman. Dressed
insuit and tie and armed with the

FundamentalsofTrial Techniques

Now that you're going to
gradLiate school, how
do you plan to pay for it?
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U.S. struggles with support for Commonwealth
Staff Reporter
Afterthefallof the authoritarian regime in what is now Russia,
the American people lauded the
end of the Cold War and ex:pressed
their hopes for an extensive period of peace. Many Americans,
however, have neglected the fact
thatthe Cold War is not yet completely over.

Commentary
lndeed, the political and economic situations in Russia areexuemel y vola tile. Through the disintegration of the Soviet Union,
the bureaucracy which used to
control every intricate detail of
the state, crumbled. Without this
bureaucracy, Russian civilization
has fallen into an unstable and
potentially dangerous condition.
The present Russian government appearstoconsistof a multitude of opposing factions.ln recent months, questions have
arisen in regards to President Boris
Yeltsin's control. During the
height of the Chechnya conflict
lastjanuary, Yeltsin ordered a halt
to the massive aerial. bombardmentor Grozny, Chechnya'scapital city The Russian military ignored the command.
Because of the disorganized
state of the present judicial system, organized crime has become
a massive force in Russian society.
According to a recent
Washington Post article, a Russian

police study indicated that there
might be as many as 5,800 criminal gangs presently active in Russia which are undermining the few
democratic principles that now
exist in Russian society.
The recent assassination of
Russian TV executive Vladislav
Listyev caused Yeltsin to promise
a crackdown on organized crime.
His ability to do so is doubtful
Some advocate ceasing aid to
this nation in turmoil. This is no
time to lapse back into the isolationist tendencies that the U.S. followed before the onset of World
War U. Instead of ending aid, the
United States should be appropriating more funds to stimulate the
development of Russia. This cannot be achieved by sending extra
food rations, which is viewed as
an insult by many Russians. The
U.S. needs to promote the knowledgeand technology necessary to
improve these conditions.
Yes, these appropriations will
costthe U.S. taxpayers money. But,
the cost of sending aid to Russia
could be offset by encouraging U.S.
investment in the Russian market. This investment would undoubtedly bring benefits to both
the U.S. and Russian economies.
Assisting Russia through this
transition from state socialism to
a democracy based upon free enterprise will enable this dangerous situa tion to be quelled. Only
then can a policy of cooperation
and friendly relations be formed
between the U.S. and Russia.
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Graduate teaching assistants from Yale University in New
Haven, Connecticut started a one Mek strike on Monday for

beuerpayaswellasaunionoftheirown-. Unionactivttyisont~
rise as reaching assistants (TA's)flod themselves handling lllOtt
of the teaching load without benefits or an Increase In pay. Teaching assistants generally handle lntroduc tory courses at research
universities as wellasgradingpapersand meeting with students.
Yale's most serious threat o[ disruption lies in thedepartmentsof
social science and humanities which could cause a halt o[ classes
like constitutional law.
Temperatures are rising O.l degrees Celsius per decade, tbree
times less than scientists' predictions. These findings show that
the seriousness of global warming has been greatly exaggerated.
Based on othersimultaneousstudies,lndustrialized countries are
being urged to cut carbon dioxide emissions, which are blamed
for the heating.

Term limitations denied by House
Gina M. Girardot
World View Editor

The House of Representatives
rejected a proposed constitutional
amendment to limit congressional
terms last Thursday.
The bill, which would limit
representatives' and senators'
terms to 12 years, was62 votes shy
of the 290 votes needed for a majority. It would have limited the
term of Senator or Representative
to 12 years.
Louis Stokes, a Democrat from
Shaker Heights, said that the Republicans decided to back term

limits when they were in the house
minority,butlostenthusiasmonce
house control was gained.
Some Democrats also cited a
retroactive clause, which would
count years already served. This
would effect numerous Republicans, andisafactorintheRepublican party's waning support.
Speaker of the House, Newt
Gingrich, was criticized for bringing up term limits as a constitutional amendment rather than as
a regular bill which would require
less votes to pass.
A t'.ro""thirds majority. rather

nat:iotli'shighest court Chief justices William Rehnquist

and john Paul Stevens are the only justices with more tenure, but
were out of town for the day so the job fell to O'Connor who has
been a member of the court since 1981.
Over 1,000 people were present in Haiti to view the funeral of
Mlreille Durocller Bertin, who was shot last week. Bertin was
among about 100 people who were on a
hit list
was discovered by U.S. officials

President jean-lerttand .1\ll~u::
the killing.
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-IIGQ~JIIItjlceSindlrai:tqC"/!:Annorpreslded over the
ada1u'llltflrst dme in history that a woman has taken

than theusualSOpercentplusone
vote majority was necessary for
term limitations entailing a constitutional amendment.
The Republican majority is not
taking responsibility for the rejection of this amendment which is
supported by 70 percent of the
American public.
This is in spite of the fact that
Republicans supported term limits in their "Contract with
America• campaign platform.
Gingrich stated that term limits would become a Republican top
priority in 1997.
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Junior gives time at youth camp and local home
Margaret Znldarslc
been in existence ever since.
their only opportunity to get a way
Assistant Features Editor
"!t'samazingtoseethekids bat- fromthecity," said Winberry,"and
john Carroll junior Melissa ding thesediseasesdayinandday working with themhasshown me
Winberry talks to little 11-year- out," said Wi nberry. "The camp how much I have to appreciate in
old Eduardo Henriquez from New gives themachancetoforgetabout my own life."
York City on the phone. He asks it for a while and just be normal."
The camp began with only a
her if thereare drugsandga ngs in
Thecampersrangein agefrom few children. This past summer,
Cleveland like the ones
fifty-s ix atte nd ed .
in his neighborhood .
The children enjoy a
He says that some
week of biking, ar ts
dayhewants tocometo
and crafts, hik ing,
Cleveland for college.
swimming,andboatHenriquez suffers
ing at the Maris
from hemophilia, a
Brothers
retreat
blood disease affecting
housein Esopis,New
the
plasma, and
York, located on the
Win berry has grown
Hudson River.
closetohimthroughthe
The camp is free
Mid-Hudson Valley
of charge to the parand
ticipants and is
,Hematology
Oncology Camp.
fu nded th rough an
annual raffle at St.
A sociology major at
John Carroll and born
Helen's. Most of the
food is also donated ..
in Westfield ,NewJersey,
Winberry has been volIn betweenactiviunteering at this weekties, the children are
also able to receive
long summer camp for
children suffering from
their usual medical
cancer and blood disortreatments from the
derssincel990.
volunteernursesand
The camp began
doctorsavailable.
when a teacher at St.
Acco rd ing
to
Helen's parish in
Winberry, in the beWestfield , Sr. Patricia
ginning, i t was diffiDaily, was diagnosed
cult dealing with the
with leukemia in 1985. Winberry with canpers at the Maris R;t;'~~tH~~;~ tragedy of seeing the

;~dp~a~t:~d t~h~~~:e~hem

back five to seventeen, and are being
some of the joy they brought her.
treated at Columbia Presbyterian
With the cooperation of the Hospitalfor various types of canstaff of volunteers at Columbia cer and blood disorders. Most of
Presbyterian HospitalinNewYork the children are from New York
City as well as many other volun- City and the Br.onx.
teers, like Winberry, the camp has
"For most of these kids, this is

face~f~l~~~~::~~~~t~~

children
and been faced with the reality of
death. Butshe'salsoseen improvement and hope.
"Having worked at the camp
throughout adolescence, it has
helped shape the person 1 am to-

day," said Wi n berry. "It has taught tion that 'This could be me."
me just how tr ivial life can be."
Kama na Place prov ides resi Winbery continues her volun- dents with a comfortable setting
teerworkatj oh nCarroll, leading a inwhichtolivethroughtheirlas t
group of
stages of the
students
A.J.D.S. virus.
each week- It's amazing to see
The home has a
end
to
capacity for ten
K a m a n a the kids battling
residents.
Place,
a
There is a 24grouphome these diseases day hour
house
on the west
monitor on sta ff
side
of in and day out.
and volunt eers
Cleveland
on a daily basis.
for A.J.D.S.
Ten percent of
patien ts.
Melissa Winberry the general revThe volenuecomes from
unteers maintain th e house, run the residents in the home, while
errandsforthe residents,play cards the other 90 percent comes from
with them, and are just there to fundraising.
talk. The morale of the house varIn addition to her volunteeries from week to week, a nd ingat Kamana Place, Winberry is
Winberry said that the experience also a member of the cross counis a very emotional one.
try team at john Carroll. One of
"I know the work we do there is her goals is to run in a marathon
helping them," said Winberry,"but
Shealsoenjoysreading,mounit is frustrating to see the reality of tain biking, and hiking.She hopes
this disease in a home setting."
to go to graduate school for social
Winberrywas working on a day work and continue volunteering.
when residents were finding out
"Volumeeringgivesmeanoponeof theothershadpassedaway portunitytomeetnewpeopleand
the night before. "It was difficult learn more about myself," said
to watch the reactions of the resi- Winberry. "It makes all the little
dents," said Winberry. "Many were things we complain about seem
coming to the depressing realiza- so insignificant."
11
11

T

•
oronto trip awesome

Sherry Lucchetti
Assistant Features Editor
Months of planni.nganda lot of
hard work culminated into a long
awaited, but fun-filled weekend for
the sophomore class when they re• cently traveled to Toronto for the

over the top floor and that was a
lot of fun."
Dinko Bacic ventured to
Wayne Gretzky's bar to catch the
hockey atmosphere of this great
player. Most of the class went to the

T he weekend of Ma rch 2 4 -26

day. Theshowwas "awesome"said
Natalie·Sabo.
After the show many sophomores journeyed to the Hard Rock
Cafe in the Toronto Skydome for
dinner. Kelly Dick said that this
was one of the best parts of the
tripbecause"wegottospend time
together as a class."
Besides hitting the nightclubs,
many sophomores used their time
to explore the city.
The CN Tower, the tallest
building in the world, was an excitingatuaction as were the shopping malls like Eaton Center.
Vadino said the best part of
the trip for her was "just being
away with all my friends." She
added that "I can't put into words
how much fun the trip was!"
No one who went on the trip
could say enough about how
friend! y everyone in Toronto was.
The natives offered directions,
asked what one thought of their
city, and provided groups of
students the hottest places to go
on Friday and
Saturdaynight.
Everyone
on
the
Toronto trip
was commenting
on
the
great weekend but there was
one complaint: Not enough
time to do everythiQg. Most
sophomores would agree that they
are ready to go back to Toronto
and seem ore of thecityassoon as
possible.
The trip was a great success
and the class officers deserve
many kudos for their hard work
and dedication. This weekend
will be remembered by the sophomores for a long time to come.
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Senior overco1nes the
odds, succeeds·at JCU
Eric Embacher
Features Editor
In the sports world they say th e
sign of a true champion is the team
that can make a comeback. Senior
Redmond McDonough can tell
you all about this and more.
Not only is McDonough a first
rate sports nut, but he also knows
what il is like to see the odds
stacked against him . .
McDonough was a sophomore
in 1988-89 and interested in communications, but he figured that
things like getting involved with
the TV station would come la ter.
At the end of his sophomore
year, McDonough discovered that
he didn't have the money to return
tojCU in the fall, and besides, he
was beginning to have doubts
about the course of his life.
"I started second guessing myself. Do I really want to be in TV?
I was hearing things about communications people moving from
city to city and it was hard to get a
job," McDonough explained.
McDonough, a Pittsburgh native and graduate of Fox Chapel
High School, headed to Fort Myers,
Florida, where his parents had
moved during his Initial stint at
Carroll. McDonough said, "I spent
two and a half years away from
Carroll- it did me a lot of good. I
took classes at Fort Myers commun!ty colkge to keep myself in
tune with studying.•
McDonough also explained
that during that time he became a

enough to receive a position as a
resident assistant.
McDonough returned to JCU
in a flurry of activities. TV was
st ill his first love, but he also took
some classes in political science,
w hich caused him to declare a
double major in communications
and political science, w hich has
helped him improve his research
skills. He also joined JC U
Intervarsity to helpothers',as well
as his own rela tionship with the
Lord grow.
Towards the end of the spring
1994 term, jCU's TV station was
looking for a sportscaster.
McDonoughjumpedatthisopportunity. "It was great since I'm such
a sports nut. There are always
games on in the RA office,"
McDonough said.
McDonough seemed a natural
forthejob,especiallywhen it came
to interviewing players and
coaches.McDonough explained, "1
can't shut up - I like to talk to
people!"
Another part of McDonough's
job was togooutand shoot footage
of sports events for his coverage.
However, McDonough's footage
was not always without mishaps.
McDonough explains, "When I
first started shooting football I had
this bad habit of leaving the camera running. We'd have shots of
people's feet, their butts - we'd go
to edit and the guys would be like
'Red, what happened?'"
Thissemester,McDonoughalso

his communication skills working for a team like the Browns or
even a Florida team.
McDonough said, "I have a real
deep fai th in the Lord. He's got a
pla n forme and if I'm not going to
be in newsorTV,Ican live with it."
Meanwhile, co satisfy his penchant for sports, McDonough has
gotten together a show with junior Steve Lipiec calledjCU Spo rts
Wrap.

Every wee k McDonough a nd
Lipiec give a run down of JCU
sports and then bring in a JCU
sports personality for an interview.
McDonough explained the goals
of their interviews saying. "We tr y
to get to know that person. We
want them to be recogni zed not
just as athletes, but as people."
Outside of the lights a nd cameras, McDonough is a regular human being who is well liked and
respected by his peers.
Mary Brigid Kennedy, Resident Hall Director of Campion
Hall, said McDonough is the "sraff
mem her who'd give you the shirt
off his back."
Another of McDonough's colleagues Dan O'Malia, who also returned to JCU after taking some
time off, was McDonough's
menteein theRA trainingsessions.
"I admire him a lot because he did
what I did. I look up to him and
appreciate his opinions," OM alia
said.
McDonough is also sure to ex-

.....

_

Redmond McDonough works on the set of the CsrrolllV news.
press his gratitude to his parents
and two younger sisters for ~heir
support of his collegiate experiences. "My dad's instilled a lot of
good work ethics and Mom is always the optimist. She's a very
strong woman."
McDonough has this same optimistic view himself. He's been
sending tapes out to smaller m arkets and is alsoconsideringgraduate school in order to get an edge
on the competition.
McDonough said his ultimate
dream job is to be on the nightly
newsoronNFLLivconESPN. He
explained if he was just giving
news, that's where I'd be most

happy even if I was working the
graveyard shift.'
Arter all of his hard work and
perseverance, graduation will be
a ver y emotion al time for
McDonough. "One of t he proudest things I've done in my life is to
be away [from Carroll) for two and
a half years and toset m y mindon
coming back not to earn just one
degree, but two."
McDonough hopes his story
serves as an inspiration co other
students who also may by struggling with college and career decisions. After all, McDonough
said,"lthinkanybodycandowhat
I did."

a nc ho r for the

The Student Advisory
Committee to the
Presidential Search
Committee is seeking
students to assist in
the selection of our
next president.
Interested students
may apply by writing
a short essay {500
words) stating their
desire to serve on the
committee. Essays
should address both
the personal qualifications of the student
applicant as well as
their vision for the university.
Send Essays to:

Richard P. Salmi, S.J.
Vice President for Student Affairs
John Carroll University

All essays must be received by 5p.m. on Tuesday, April 18, 1995.

was "a lot off un and a good experience," according to Matt Hagan,
sophomore class vice president.
Hagan gave most of the credit for
the weekend
to
Monroe
France, the
put Into
class presid e n t .
"Monroe
words
took a lot
of
initiahow much
tive, we
[the class
fun the
officers!
just
filled
trip was." inwhenhe

"I can't

Kristi Vadino

needed
help," he
said.
The trip consisted of transportation to and from Toronto, hotel
accommodations at The Metropolitan Chestnut Park Hotel, and
tickets to "Miss Saigon" (optional).
The time in Toronto was ours to
spend and peoplespent it in many
different ways.
Nicole
Pellecchia
a n d
friends
spent
s o m e
time touring Yonge ·
Street, the
longest street
in Toronto, benight
foredancingthe
awy at the
Crocodile
Rock nightclub.
Kristi Vadino, Bishoy Mikhail,
Er in O'Brien and others partied
Friday night at Whiskey Saigon.
Yadino said the club had four levels with different dance themes on
each one. O'Brien added that later
in the evening "John Carroll took

Throughout his time in Florida,
McDonough never gave up workinghiswaybacktoCarroll. Bythe
spring of 1993, McDonough had
earned enough money to return to
Carroll and was also fortunate

at peak times on campus tetevisions. He says he is enjoying it and
hopes to continue in the broadcast ing field af ter graduation.
However,McDonoughsaid he'll be
content just as long as he is using

Lacrosse season starts
Jacqueline St. Marie
Staff Reporter
Althoughonlyaclubsport,the
John Carroll University lacrosse
team fights for recognition and
some status in the university.
"It's frustrating not having
much fan support. Lacrosse is a
clubsportand hopefully someday
it may become a varsity sport," said
senior co-captain Bryan Davis.
"We feel limited sometimes with
the freedom we have because we
are just a club sport."
The benefits of being a varsity
sport as opposed to a club sport
are that the team would receive
more money, more university
funding, better access to fields for
practice and games, a possible
coaching staff,since presently the
team is coached by the players
themselves, and a better selection
of teams to play.
Senior co-captain Chad
Huennekens echoes · Davis'
thoughts. "The club has always
been trying to get more players,
recognition, and fan support from
the schoolcommunity We would
like to have Lacrosse given some
status,· said Huennekens. "It's an
up and coming sport, and most of
the big cities have their own
teams."
With a low budget and always
having to work around everyone
else's schedule, the Lacrosse team
still finds time to practice almost
everyday and play in more than
ten games per season.

Lacrosse atjCU is in the MCLA,
Midwest Club Lacrosse Association league. It goes as far east as
Pittsburgh and as far west as
Michigan and Indiana.
"Our biggest rival is Bowling
Green," said Huennekens. "They
are always very competitive."
Like most clubsportsandeven
some varsi ty sports, the lacrosse
team has to pay for a lot of their
own expenses. Paying for hotel
accommodations for away games
and paying for referees can be
costly to the players.
The team has several fund -raisers throughout the year to defray
some of the costs. They are currently selling "JCU Lacrosse' hats
available to alljCU students.
Lacrosse is generally a spring
sport, but this year the captains
tried to put together a fall season.
"We haven't played a (all season
in a couple yea rs," said Davis, "but
we though t it would be good for
the team if we put together one
since we have a young and small
team. I think it was good practice
for us and gave us some extra competition to improve our skills for
this season."
"One of the best parts about
Lacrosse is that it can be an individual sport and yet very much a
team sport," said Huennekens.
"Wewouldliketohaveagoodturnout for the home games. Everybody wants to have a good time
and it helps if we have people in
the stands."
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Jlllior gives time at youth camp and local home
Margaret Znldarslc
been in existence ever since.
theironlyopportunitytogetaway day,"said Winberry. "It has taught tion that 'This could be me."
Assistant Features Editor
"lt'sarnazingtoseethekids bat- fromthe city,"said Winberry, "a nd me just how trivial life can be."
Kamana Place provides resijohn Carroll junior Melissa tlingthesediseasesdayinandday working with them hasshownme
Winbery continues her volun- dents with a comfortable setting
Winberry talks to little ll-year- out," said Winberry. "The camp how much I have to appreciate in teerwork atjohnCarroll , leading a in which to live through their last
group of
stages of the
old Eduardo Henriquez from New givesthemachancetoforgetabout my own life."
York City on the phone. He asks it for a while and just be normal."
The camp began with only a students
A.l.D.S. virus .
her if therearedrugsandgangsin
Thecampersrangeinagefrom few children. This past summer, each weekThe home has a
fifty-six attended. end
to
capacity for ten
Cleveland like the ones
in his neighborhood.
The children enjoy a K a m a n a
residents.
He says that some
week of biking, arts Place,
a
There is a 24dayhewantstocomeiO
and crafts, hiking, grouphome
hour
house
swimming,and boat- on the west
monitor on staff
Cleveland for college.
Henriquez suffers
ing at the Maris side
of
and volunteers
from hemophilia, a
Brothers
retreat Cleveland
on a daily basis.
blood disease aflecting
houseinEsopis,New for A.l.D.S.
Ten percent of
the
plasma, and
York, located on the patients.
Melissa Winberry the general revWinberry has grown
Hudson River.
The volenuecomesfrom
closetohimthroughthe
The camp is free unteers maintain the house, run the residents in the home, while
Mid-Hudson Valley
of charge to the par- errandsfortheresidents,playcards the other 90 percent comes from
and
ticipants and is with them, and are just there to fundraising.
,Hem otology
In addition to her volunteerOncology Camp.
funded through an talk Themoraleofthehousevarannual raffle at St. ies from week to week, and ingatKamanaPlace,Winberryis
Asociologymajorat
John Carroll and born
Helen's. Most of the Winberrysaid thattheexperience also a member of the cross counfood is also donated .. is a very emotional one.
try team at john Carroll. One of
in Westfield,Newjersey,
Winberry has been volIn betweenactivi·
"I know the work we do there is her goals is to run in a marathon.
ties, the children are helping them," said Winberry,"but
Shealsoenjoysreading,moununteering at this week·
also able to receive itisfrustratingtoseetherealityof tainbiking,andhiking.Shehopes
long summer camp for
children suffering from
their usual medical this disease in a home setting."
to go to graduate schoolfor social
cancer and blood disortreatments from the
Winberrywasworkingonaday work and continue volunteering.
volunteer nurses and when residents were finding out
"Volunteering gives me an opders since 1990.
The camp began
doctors available.
one of the others had passed away portunityto meetnewpeopleand
when a teacher at St.
According
to the night before. "It was difficult learn more about myself," said
Helen's parish in
Winberry, in the be· to watch the reactions of the resi- Winberry. "It makes all the little
ginning, it was diffi- dents," said Winberry. "Many were things we complain about seem
Westfield, Sr. Patricia
Daily, was diagnosed
cult dealing with the coming to the depressing realiza- so insignificant."
with leukemia in 1985. Winberry with c<rnpers at the Maris Ret~~tHo~~~ tragedy of seeing the
11
11

It's amazing to see
the kids battling
these diseases day
/nand day out.

;~t~:.,a~t:~d t~h~li~:e~hem

back
some of the joy they brought her.
With the cooperation of the
staff of volunteers at Columbia
PresbyterianHospitalinNewYork
City as well as many other volunteers, like Winberry, the camp has

five to seventeen, and are being
treated at Columbia Presbyterian
Hospitalfor various types of cancer and blood disorders. Most of
the children are from New York
City and the Bronx.
"For most of these kids, this is

fac:f~~~~~::~~~:t~:

children
and been faced with the reality o£
death. Butshe'salsoseenimprovement and hope.
"Having worked at the camp
throughout adolescence, it has
helped shape the person I am to-

T

•
oronto trip awesome

Sherry Lucchetti
Assistant Features Editor
Months of planning and a lot of
hard work culminated into a long
awaited,butfun-filled weekend for
thesophomoreclasswhen they re' cently traveled to Toronto for the

over the top floor and that was a
lot of fun."
Dinko Bacic ventured to
WayneGretzky's bar to catch the
hockey atmosphere of this great
player. '
Most of the class went to the

The weekend of March 24·26
was "a lot of fun and a good experience," according to Man Hagan,
sophomore class vice president.
Hagan gave most of the credit for
the weekend
to
Monroe
France, the
class presid e n t .
"Monroe
took a lot
of initiative, we
[the class
officers]
just filled
inwhenhe

day. The show was "awesome"said
Natalie·Sabo.
After the show many sophomoresjourneyed to the Hard Rock
Cafe in the Toronto Skydome for
dinner. Kelly Dick said that this
was one of the best parts of the
tripbecause"wegottospend time
together as a class."
Besides hitting the nightclubs,
many sophomores used theirtime
to explore the city.
The CN Tower, the tallest
building in the world, was an ex·
citingattraction as were the shopping malls like Eaton Center.
Vadino said the best part of
the trip for her was "just being
away with all my friends." She
added that "I can't put into words
how much fun the trip wasr
No one who went on the trip
could say enough about how
friend! y everyone in Toronto was.
The natives offered directions,
asked what one thought of their
city, and provided groups of
students the hottest places to go
on Friday and
Saturday night.
Everyone
on
the
Toronto trip
was commenting
on the
great weekend but there was
onecomplaint:Notenough
time to do everything. Most
sophomores would agree that they
are ready to go back to Toronto
and seem ore of thecityassoonas
possible.
The trip was a great success
and the class officers deserve
many kudos for their hard work
and dedication. This weekend
will be remembered bythesophomores for a long time to come.
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Senior overco1nes the
odds, succeeds·at JCU
enough to receive a position as a
Eric Ernbacher
resident assistant.
Features Editor
In the sports world they say the
McDonough returned to jCU
sign of a truechampionistheteam in a flurry of activities. TV was
that can make a comeback. Senior still his first love, but he also took
Redmond McDonough can tell some classes in political science,
which caused him to declare a
you all about this and more.
Not only is McDonough a first double major in communications
rate sports nut, but he also knows and political science, which has
what it is like to see the odds helped him improve his research
skills. He also joined JCU
stacked against him. .
McDonough was a sophomore lntervarsiry to help others', as well
in 1988-89 and interested in com- as his own rela tionship with the
munications, but he figured that Lord grow.
Towards the end of the spring
things like getting involved with
the TV station would come later. 1994 term, jCU's TV station was
At the end of his sophomore looking for a sportscaster.
year, McDonough discovered that McDonough jumped at this opporhe didn't have the money to return tunity. "ltwasgreatsincel'msuch
to JCU in the fall, and besides, he a sports nut. There are always
was beginning to have doubts games on in the RA office,"
McDonough said.
about the course of his life.
McDonough seemed a natural
"I started second guessing myself. Do I really want to be in TV? for the job, especially when it came
I was hearing things about com- to interviewing players and
munications people moving from coaches. McDonough explained, "I
city tocityand it was hard to get a can't shut up - I like to talk to
peopler
job," McDonough explained.
Another part of McDonough's
McDonough, a Pittsburgh na·
tive and graduate of Fox Chapel job was togo out and shoot footage
HighSchool,headedtoFortMyers, of sports events for his coverage.
Florida, where his parents had However, McDonough's footage
moved during his initial stint at was not always without mishaps.
McDonough explains, "When I
Carroll. McDonough said, "!spent
two and a half years away from first started shooting football I had
Carroll-itdid me a lot of good. I this bad habit of leaving the cam·
took classes at Fort Myers com- era running. We'd have shots of
mun!ty college to keep myself in people's feet, their butts- we'd go
to edit and the guys would be like
tune with studying.•
McDonough also expl~ined 'Red, what happened?'"
Thissemester,McDonoughalso
that during that time he became a
works as

The Student Advisory
Committee to the
Presidential Search
Committee is seeking
students to assist in
the selection of our
next president.
Interested students
may apply by writing
a.short essay (500
words) stating their
desire to serve on the
committee. Essays
should address both
the personal qualifications of the student
applicant as well as
their vision for the university.
Send Essays to:

Richard P. Salmi, SJ.
Vice President for Student Affairs
John Carroll University

All essays must be received by 5p.m. on Tuesday, April 18, 1995.

"I can't
put Into
wolds
how much
fun the
trip was."

Kristi Vadino

needed
help," he
said.
The trip consisted of transportation to and from Toronto, hotel
accommodations at The Metropolitan Chestnut Park Hotel, and
tickets to "Miss Saigon" (optional).
The time in Toronto was ours to
spend and people spent it in many
different ways.
Nicole
Pellecchia
a n d
friends
spent

s o m e
time touring Yonge ·
Street, the
longest street
in Toronto, benight
foredancingthe
awy at the
Crocodile
Rock nightclub.
Kristi Vadino, Bishoy Mikhai~
Erin O'Brien and others partied
Friday night at Whiskey Saigon.
Vadino said the club had four levels with different dance themes on
each one. O'Brien added that later
in the evening "John Carroll took
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Throughout his time In Florida,
McDonough never gave up working his way back to Carroll. By the
spring of 1993, McDonough had
earned enough money to return to
Carroll and was also fortunate

his communication skills work·
ing for a team like the Browns or
even a Florida team.
McDonough said, "I have a real
deep faith in the Lord. He's got a
plan forme and if I'm not going to
be in news or TV, lean live with it."
Meanwhile, to satisfy his penchant for sports, McDonough has
gotten together a show with junior Steve Lipiec calledjCU S(Xlrls
Wrap.

Every week McDonough and
Lipiec give a run down of JCU
sports and then bring in a JCU
sports personality for an interview.
McDonough explained the goals
of their interviewssaying, "We try
to get to know that person. We
want them to be recognized not
just as athletes, but as people."
Outside of the lights and cameras, McDonough is a regular human being who is well liked and
respected by his peers.
Mary Brigid Kennedy, Resi·
dent Hall Director of Campion
Hall, said McDonough is the "staff
member who'd give you the shin
off his back."
Another of McDonough's colleagues Dan O'Malia, who also returned toJCU after taking some
time off, was McDonough's
menteein theRA trainingsessions.
"I admire him a lot because he did
what I did. !look up to him and
appreciate his opinions,· O'Malia

said.
McDonough is also sure to ex·

. .........

Redmond McDonougtl works on the set of the Carroll TV news.
press his gratitude to his parents happy even if I was working the
and two younger sisters for ~heir
support of his collegiate experi·
ences. "My dad's instilled a lot of
good work ethics and Mom is always the optimist. She's a very
strong woman."
McDonough has this same optimistic view himself. He's been
sending tapes out to smaller markets and isalsoconsideringgraduate school in order to get an edge
on the competition.
McDonough said his ultimate
dream job is to be on the nighlly
news or on NFL Li vt on ESPN. He
explained if he was just giving
news, that's where I'd be most

graveyard shift.'
After all of his hard work and
perseverance, graduation wlll be
a very emotional time for
McDonough. "One of the proudest things I've done ln my life is to
be away(from Carroll! for two and
a hall years and tosetmymindon
coming back not to earn just one
degree, but two.•
McDonough hopes his story
serves as an inspiration to other
students who also may by strug·
gling with college and career decisions. After all McDonough
said, "I think anybodycandowhat
!did."

anchor for the

at peak times on campus televisions. Hesaysheisenjoyingitand
hopes to continue in the broadcasting field after graduation.
However, Me Dono ugh said he'll be
content just as long as he is using

Lacrosse season starts
Jacqueline St. Marie
Staff Reporter
Althoughonlyaclubsport,the
john Carroll University lactosse
team fights for recognition and
some status in the university.
"It's frustrating not having
much fan support Lacrosse is a
dub sport and hopefully someday
it may become a varsitysport,"said
senior co-captain Bryan Davis.
"We feel limited sometimes with
the freedom we have because we
are just a club sport."
The benefits of being a varsity
sport as opposed to a club sport
are that the team would receive
more money, more university
funding, better access to fields for
practice and games, a possible
coaching staff, si nee presently the
team is coached by the players
themselves, and a better selection
of teams to play.
Senior co-captain Chad
Huennekens echoes · Davis'
thoughts. "The club has always
been trying to get more players,
recognition,and fan support from
the school community We would
like to have Lacrosse given some
status," said Huen nekens. "It's an
up and coming sport, and most of
the big cities have their own
teams."
With a low budget and always
having to work around everyone
else's schedule, the Lacrosse team
still finds time to practice almost
everyday and play in more than
ten games per season.

Lacrosse atjCU is in the MCLA,
Midwest Club Lacrosse AsSociation league. It goes as far east as
Pittsburgh and as far west as
Michigan and Indiana.
"Our biggest rival is Bowling
Green,• said H uennekens. "They
are always very competitive.·
Like mostclubsportsandeven
some varsi ty sports, the lacrosse
team has to pay for a lot of their
own expenses. Paying for hotel
accommodations for away games
and paying for referees can be
costly to the players.
The team has several fund-raisers throughout the year to defray
some of the costs. They are cur·
rently selling "JCU Lacrosse" hats
available to all JCU students.
Lacrosse is generally a spring
sport, but this year the captains
tried to put together a fall season.
"We haven't played a fall season
in a couple years," said Davis, "but
we thought it would be good for
the team if we put together one
since we have a young and small
team. I think it was good practice
forusandgaveussomeextracompetition to improve our skills for
this season."
"One of the best parts about
Lacrosse is that it can be an individual sport and yet very much a
team sport," said Huennekens.
"We would like tohaveagood turn·
out for the home games. Everybody wants to have a good time
and it helps if we have people in
the stands.·
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Letters to Cleo delivers
power pop to Grog Shop
Karen Obrzut
Entertainment Editor

Film
The Cleveland Muse urn of Art presents new and classic films
Wednesday evenings throughout ApriL Films include jules and
jim (France,l961), Aprill2 at 5:30p.m~ Francois Truffaut: Stolen
Portraits (France,l993), April12 at 7:30p. m~ KissoJDeath (USA,
1947), Aprill9at 7:30p.m.; and Mazeppa (France,l993),April26
at7:30p.m.Admission toeach film is$4,$3formuseum members.
Call42l-7340 for more information.

Dance
DanceCleveland presents Oberlin Dance Collective's The Velveteen Rabbi! on Friday, April7 at 8:30p.m. and Saturday, AprilS
at 2: 30 and 8:30 p.m. in the Ohio Theatre at Playhouse Square.
This family ballet is a modern dance adaptation of Margery
William's children's story of the same name. For more information, including ticket prices, call86l-2213.

Music
Belkin Productions welcomes Belly, with special guests
Superchunk and Cold Water Flat, to the Lakewood Civic Auditorium on Wednesday, April 12 at 7:30 p.m. Belly's debut Sire/
Reprise release, Star, went gold two years ago and spawned the
popular song, 'Feed the Tree.' The group's latest release, King,
offers up 'Now They11 Sleep,' which reached #20 on Billboard's
Modern Rock Tracks chart. Tickets are $12.50 in advance, $15 day
of show, and are available at all Ticketmaster locations. Call2415S55 to charge.
Belkin Productions and lee Draft from Budweiser welcome
Urban Dance Squad to Peabody's Down Under on Friday, Aprill4
for a 9p.m. show. The group is best known for its hit 'Deeper Shade

•

Letters to Cleo proved toasoldoutGrogShopcrowdexactlywhy
l76SCoventry Rd. was the place to
be last Friday night.
If only vocalist Kay Hanley's
long lost childhood pen paL for
whomthebandwasnamed,could
see her now. The diminutive vocalist, donning a schoolgirl smirk,
Cheap Trick T-shirt, and little
white barrette in her red hair
(which was pulled back into a
ponytail), is all grown up now.
And she belted out tunes from
thegroup'sdisc,AuroraGoryA lice
(Giant/CherryDisc), with ardor,
lustiness and alluring intensity.
Hanley and bandmates-Greg
McKenna and Michael Eisenstein
on guitars, Scott Riebling on bass,
and Stacy Jones on drums -have
been gaining national attention
thanks to FOX-TV's "Melrose
Place," but Letters to Cleo delivers
much more than delightful little
tongue-twisting catch phrases
like those in "Here and Now."
Kicking things off with the
eKuberant, no-frills power pop of
"Mellie's Coming Over," the group
treated the crowd to an hour of
candy-coated melodies, power
chords courtesy of McKenna and
Eisenstein, and rhythmic intricacies from RieblingandJones. Add
Hanley's sometimes girlish, sometimes bitter, always razor-sharp
vocals, and Letters to Cleo radiated perfect musical symmetry.
c u e r e punc y

e an

ig

Star," a song named after one of
the band's biggest influences.
During the latter song, Hanley's
vocals were grating yet glossy, and

Theatre
The Cleveland Play House presents a unique staging of the
Thomas 'Fats' Waller musical Ain't Misbehavin' now through
Sunday, May 7. The musical features 30 of the songs composer/
performer Waller made famous during the Harlem Renaissance
era. Tickets are on sale at the CPH Ticket Office. Prices are $26 for
weekdays and matinees, and $33 for Friday and Saturday evenings. Discounts are available for students and seniors. Call7957000 for more information.

Happy with Marriott Food?
Come give us your views.
How can the food be improved?
Ideas for new themes lines or specialty days?

Come to the

Marriott Town Meeting
Tuesday, April11• 6:30pm.
Jardine Room
Sponsored by Student Ulion ancl Student Affairs

CN Entertainment has

positions available for
the fall semester
Assistant Entertairment Editor
Staff Reporters interested in reviewing
CDs, concerts, plays and movies
Contact Karen in the CN office for more information.

ENTERTAINPtENT

Hot shots Farley
and Spade team
up for Tommy Boy
Christopher M. Green

In an altempt to rejuvinate
"SNL,"Michaelshasteamed up hot
Since the early '80s, "Saturday shots Chris Farley and David
Night live" has launched the SpadeforTommyBoy(Paramount),
movie caree rs of several of and Michaelsmayhavesucceeded.
The film opens with Tommy
Hollywood's most popular comeCallahan
(Farley) celebrating at
dians, and it has also created some
college when he finds out that he
unforgettable comic duos.
John Belushi and Dan Aykroyd can finally graduate after seven
started the trend when they long (beer and bong filled) years,
while maintaining a Dt average.
b~ought their popular"SNL" charUpon graduation, Tommy reacters, The Blues Brothers, to the
big screen. And more recently, the turns home to Sandusky, Ohio, to
program 's producer Lome learn the family business- auto
Michaels hit the jackpot when parts. No one is more proud of
Tommy than his father "Big
Tom· (Brian Dennehy).
In an attempt to
Callahan Auto Parts is the
lifeblood of the town. And
rejuvinate
when Tommy finds himself
con f ranted with buyout at(Lorne) Michaels has tempts from other companies, he figures the way to
teamed up hot shots save his family's business, as
well as the town, is to head
Chris Farley and David for the Midwest wi.th righthand man Richard Hayden
(Spade), in a desperate atSpade for
tern pt to sell his father's new
Mike Myers and Dana Carvey brake pads.
Standing in their way(besides
teamed up to bring Wayne's World
to theaters.Lately, however, the late themselves), is Tommy's new fam nightshow'sratings have been fall- ily:stepmother Beverly(BoDerek),
ing, and movies like It's Pat, The and her son Paul (Rob Lowe).
Coneheads, and Billy Madison Beverly and Paul are happy to be a
new addition to the Callahan clan
haven't helped any.

Staff Reporter

'SNL,'

Copyright 11»4 GI:antR«:ords

Letters to Cleo are: (left to right) Greg McKeMa, Scott Riebling,
Stacy Jones, Kay Hanley and Michael Eistenstein.
she sounded like a cross between
Bj(')rk andJulianna Hatfield. But
Hanley has a style all her own.
After giving the fans a taste of
the group's upcoming CD(due out
this summer) with songs like
"Pizza Cutter" and· Acid Jed," Letters to Cleo closed the show with
"Here and Now" and "Rhimshak,"
a hypnotic groove-laden track that
uncovered the group's hard rock
side. Look for this group to be play-

ken Bunny,""BeeGees,"and "Saint"
(the video of which can be seen on
MTV's"l20Minutes"), maintained
an intensity comparable toSmashing Pumpkins throughout its
nearly hour-long set.
Local group the Frans offered a
more beguiling and engaging set
VocalistMandyLascko, wearing a
mini-dress with sunflowers on it,
sang exquisitely and fluently,
holding her own against the occa-

.

Tommy Boy

.

the crowd. Catherine, with its
bass-laden, alternative repertoire
consisting of songs such as "Bro-

-even if it is just for the money.
Through all the problems they
face and must fight through,
Tommy and Richard venture hilariously across the Midwest in
search of saving Callahan Auto
Parts.
Producer Michaels is a genius
in that he can search and find top
young comedians whom he can
team up to create a certain type of
chemistry. Michaels discovered
Farley for the first time at Second

City in Chicago, and short] y after,
discovered Spade doing his standup act.
Farley is a tremendous presence
on the screen. His fire and enthusiasm carry over to everyone
around him. He could be the neKt
John Belushi. Farley resembles
Belushi physically , as well as
through his tremendous talent
which bring a spark to the screen.
If he can land the right roles. Farley
should be able to emerge from the

depths of the bleak cast of "Saturday Night Live," and fall into the
ranks of fellow "SNL" alumni mcluding Eddie Murphy, Belushi
and Steve Martin.
Tommy Boy should put some
enthusiasm back into the slowly
depleting"SNL." Farleycansinglehandedly bring life back to the
show. It remains to be seen ir Farley
will outgrow the program and opt
for a movie career, as have other
"SNL• cast members.

The Carroll News Is looking for a Business Manager.
ers will soon be imitating.

Brian Sparks
Staff Reporter

Certain Distant Suns released Happy on the Inside (Giant) early
this year.
Certain Distant Suns also fealows, with the opening line; "Push
me down the stairs and say 'I Love tures Don Zigmund and Kerry
You:· Clearly, songwriters Justin Finenyonguitars,andjared Mroz
Mroz (vocalist/guitarist) and
La nee Stewart (bassist) write with
some sense of humor. The techno
sound of "Talk" is next, followed
by "Whatever," which at first
sounds like a Cranberries song,
but then jumps into a hard rock
jam that actually uses tom-toms.
"Mine All Mine," and "From
Here Now After" add to the intense yet melodic style of the disc.
It closes with "Crustacean," a long
instrumental that embodies the
smooth tempo of the entire disc.

Determined to save his family's auto parts business, Tommy Callahan (Chris Farley, left) embarks
on a sales expedition with Richard Hayden (David Spade) in Tommy Boy.

for business experience?
'''*--''P~~g for a resline runder?

peners Car er ine a n r e
Frans did a fine job of warming up

CDS shines on Happy on the Inside
Looking for a CD that brings
out the best in the cutting edge,
post-modern sound? If so, then
check out Happy On The Inside,
the Ia testrelease from Certain DistantSuns.
Released on Giant Records and
produced by Justin ~roz and
David Trumfio, Happy On Tht Inside is the group's third release,
following 1992's Huge EP and its
1993 follow-up EP, Dog rocket. The
band decided to release something
new that contained materialfrom
the first two EPs. Certain Distant
Suns did this by remixing each
song to allow for more sampling
and an improvement in sound
quality. The result is a CD that
mixes sampling, crunching guitars (including feedback) and a
techno sound to form an effective
blend of pop, dance rock, and postmodern music that iseasytodance
to and relax to as welL
It is easy to hear those who influenced Certain Distant Suns.
The listener is reminded of bands
such as Dinosaur Jr., Sonic Youth,
Afghan Whigs, and The
Soupdragons. But, there is also
enough originality to notice that
CertainDistantSuns has created a
style all its own.
The opening track, "Bitter," is a
good representation of what to
expect on the rest of the disc. "Bitter" is probably the best song, and
it combines all the sounds that the
band hoped to create. "Snowfall
At The Most Curious Times" fol-
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on drums. Thegrouprecorded and
released the CD on its own for the
most part so that it could choose
its own style. Looking at the end
result, Certain Distant Suns has
succeeded- and then some.
Hailing from the Chicago area,
Certain Distant Suns is an up-andcoming band that has created a
unique style on Happy On The Inside, mixing post-modern, pop,
and dance rock to form a CD that
should get the group more attention in the near future.

Andrew Schlegelmilch

The conceptually sim pie track,
Staff Reporter
"Lovely Jane," presents another
With a spasm of philosophical side of Dag. Fewer instrumentsare
thought, 1 would say that those added to the melodic guitar and
experiences that we find the most bass. This band also incorporates
enjoyable are those which we did acollectionofbackupsingerswho
not plan out- those that simply enhance each song.
happen and those over which we
Another interesting aspect of
this band, whose members also
have no controL
Dagiscertainlyoneofthemost include Kenny Soule on drums,
enjoyable new groups that I have Doug Jervey on keyboard/backcome across in the past few weeks. ing vocals, and Brian Dennis on
The group's new release, Righteous guitar, is that it seldom produces
(Columbia) is a nice surprise, with- the same guitar effect from song
its strong, uplifting rhy'thms and to song.
melodies. This is the kind of muWelcome to the 70s. "Even So"
sic that can lift spirits no matt a has disco written all over it. This
how low they are. This is good song uses what I call a "walking·
dance music, employing a strong guitar, which is simply a guitar
bass line and varied rhythm sec- sound that is good for walking to.
tions. I am pretty sure lcouldeven A horn section and simple beat
get my parents to dance to it (or at keep things moving. The track
least nod their heads slightly).
opens with a cheering crowd,
The first track, appropriately which gives the listener a glimpse
named "lntro," is a 27-second song of glitter and polyester that typiwith various samples and a full cally accompany this kind of persound. There really is no direc- formance . I was really moved by
tion to this one. It is more of a this one.
warm-up song, for band and lisThe final song, "Do Me Good,"
teners alike.
starts with a strong electric drum
The next song is a fun one. beat and a keyboard melody.
"Sweet Little Lass" begins with a There is a slight variation in the
tough drum beat which is soon vocals, which really adds to the
supported by a "wha-wha" guitar song. Along with the mandatory
(at least that's what the cl'editscall guitar solo, there is a saloon piano
it) This is also the first time the solo. The background consists of
listener is introduced to lead the typical chatter of saloon pasinger Bobby Patterson.
trons in the old Westerns.
Patterson's high pitched voice
ThisCD,producedbyJohnFosis eKactly what you would expect ter, really caught my attention
to hear from this concoction of the first time I heard it The whole
dance music mixed with the thing emits energy and leaves the
strongaromaof 70s rock Lotsof listener feeling a bit refreshed. lf
percussion is mixed with lots of Dag can reproduce this kind of a
guitar to create a strong retro sound live and still hold on to all
sound. What else can I say? It's a of its energy and spirit, then this is
loud and full-sounding song that thebandtosee. Keepaneyeoutfor
makes me smile.
Dag.
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Letters to Cleo delivers
power pop to Grog Shop
Karen Obrzut
Entertainment Editor
Letters to Cleo proved to a sold-

Film
The Cleveland Museum of Art presents new and classic films
Wednesday evenings throughout April Films include Jules and
Jim (France,l96l), Aprill2 at 5:30p.m~ Francois Truffaut: Stolen
Portraits (France,l993), Aprill2 at 7:30p.m~ KissofDeath (USA,
1947), Aprill9at 7:30 p.m~and Mazeppa (France, 1993), April26
at 7:30p.m. Admission to each film is $4,$3 form useum members.
Call421-7340 for more information.

Dance
DanceCleveland presents Oberlin Dance Collective's The Velveteen Rabbit on Friday, Apri I 7 at 8:30p.m. and Saturday, AprilS
at 2: 30 and 8:30 p.m. in the Ohio Theatre at Playhouse Square.
This family ballet is a modern dance adaptation of Margery
William's children's story of the same name. For more information, including ticket prices, call861-22l3.

Music
Belkin Productions welcomes Belly, with special guests
Superchunk and Cold Water Flat, to the Lakewood Civic Auditorium on Wednesday, April 12 at 7:30 p.m. Belly's debut Sire/
Reprise release, Star, went gold two years ago and spawned the
popular song, 'Feed the Tree.' The group's latest release, King,
offers up 'Now They11 Sleep,' which reached #20 on Billboard's
Modern Rock Tracks chart. Tickets are $12.50 in advance, $15day
of show, and are available at all Ticketmaster locations. Call2415555 to charge.
Belkin Productions and Ice Draft from Budweiser welcome
Urban Dance Squad to Peabody's Down Under on Friday, Aprill4
for a 9 p.m. show.The group is best known for its hit 'Deeper Shade

.

.

out GrogShop crowd exact! ywhy
1765 Coventry Rd.was the place to
be last Friday night.
If only vocalist Kay Hanley's
long lost childhood pen pal, for
whom the band was named, could
see her now. The diminutive vocalist, donning a schoolgirl smirk,
Cheap Trick T-shirt, and little
white barrette in her red hair
(which was pulled back into a
ponytail), is all grown up now:
And she belted out tunes from
the group's disc, Aurora Gory Alice
(Giant/CherryDisc), with ardor,
lustiness and alluring intensity.
Hanleyand bandmates-Greg
McKenna and Michael Eisenstein
on guitars, Scott Riebling on bass,
and Stacy jones on drums- have
been gaining national attention
thanks to FOX-TV's "Melrose
Place," but Letters to Cleo delivers
much more than delightful little
tongue-twisting catch phrases
like those in "Here and Now."
Kicking things off with the
exuberant, no-frills power pop of
"Mellie's Coming Over," the group
treated the crowd to an hour of
candy-coated melodies, power
chords courtesy of McKenna and
Eisenstein, and rhythmic intricacies from Riebling and Jones. Add
Hanley's sometimes girlish, sometimes bitter, always razor-sharp
vocals, and Letters to Cleo radiated perfect musical symmetry.

. .

c u e: t e: punc y

. .

e: an

ig

Star," a song named after one of
the band's biggest influences.
During the latter song, Hanley's
vocals weregratingyetglossy,and

Theatre
The Cleveland Play House presents a unique staging of the
Thomas 'Fats' Waller musical Ain't Misbehavin' now through
Sunday, May 7. The musical features 30 of the songs composer/
performer Waller made famous during the Harlem Renaissance
era. Tickets are on sale at the CPH Ticket Office. Prices are $26 for
weekdays and matinees, and $33 for Friday and Saturday evenings. Discounts are available for students and seniors. Call7957000 for more information.

Happy with Marriott Food?
Come give us your views.
How can the food be improved?
Ideas for new themes lines or specialty days?

Come to the

Mawiott Town Meeting
Tuesday, April11• 6:30 pm.
Jardine Room
Sponsored by Student t.nlon and Student Affairs

CN Entertainment has

positions available for
the fall semester
Assistant Entertairment Editor
Staff Reporters interested in reviewing
COs, concerts, plays and movies
Contact Karen in the CN office for more infonnation.

ENTERTAINVIENT

Hot shots Farley
and Spade team
up for Tommy .Boy
In an attempt to rejuvinate
"SNL,"Michaelshasteamed up hot
Since the early '80s, "Saturday shots Chris Farley and David
Night Live" has launched the Spade for Tommy Boy (Paramount),
movie careers of several of and Michaels may havesucceeded.
The film opens with Tommy
Hollywood's most popular comedians, and it hasalsocreatedsome Callahan (Farley) celebrating at
college when he finds out that he
unforgettable comic duos.
John Belushi and Dan Aykroyd can finally graduate after seven
started the trend when they long (beer and bong filled) years,
btought their popular"SNL" char- while maintaining aD+ average.
Upon graduation, Tommy reacters, The Blues Brothers, to the
big screen. And more recently, the turns home to Sandusky, Ohio, to
program's producer Lome learn the family business- auto
Michaels hit the jackpot when parts. No one is more proud of
Tommy than his father"Big
Tom" (Brian Dennehy).
In an attempt to
Callahan Auto Parts is the
lifeblood of the town . And
re}uvinate
when Tommy finds himself
confronted with buyout at(Lorne) Michaels has tempts from other companies, he figures the way to
teamed up hot shots save his family's business, as
well as the town, is to head
Chris Farley and David for the Midwest with righthand man Richard Hayden
(Spade),
in a desperate atSpade for
tempt to sell his father's new
Mike Myers and Dana Carvey brake pads
Standing in their way (besides
teamed up to bring Wayne's World
to theaters. Lately, however,the Late themselves), is Tommy's newfamnightshow'sratings have been fall- i ly:stepmother Beverly(BoDerek),
ing, and movies like it's Pat, The and her son Paul (Rob Lowe).
Coneheads, and Billy Madison Beverly and Paul are happy to be a
new addition to the Callahan clan
haven't helped any.

Christopher M. Green
Staff Reporter

'SNL,'

Copyrigtlt 1991 GLint Rrcords

letters to Cleo are: (left to right) Greg McKenna, Scott Riebling,
Stacy Jones, Kay Hanley and Michael Eistenstein.
she sounded like a cross between
BjOrk and Julianna Hatfield. But
Hanley has a style all her own.
A£ ter giving the fans a taste of
the group's upcoming CD(dueout
this summer) with songs like
"Pizza Cutter" and "Acid jed," Letters to Cleo closed the show with
"Here and Now" and "Rhimshak,"
a hypnotic groove-laden track that
uncovered the group's hard rock
side. Look for this group to be plaype:ners Ca t te ri ne an

e
Frans did a fine job of warming up
the crowd. Catherine, with its
bass-laden, alternative repertoire
consisting of songs such as "Brot

ken Bunny,""BeeGees,"and "Saint"
(the video of which can be seen on
MTV's"l20Minutes"), maintained
an intensity comparable to Smashing Pumpkins throughout its
nearly hour-long set.
LocalgrouptheFransoffered a
more beguiling and engaging set.
Vocalist MandyLascko, wearing a
mini-dress with sunflowers on it,
sang exquisitely and fluently,
holding her own against the occaGreg Go ya an

Lashua. With a little less hair
whipping and a little fine tuning,
Frans could be the band that others will soon be imitating.

Brian Sparks
Staff Reporter

Certain Distant Suns released Happy on the Inside (Giant) early
this year.
Certain Distant Suns also fealows, with the opening line; "Push
me down the stairs and say 'I Love tures Don Zigmund and Kerry
You.'" Clearly, songwriters justin Finertyonguitars,andjared Mroz
Mroz (vocalist/guitarist) and
Lance Stewarr{bassist) write with
some sense of humor. The techno
sound of "Talk" is next, followed
by "Whatever," which at first
sounds like a Cranberries song,
but then jumps into a hard rock
jam that actually uses tom-toms.
"Mine All Mine," and "From
Here Now After" add to the intense yet melodic style of the disc.
It closes with "Crustacean," a long
instrumental that embodies the
smooth tempo of the entire disc.

Tommy Boy

Determined to save his fc:rnily's auto parts business, Tommy Callahan (Chris Farley, left) embarks
on a sales expedition with Richard Hayden (David Spade) in Tommy Boy.
City in Chicago, and shortly after,
discovered Spade doing his standup act.
Farley is a tremendous presence
on the screen. His fire and enthusiasm carry over to everyone
around him . He could be the next
John Belushi. Farley resembles
Belushi physically , as well as
through his tremendous talent
which bring a spark to the screen.
lfhecan land the right roles, Farley
should be able to emerge from the

-even if it is just for the money.
Through all the problems they
face and must fight through ,
Tommy and Richard venture hilariously across the Midwest in
search of saving Callahan Auto
Parts.
Producer Michaels is a genius
in that he can search and find top
young comedians whom he can
team up to create a certain type of
chemistry. Michaels discovered
Farley for the first time at Second

on drums.Thegrouprecorded and
released the CD on its own for the
most part so that it could choose
its own style. Looking at the end
result, Certain Distant Suns has
succeeded -and then some.
Hailing from the Chicago area,
Certain Distant Suns is an up-andcoming band that has created a
unique style on Happy On The Inside, mixing post-modern, pop,
and dance rock to form a CD that
should get the group more attention in the near future.

depths of the bleak cast of "Saturday Night Live," and fall imo the
ranks of fellow "SNL" alumni including Eddie Murphy, Belushi
and Steve Martin.
Tommy Boy should put some
enthusiasm back into the slowly
depleting"SNL" Farleycansinglehandedly bring life back to the
show. It remains to be seen if Farley
will outgrow the program and opt
for a movie career, as have other
"SNL" cast mem hers.

Lookin for business experience?

ng for a reslJrTie oollder?

guita r o f Derek

CDS shines on Happy on the Inside
Looking for a CD that brings
out the best in the cutting edge,
post-modern sound? If so, then
check out Happy On The Inside,
the latest release from Certain Distant Suns.
Released on Giant Records and
produced by justin ~roz and
David Trumfio, Happy On The Inside is the group's third release,
following 1992's Huge EP and its
1993 follow-up EP, Dog rocket. The
band decided to release something
new that contained material from
the first two EPs. Certain Distant
Suns did this by remixing each
song to allow for more sampling
and an improvement in sound
quality. The result is a CD that
mixes sampling, crunching guitars (including feedback) and a
techno sound to form an effective
blend of pop, dance rock, and postmodernmusicthatiseasyrodance
to and relax to as well.
It is easy to hear those who influenced Certain Distant Suns.
The listener is reminded of bands
such as Dinosaur Jr., Sonic Youth,
Afghan Whigs, and The
Soupdragons. But, there is also
enough originality to notice that
Certain Distant Suns has created a
style all its own.
The opening track, "Bitter," is a
good representation of what to
expect on the rest of the disc. "Bitter" is probably the best song, and
itcombinesall the sounds that the
band hoped to create. "Snowfall
At The Most Curious Times" fol-
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The Carroll News Is looking for a Business Manager.
Andrew Schlegelmilch

The conceptual! ysimple track,
Staff Reporter
"Lovely ]a ne," presents another
With a spasm of philosophical side of Dag. Fewer instruments are
thought, I would say that those added to the melodic guitar and
experiences that we find the most bass. This band also incorporates
enjoyable are those which we did a collection of backupsingers who
not plan out- those that simply enhance each song.
happen and those over which we
Another interesting aspect of
this band, whose members also
have no control.
Dagiscertainlyoneofthemost include Kenny Soule on drums,
enjoyable new groups that l have Doug Jervey on keyboard/backcome across in the past few weeks. ing vocals, and Brian Dennis on
Thegroup'snewrelease,Righteous guitar, is that it seldom produces
(Columbia) is a nice surprise, with. the same guitar effect from song
its strong, uplifting rhy'thms and to song.
Welcome to the 70s. "Even So"
melodies. This isthekindofmusic that can lift spirits no matter has disco written all over it. This
how low they are. This is good song uses what I call a "walking"
dance music, employing a strong guitar, which is simply a guitar
bass line and varied rhythm sec- sound that is good for walking to.
tions. lam pretty sure I could even A horn section and simple beat
get my parents to dance to it Cor at keep things moving. The track
least nod their heads slightly).
opens with a cheering crowd,
The first track, appropriately which gives the listener a glimpse
named "lntro," is a 27-second song of glitter and polyester that typiwith various samples and a full cally accompany this kind of persound. There really is no direc- formance. I was really moved by
tion to this one. It is more of a this one.
warm-up song, for band and lisThe final song, "Do Me Good,"
teners alike.
starts with a strong electric drum
The next song is a fun one. beat and a keyboard melody.
"Sweet Little Lass" begins with a There is a slight variation in the
tough drum beat which is soon vocals, which really adds to the
supported by a "wha·wha"guitar song. Along with the mandatory
(at least that's what the credits call guitar solo, there is a saloon piano
it). This is also the first time the solo. The background consists of
listener is introduced to lead the typical chatter of saloon pasinger Bobby Patterson.
trons in the old Westerns.
Patterson's high pitched voice
This CD, produced byJohn Fosis exactly what you would expect ter, really caught my attention
to hear from this concoction of the first time I heard it The whole
dance music mixed with the thing emits energy and leaves the
strong aroma of 70s rock. Lots of listener feeling a bit refreshed. If
percussion is mixed with lots of Dag can reproduce this kind of a
guitar to create a strong retro sound live and still hold on to all
sound. What else can I say? It's a of its energy and spirit, then this is
loud and full-sounding song that the band to see. Keepaneyeout for
makes me smile.
Dag.
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For Murphy, rock star treatment was common
ft'larla Trlvlsonno
Staff Reporter

Most students would nor think
to treat their professors like rock
Stars,butthatishowPau!Murphy,
John Carroll University associate
professor of logistics, was treated
during his recent trip to India.
"While visiting India, Murphy
took over a class at the Indian Institute of Management in Parma.
He addressed the class of 124m en
and one woman about marketing
in the US. hotel and morel industry.
~"The classroom conditions
were abysmal at best,~ Murphy
said. "There was nolightingin the
classroom and there were two
desks for every three students.
They had a chalk board, but every
time you wrote with the chalk, the
chalk crumbled in your hands."
Nevertheless, Murphy stressed
that the students were extremely
polite. They stood both when he
entered and exited the room.
The students' enthusiasm did
get extreme, however, when
Murphy left a classroom and the
students wanted some of his business cards, of which he had run
out. The other team members had
to form a human shield around
him so that Murphycouldexit the
room.
"'We got thatrock star treatment
at a couple places that we went
whereweliterallywerejustalmost
engulfed by the students," he said,
adding that he enjoyed his time
with the students.
wThis trip was my real baptism
to t..rue international travel," said
Murphy.
Murphy traveled to Bihar, are-

presence in Bihar, Murphy said.
The team from Ohio mainly
visited schools, hospitals, or religious temples.
"We had decided, as a group
before we went over, that what we
wanted to focus on was primarily

the culture, tradi rions, and thereligions of Bihar." Murphy said.
The team stayed with Rotarian
families, who were "the real moversandshakersoflndian business
and medicine," Murphy said. "A
lot of the [ami lies that 1 stayed
with had drivers and servants," he
said.
Thefamilieswerestunned that
middle-classAmericanscould not
afford these services, he said.
The team saw many cultural
and religious landmarks during
the trip, including the Taj Mahal
and theBodhGaya,the tree under
which Buddha, a Buddhist sage,
achieved enlightenment.
"Bihar, while economically
poor, is a very importantstatefrom·
a religious and cultural perspec·
tive," Murphy said. It is the horne
of the religions of Buddhism,
Sikhism, and Haimism. Gandhi

also began his nonviolence move·
ment in Bihar
The group saw only a few businesses. They visited Tiseo, an iron
and steel company, and Telco,
which deals with rrucksandheavy
construction equipment, while in
jamshedpur, he said.
Labor is very inexpensive in India, and not many child labor laws
are in effect. Murphy visited a fac·
tory in which some of the children working appeared to be 4 or 5
years old. Unskilled laborers earn
about $1 a day while skilled work ers garner $2 a day, he said.
In the area of logistics, the
movement of goods and information from the source to the place of
consumption, Murphy stated that
India has quite a different system
from that found in the West.
"Logistics is a real challenge in
India," he said. "There are definite

infrastructure barriers and cui·
rural considerations that have to
betakenintoaccount. Theirroads
aren't in the greatest shape and as
a result, you can't go real fast."
Murphy said that many times
an event scheduled at a certain
time would not occur until two
hours later.
"There's a different concept of
time," he said. "Time systems that
areverypopular in the West probable wouldn't run anywhere near
as efficient] yin India."
However,Westernization isoccurringrapidly. Murphy said that
a family living in a thatch roof
hut with an earthen kitchen had a
television attached to a solar panel
"I think that the best way to
describe India is that it's just a tre·
mendous contrast between the
very, very, very wealthy and the
very, very, very poor," Murphy said.

Changing technology makes room for students
Mary Myers
Business Editor

Jacqueline F. Woods is presented with a unique challenge as
president and chief executive offic:erof AmeritechOhio. This challenge is to run a company which
hastoexpandintonewandchang·
ing markers while maintaining
existing customers and services in
already established areas.
"Telephonecompanies,because
of the nature of technology, are
changing rapidly," said Robert M.
Gi nnjohn Carroll professor of MN
499, a management course on
implementing strategy.

Ginn said that Woods will be agedaughters,isdescribedas"very
on campus to discuss the oppor- bright, and very involved in busitunities in the business world that ness and the community," by
exist for college graduates, and Jackie Hauserman, vice president
how these opportunities are af- of customersupportforCenterior
fected by changing technology Energy and personal friend of
Woods.
and managerial styles.
Woods has achieved the posi"Opportunities for young
tion
of CEO because of her hard
peoplelexistl because of changes
in technology," Ginn said. Many work and the fact that "she didn 't
people retire early because they tell herself she couldn't do some·
are not used to modern technol- thing," said Hauserman, a mem·
ogy a.nd thinly layered organiza- ber of theJCU Board of Trustees.
Woods is a graduate of
tional structures. This therefore
creates jobs for recent college Muskingum College, and began
her career in 1970 with Ohio Bell.
graduates.
Woods, the mother of two teen- Aheeventually held several posi-

tions in its public relations organizations. Woods was named to
her present position of president
and CEO on january l, 1993.
She is president of the Northeast Ohio Chapter of the Ameri·
can Red Cross and a vice president of the Great Lakes Science
Museum. She is the on the board
of directors of Society National
'• Bank and also serves on other
communily organizations.
Woods will beoncampusMon·
day,AprillO,at4p.m.inAD226to
speak about "The Transformation
of Ameritech: Bold Moves and
Boundless Possibilities."
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LSAT • GRE •
GMAT
Quality Test Prep You CAN Afford
Classes limited to 10 students
~ One on one tutoring for all students
...J No tapes, no gimmicks
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for a FREE practice testFind out how you score today

is interested in academic research, wassomeonew howas under each
ognition Dinner.
chariot, who yelled up to the genThis award was presented to he Sllid.
"Jack has always been .a great eral
Kale by Jack R. Wentworth, the
"Remember you're human, Renational president of Beta Gamma ad vocate of change," Navratil said.
member you're
Kale,
55,
Sigma, the collegiate honor soci·
human," they
bought
Melvin
A
ety for students in business and
said to the gen"The older
management. The Medallion for Anderson Co. on
eral.
Entrepreneurshipwasestablished Jurie1,197l,acomFor Kale,
pany
which
then
in 1986 to recognize business leadthis is a good
ers who have achieved outstand· had $83,000 in
story, because
ingsuccess,said Wentworth, who annual sales.
you
although he
Kale
renamed
is a professor of business at Indihas achieved
ana University and the former the company John Carroll."
many things,
and
dean of Indiana's College of Busi- Manco,
he wants toresince then, Kale
ness.
jack
Kale
member where
has
led
the
comKale emphasizes leadership,
he came from .
and has contributed to John Car- pany to achieve - - - - - - - - Kale said he grew up in the
roll by helping to create and in- its goal of $100 million in sales
same Cleveland neighborhood as
spire leaders at this University,said in 1994.
did the late Rev: Michael Lavelle.
Kale
is
the
person
"who
has
Dean of john Carroll's School of
taken Manco to all kinds of new Kale sometimes visits his neigh·
Business Frank Navratil.
Kale is a well read person, who heights," while also giving back to borhood to remind himself of
the community, said Wentworth. where he came from.
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Although this award is added
After Kale received the award,
he told the story of Roman gener· to a list of many for Kale, he re·
BIRTHRIGHT ais who after a victory, were han· mains humble.
"Don't get a big head over this,"
ored in a parade.
LAKEWOOD CLEVELAND PARMA
228-6998
486-2800
661-6400
As the generals rode in their Kale tells himself. "This is where
HOTUNE 1·800-550·4900
chariots through the streets, there you came from."
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Pearl jam unveils ticket system

Edward R. Silverman

Chuck Philips

01995. Newsday

Gunning to buy a firearm?
Now, shopping for one can
be faster than a speeding bullet, thanks to dealers who are
setting up shop in cyberspace.
All you have todo is log onto
a computer and, with the right
Internet addresses and necessary legal paperwork, you can
arrange to purchase your
weapon of choice.
"You, or anyone, can purchase a firearm from me, no
matter where you live in the
U.S.,"writesj.D. Weiss, an Ohio
dealei; in response to an electronic-mail question. Headver·
rises as A·Z Shooting Sports on
the Internet Mall.
Leslie Edelman of New York
Inc., a group of sporting goods
stores, is about to launc.:h its
ownaddresson the World Wtde
Web, a fast-growing portion of
the Internet that's attracting
numerous commercial ventures.
The burst of cyberspace
marketing was blasted Tuesday
by Rep. Charles Schumer, DN.Y, who chaired the IWU$e
subcOJJUD.iuee chat wrote the
Brady handgun-control law.

"'t's a wakeup call to the
country about having rational
laws," he said. "The fact that
gun dealers are able to use the
technology shows we need to
write better laws to make sure
guns don't get Into the hands
of the wrong people.•
But gun dealers noted that
they're bound by the samefederal restrictions as mail-order
companies,meaning thatcom·
puter users can't buy guns directly via the Internet. Instead,
they must arrange for a local
dealer to accept shipmelltand
review licenses aruf permits;
"We can sell to an.,.:me in
the U.S., so long as they can buy
it in their home state.• said
Kathi Livornese, Edf;lman's
chief~ ~won'tship

ittosomeone'shome. \W4~
it to a dealer in their aJU...
Even so, said Sch~Jmer,
"There'll still be temptation fOr
rogues to distribute guns far
and wide.~
Selling guns is only the lat·

estexplosiveissuetoengulf the
Internet. Last

hopesof ensuringtharchildren
don't encounter pornography.

What do you really think. of Marriott food?
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all
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Pictures will be taken on
April 6th and 7th in the
Jardine Room in the
Recplex. Please be on
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Pearl Jam's crusade to reform
ticket selling in the concert industry took a new twist Monday as
the nation's best-selling rock band
unveiled a high-tech ticket distri·
bution system it plans to put into
action this summer.
The computerized touch tone
phone system was designed by
ETM Entertainment etwork, an
Irvine, Calif.·based firm, and will
be used to sell tickets to Pearljam's
upcoming four-week national
tour, which starts in Boise, Idaho,
on june 16.
1f successful, the Seattle band's
tour approach could provide other
acts with an alternative .to the
Ticketmaster-dominated mainstream concert circuit
Pearl) am's latest move is being
closely monitored by representatives for a number of groups, in·
eluding Stone Temple Pilots, U2
and Nine Inch Nails.
"This is like watching the Gls
trying to plant the flag on I\1\Q
Jima ," said Stone Temple Pilots
manager Steve Stewart. "It's near! y
impossible for a band to mount a
national tour in 1995 without using Ticketmaster or the promot·
ers and venue operators it has tied
to exclusive contracts. If Pearljam
pulls this thing off, it could kick
the door open for us and a bunch
of other bands to follow."
ETM will tack a $2 service
charge plus an additiona145 cent
handling fee on Pearl jam tickets
with a face value of $18. (By com·
parison, Ticketmaster charged a

$5.50 service fee plus a $1.55 processing fee to fans who ordered
$18.50 rickets by phone for rock
singer Danzig's March 25 show at
the Universal Amphitheater).
Under ETM's automated sys·
tern, fans can order tickets by dialing an BOO-number and using a
credit card or sending a check or
money order to ETM, which will
then mail tickets to their home. By
contrast, Tickermaster employs
operators to answer phones and
sell tickets at outlets.
By the end of thesummer, ETM
founders Peter Schniederrneier
and David Cooper said consumers
will be able to purchase tickets
from ETM in Southern California
through hundreds of free-stand·
ing interactive kiosks with touch
screen monitors which display
seating charts. In addition, con·
cert·goers will be able to reserve
seats through a \1\Qridwide website
on the Internet.
"Our goal is to deliver better
service to consumers at a lower
cost," said Schniedermeier.
Pearl jam's manager Kelly
Curtis said tha r no one in the band
nor any of its representatives- including Sony Corp., the Japanese
conglomerate that releases Pearl
Jam's music- has any financial
stake in ETM's automated ticket·
ing service.
Ticketmaster, which has been
tangling with Pearl) am over ser·
vice fees over the past year, wel·
corned ETM into the marketplace.
"If they want to compete, we
wish them well," a spokesman for
the Los Angeles-based ticket gi·
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Buying guns on the 'net

group from Rotary Incernanona ,

"an organization that basically
believesthatyouchangetheworld Mary Myers
Business Editor
one person at a time," he said.
As a contributor to John Car"The RotarydistrictfromnonheastOhiosent a team of five people roll University and the business
to the Bihar district last january community as a whole,]ack Kale,
an.d February to promote fellow· chairman and chief executive ofship. ln a reciprocal agreement, a ficer of Manco, Inc., was nomigroup of other Rotarians from nated for the Beta Gamma Sigma
Bihar will arrive in Ohio in a few Medallion for Entrepreneurship
bytheJCUchapterofBetaGamma
weeks and will stay until May.
Even though India is perhaps Sigma.
"The older you get, the more
only 1 percent Christian, a place
In the Rotary group was reserved youappreciate]ohn Carroll," said
for someone from John Carroll Kale when he received the pres·
University because the Society of tigiousaward last Friday evening
jesus has had a long-standing at the third annual Alumni Rec-
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Epsilon Delta (Pre-med society)-2p.m.
Kappa Delta (Sociology)-2:15
Psi Omega (Theater-honorary)-2:30
Sigma Nu (Jesuit Honorary Society)-2:45

ant said. "That's what America is
all about."
Gary Bongiovanni, editor of
Polls tar, the nation's leading concert trade journal, was skeptical
about ETM's ability to compete
with Ticketmaster.
"There is a chance that a sys·
tern like this could develop over
time and eventually become an
effective competitor against
Ticketmaster, but it would impos·
sible for such a change to occur
over night," Bongiovanni said. "lt
will be very diHicult for ETM to
gain a foothold in the industry as
long as Ticketmaster has most of
the nation's major venuesand promoters signed to exclusive con·
tracts."
Ticket master pays a portion of
the service fees it collects to rnam·
rain exclusive contracts with the
owners of the venues and promotion firms.
Those arrangements are being
scrutinized by the U.S. justice Department as parr of a federal in·
vestigation intoalleged anti-competitive practices in the ticket distribution business.
The governmental probe was
launched last May after members
of Pearljam filed acivilcomplaint
with the U.S. Justice Department.
The rock group alleged that
Ticketmaster used its influence
with venue owners and concert
promoters to thwart the group's
plan fora low-priced tour last summer.
The results of the probe could
reult in further action: They are
expected to be revealed by June.

Friday, April 1
Accounting Association-3:30
Advertising Association-3:40
Alpha Kappa Psi-3:50
American Chemical Society-4:00
German Club-4:10
Economics Socie_ty-4:20
English Club-4:30
Finance Association-4:40
Honors Student Association-4:50
Japan Club-5:00
Spanish Club-5:10
French Club-5:20
Marketing Association-5:30
National Defense Transportation Association-5:40
Pershing Rifl.es-5:50
Political Science Club-6:00
Pre-Law Society-6:10
Psychology Club-6:20
Sigma Pi Sigma-6:30
Society for Human Resource Management-6:40
Sociology Club-6:50
Student Education Association-7:00
Carillon-7: 10
Carroll News-7:20
Carroll Quarterly-7:30
WUJC-7:40
Student Union•7:50
Student Union Officers-8:00
Delta Kappa Psi-8:10
Iota Beta Gamma-8:20
Iota Chi Upsilon-8:30
Iota Phi Theta-8:40
Knights of Columbus-8:50
Pi Beta Phi-9:00
JCU Band-9:10
Little Theatre Society-9:20
Pi Theta Mu-9:30
University Concert Choir-9:40

Pi Kappa Xi-12:00p.m.
Pi Alpha Chi-(University Club)-12:10
Sigma Delta Kappa-12:20
Student Business Advisory Council-12:30
Greek Council-12:40
Chicago Club-12:50
Residence Hall Association-1:00
Com muter Association-1: 10
Crew-1:20
Tae Kwon Do-1:30
Students in Free Enterprise-1:30
Volleyball (Men's)-1:40
Student Advocates for the Environment-1:40
Indoor Soccer-1:50
Association of computing machinery-1:50
Irish Club-2
Juggling Club-2:10
Women's Coalition-2:10
lacrosse (Men's)-2:20
Theta Kappa-2:30
lambda Gamma Sigma-2:40
Zeta Tau Omega-2:50
Pi Sigma Phi-3:00
Rugby (Men's)-3:10
Rugby (Women's)-3:20
Sailing Club-3:30
Medieval Society-3:40
Young Democrats-3:40
Ski Club-3:50
Debate-4:00
Dance Team-4:10
Christian Life-4:20
Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship-4:30
Right to Life-4:40
Amnesty International-4:50
College Republicans-5:00
Delta Delta Xi-5:10
Lambda Chi Rho-5:20
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For IVklrphy, rock star treatment was common
Pttarla Trlvlsomo
Staff Reporter

Most students would not think
to treat their professors like rock
Stars, but that is how Paul Murphy,
John Carroll University associate
Professor of logistics, was treated
during his recent trip to India.
'While visiting India, Murphy
took over a class at the Indian InStitute of Management in Patma.
lie addressed the class of 124men
and one woman about marketing
in the U.S. hotel and motel industry.
"The classroom conditions
were abysmal at best: Murphy
said. "Therewasnolightingin the
classroom and there were two
desks for every three students.
They had a chalkboard, but every
time you wrote with thechalk, the
chalk crumbled in your hands."
Nevertheless,Murphystressed
that the students were extremely
polite. They stood both when he
enrered and exited the room.
The students' enthusiasm did
get extreme, however, when
Murphy left a classroom and the
students wanted some of his business cards, of which he had run
out. The other team members had
to form a human shield around
him so that Murphy could exit the
room.
""We got that rock startreatment
at a couple places that we went
where we literally were just almost
engulfed bythestudents,"hesaid,
adding that he enjoyed his time
with the students.
-This trip was my real baptism
to true international traveL" said
Murphy.
Murphy travel(d to Bihar, are-

the culture, traditions, and thereligions of Bihar." Murphy said.
The team stayed with Rotarian
families, who were "the real moversandshakersoflndian busin.ess
and medicine," Murphy said. "A
lot of the families that I stayed
with had drivers and servants," he
said.
Thefamilies were stunned that
middle-class Americanscould not
afford these services, he said.
The team saw many cultural
and religious landmarks during
the trip, including the Taj Mahal
and the Bodh Gaya, the tree under
which Buddha, a Buddhist sage,
achieved enlightenment.
presence in Bihar, Murphy said.
"Bihar, while economically
The team from Ohio mainly
visited schools, hospitals, or reli- poor, is a veryimportantstate from·
a religious and cu It ural perspecgious temples.
"We had decided, as a group tive," Murphy said. It is the home
before we went over, that what we of the religions of Buddhism,
wanted to focus on was primarily Sikhism, and Haimism. Gandhi

also began his nonviolence movement in Bihar.
Thegroup sawonly a few businesses. Theyvisited Tisco,an iron
and steel co mpany, and Telco,
which deals with trucks and heavy
construction equipment, while in
Jamshedpur, he said.
Labor is very inexpensive in India, and not many child labor laws
are in effect. Murphy visited a factory in which some of the children working appeared to be 4or 5
years old. Unskilled laborers earn
about$1 a day while skilled workers garner $2 a day, he said.
In the area of logistics, the
movement of goods and information from the source to the place of
consumption, Murphy stated that
India has quite a different system
from that found in the West.
"Logistics is a real challenge in
India," he said. "There are definite

infrastructure barriers and cultural considerations that have to
betakenintoaccount. Theirroads
aren't in the greatest shape and as
a result, you can't go real fast."
Murphy said that many times
an event scheduled at a certain
time would not occur until two
hours Later.
"There's a different concept of
time," he said. "Time systems that
a revery popular in the West probable wouldn't run anywhere near
as efficiently in India."
However, Westernization is occurring rapidly. Murphy said that
a family living in a thatch roof
hut with an earthen kitchen had a
televisionattached to a solar panel
"I think that the best way to
describe India is that it's just a tremendous contrast between the
very, very, very wealthy and the
very, very, verypoor,"Murphysaid .

Changing technology makes room for students
Mary Myers
Business Editor

Jacqueline F. Woods is presented with a unique challenge as
president and chief executive offic;erof AmeritechOhio. Thischallenge is to run a company which
hastoexpandintonewandchanging markets while maintaining
existing customers and services in
already established areas.
"Telephone companies, because
of the nature of technology, are
changing rapidly," said Robert M.
Ginnjohn Carroll professorofMN
499, a management course on
implementing strategy.

Ginn said that Woods will be
on campus to discuss the opportunities in the business world that
exist for college graduates, and
how these opportunities are affected by changing technology
and managerial styles.
"Opportunities for young
people [exist) because of changes
in technology," Ginn said. Many
people retire early because they
are not used to modern technology and thinly layered organizational structures. This therefore
creates jobs for recent college
graduates.
Woods. the mother of two teen-

agedaughters,isdescribedas"very tions in its public relations orgabright, and very involved in busi- nizations. Woods was named to
ness and the community," by her present position of president
jackie Hauserman, vice president and CEO on January 1, 1993.
of customer support for Centerior
She is president of the NorthEnergy and personal friend of east Ohio Chapter of the AmeriWoods.
can Red Cross and a vice presiWoods has achieved the posi- dent of the Great Lakes Science
tion of CEO because of her hard Museum. She is the on the board
work and the fact that "she didn't , of directors of Society National
tell herself she couldn't do some- Bank and also serves on other
thing," said Hauserman, a mem- community organizations.
ber of thejCU Board of Trustees.
Woods will beoncampusMonWoods is a graduate of day,AprillO,at4p.m.inAD226to
Muskingum College, and began speak about "The Transformation
her career in 1970 with Ohio Bell. of Ameritech: Bold Moves and
Aheeventually held several posi- Boundless Possibilities."
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Buying guns on the 'net
Edwald R. Silverman
C1995, Newsday

Gunning to buy a firearm?
Now, shopping for one can
be faster than a speeding bullet, thanks to dealers who are
setting up shop in cyberspace.
All you havetodois log onto
a computer and, with the right
Internet addresses and necessary legal paperwork, you can
arrange to purchase your
weapon of choice.
"You, or anyone, can purchase a firearm from me, no
matter where you live in the
US.,nwritesj.D. Weiss,anOhio
dealer, in response to an electronic-mail question. Headvertisesas A-z Shooting Sports on
the Internet Mall.
Leslie Edelman of New York
Inc., a group of sporting goods
stores, is about to launch its

ownaddresson the World Wide
Web, a fast-growing portion of
the Internet that's attracting
numerous commercial ventures.
The burst of cyberspace
marketing was blasted Tuesday
by Rep. Charles Schumer,~
N.Y. who chaired the ijoll$e
subcoDUilittee rhat wrote the
&tciy handgun-rontrollaw.

"It's a wakeup call to the
country about having rational
laws,~ he said "The fact that
gun dealers are able to use the
technology shows we need to
write better laws to make sure
guns don't get into the hands
of the wrong people.•
But gun dealers noted that
they're bound by the same federal restrictions as mail-order
companies,meaning that computer users can't buy guns directly via the Internet Instead,
they must arrange for a local
dealerto~slUpmeotand

review Ucenses and permits.
"We can sell to anyone in
the U.S.,solongastheycan buy
it in their home state: said
Kathi Livornese, Edelman's
cbief~-vcl~Ul'tship

ittosomeone'sbome. \W-dqtp
it to a dealer in their ara.•
Even so, said Sch~Jmer,
"There'llstillbetemptationfor
rogues to distribute guns far
and wide.•
Selling guns is only the latestexplosivelssuetoengulf the
Internet. Last month; ~
~tion ,.~ fQ
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Mpei;of'ensuringthatchildren
don't encounter pornography.

What do you really think. of Marriott food?

Be heard.
Tuesday April II, 1995 at 6:30PM in the Jardine room
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Chuck Philips
~1995,

Los Angeles Times

Pearl Jam's crusade to reform
ticket selling in the concert industry took a new twist Monday as
the nation's best-selling rock band
unveiled a high-tech ticket distribution system it plans to put into
action this summer.
The computerized touch tone
phone system was designed by
ETM Entertainment Network, an
Irvine, Calif.- based firm, and will
be used to sell tickets to Pearlja m's
upcoming four-week national
tour, which starts in Boise, Idaho,
onJune16.
If successfuL the Seattle band's
tour approach could provide other
acts with an alternative .to the
Ticketmaster-dominated mainstream concert circuit.
PearlJam's latest move is being
closely monitored by representatives for a number of groups, including Stone Temple Pilots, U2
and Nine Inch Nails.
"This is like watching the Gls
trying to plant the flag on lwo
Jima," said Stone Temple Pilots
manager Steve Stewart. "It's nearly
impossible for a band to mount a
national tour in 1995 without using Ticketmaster or the promoters and venue operators it has tied
toexclusivecontracts. If PearlJam
pulls this thing off, it could kick
the door open for us and a bunch
of other bands to follow."
ETM will rack a $2 service
charge plus an additional45 cent
handling fee on Pearl] am tickets
with a face value of $18. (By comparison, Ticketmaster charged a

$5.50 service fee pi us a $1.55 pro- ant said. "That's what America is
cessing fee to fans who ordered all about."
$18.50 tickets by phone for rock
Gary Bongiovanni, editor of
singer Danzig's March 25 show at Polls tar, the nation's leading concert trade journal, was skeptical
the Universal Amphitheater).
Under ETM's automated sys- about ETM's ability to compete
tem, fans can order tickets by dial- with Ticketmaster.
"There is a chance that a sysing an BOO-number and using a
credit card or sending a check or tem like this could develop over
money order to ETM, which will time and eventually become an
then mail tickets to their home. By effective competitor against
contrast, Tickermaster employs Ticket master, but it would im posoperators to answer phones and sible for such a change to occur
sell tickets at outlets.
over night ," Bongiovanni said. "It
By the end of the summer, ETM will be very difficult for ETM to
founders Peter Schniedermeier gain a foothold in the industry as
and David Cooper said consumers long as Ticketmaster has most of
will be able to purchase tickets the nation's majorvenuesand profrom ETM in Southern California moters signed to exclusive conthrough hundreds of free-stand- tracts."
Ticketmaster pays a portion of
ing interactive kiosks with touch
screen monitors which display the service fees it collects to mainseating charts. In addition, con- tain exclusive contracts with the
cerr-goers will be able to reserve owners of the venues and promoseats through a worldwide website tion firms.
on the Internet
Those arrangements are being
"Our goal is to deliver better scrutinized by the US. Justice Deservice to consumers at a lower partment as part of a federal investigation intoalleged anti-com·
cost," said Schniedermeier.
Pearl jam's manager Kelly petitive practices in the ticket disCurtis said that noone in the band tribution business.
The governmental probe was
noranyof its representatives - including Sony Corp., the Japanese launched lastMayaftermembers
conglomerate that releases Pearl of PearlJam filed a civil com plaint
jam's music- has any financial with the U.S.Justice Department.
stake in ETM's automated ticket- The rock group alleged that
ing service.
Ticketmaster used its influence
Ticketmaster, which has been with venue owners and concert
tangling with Pearl Jam over ser- promoters to thwart the group's
vice fees over the past yeat, wel- plan fora low-priced tour last sumcomed ETM into the marketplace. mer.
"If they want to compete, we
The results of the probe could
wish them well," a spokesman for reult in further action: They are
the Los Angeles-based ticket gi- expected to be revealed by June.
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group
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"an organization that basically
believes that you change the world
one person at a time," he said.
The Rotary district from northeastOhiosentateamoffivepeople
to the Bihar district last January
and February to promote fellowship. In a reciprocal agreement, a
group of other Rotarians from
Bihar will arrive in Ohio in a few
weeks and will stay until May.
Even though India is perhaps
only 1 percent Christian, a place
In the Rotary group was reserved
for someone from John Carroll
University because the Society of
Jesus has had a long-standing

Mary Myers
Business Editor

As a contributor to John Carroll University and the business
community as a whole,Jack Kale,
chairman and chief executive officer of Manco, Inc., was nominated for the Beta Gamma Sigma
Medallion for Entrepreneurship
bythejCUchapterofBetaGamma
Sigma.
"The older you get, the more
youappreciateJohn Carroll," said
Kale when he received the prestigious award last Friday evening
at the third annual Alumni Rec-

LSAT • GRE •
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-

..J Classes limited to 10 students
"" One on one tutoring for all students
..J No tapes, no gimmicks
"" Just over half the cost of the chains

At least call us
for a FREE practice testFind out how you score today

is interested in academic research, wassomeonewhowasundereach
ognition Dinner.
chariot, who yelled up to the genThis award was presented to he said.
"Jack has always been .a great eral
Kale by Jack R Wentworth, the
"Remember you're human, Renational presiden tof Beta Gamma advocate of change,"Navratilsaid.
member you're
Kale,
55,
Sigma, the collegiate honor socihuman," they
A.
bought
Melvin
ety for students in business and
said to the genmanagement. The Medallion for Anderson Co. on
eral.
Entrepreneurshipwasestablished Jurie1,197l,acomFor Kale,
pany
which
then
in 1986 to recognize business leadthis is a good
ers who have achieved outstand- had $83,000 in
story, because
ing success, said Wentworth, who annual sales.
you
although he
Kale renamed
is a professor of business at Indihas achieved
the
company
ana University and the former
many things,
and
dean of Indiana's College of Busi- Manco ,
he wants to resince then, Kale
ness.
jack
Kale
member where
has
led
the
comKale emphasizes leadership,
he came from.
pany
to
achieve
and has conrri buted to John CarKale said he grew up in the
roll by helping to create and in- its goal of $100 million in sales
same Cleveland neighborhood as
spire leaders at this University,said in 1994.
did the late Rev. Michael Lavelle.
Kale
is
the
person
"who
has
Dean of John Carroll's School of
taken Manco to all kinds of new Kale sometimes visits his neighBusiness Frank NavratiL
Kale is a well read person, who heights,"while also giving back to borhood to remind himself of
the community, said Wentworth. where he came from.
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Although this award is added
After Kale received the award,
he told the story of Roman gener- to a list of many for Kale, he reals who after a victory, were hon- mains humble.
"Don't get a big head over this,"
ored in a parade.
LAKEWOOD CLEVELAND PARMA
22~
486-2800
661 -6400
As the generals rode in their Kale tells himself. "This is where
HOniNE 1-800-550-4900
chariots through the streets, there you came from."

"The older you
get, the more
appreciate

John Carroll."
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Epsilon Delta (Pre-med society)-2p.m.
Kappa Delta (Sociology}-2:15
Psi Omega (Theater-honorary)-2:30
Sigma Nu (Jesuit Honorary Society}-2:45

Accounting Association-3:30
Advertising Association-3:40
Alpha Kappa Psi-3:50
American Chemical Society-4:00
German Club-4:10
Economics Socie_ty-4:20
English Club-4:30
Finance Association-4:40
Honors Student Association-4:50
Japan Club-5:00
Spanish Club-5:10
French Club-5:20
Marketing Association-5:30
National Defense Transportation Association-5:40
Pershing Rifles-5:50
Political Science Club-6:00
Pre~law Society-6:10
Psychology Club-6:20
Sigma Pi Sigma-6:30
Society for Human Resource Management-6:40
Sociology Club-6:50
Student Education Association-7:00
CariLLon-7:10
CarroLL News-7:20
Carroll Quarterly-7:30
WUJC-7:40
Student Union-7:50
Student Union Officers-8:00
Delta Kappa Psi-8:10
Iota Beta Gamma-8:20
Iota Chi Upsilon-8:30
Iota Phi Theta-8:40
Knights of Columbus-8:50
Pi Beta Phi-9:00
JCU Band-9:10
Little Theatre Society-9:20
Pi Theta Mu-9:30
University Concert Choir-9:40

Pi Kappa Xi-12:00p.m.
Pi Alpha Chi-(University Club)-12:10
Sigma Delta l<appa-12:20
Student Business Advisory Council-12:30
Greek Council-12:40
Chicago Club-12:50
Residence Hall Association-1:00
Commuter Association-1:10
Crew-1:20
Tae Kwon Do-1:30
Students in Free Enterprise-1:30
VoLLeybalL (Men's)-1:40
Student Advocates for the Environment-1:40
Indoor Soccer-1:50
Association of computing machinery-1:50
Irish Club-2
Juggling Club-2:10
Women's Coalition-2:10
lacrosse (Men's)-2:20
Theta Kappa-2:30
lambda Gamma Sigma-2:40
Zeta Tau Omega-2:50
Pi Sigma Phi-3:00
Rugby (Men's)-3:10
Rugby (Women's)-3:20
Sailing Club-3:30
Medieval Society-3:40
Young Democrats-3:40
Ski Club-3:50
Debate-4:00
Dance Team-4:10
Christian Life-4:20
Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship-4:30
Right to Life-4:40
Amnesty International-4:50
College Republicans-5:00
Delta Delta Xi-5:10
Lambda Chi Rho-5:20

--
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- Marsh builds character from golfing blunder
cident in its review of the best and
Randy Loeser
the worst of the 1994. And guess
Staff Reporter
Bob Marsh is one person who where Marsh ended up? His golf
would rather not have had his "15 card story appeared under the
blunder of the year. And to make
minutes of fame."
At last year's Division lll Na- matter's worse, the magazine
tional Golf Cham pions hips, Marsh named an award after Marsh enwas trying to help his team make titled "Yeah, well, he can still kick
John Carroll golf history At least Bob Marsh's butt."
"The story was in a few newsthat's what he thought he was dopapers, but I had no idea that the
ing.
"I had just finished the second magazine had it until someone
round of the national tournament. came up and said they saw it," said
l had played the frant nine [holes] Marsh. "It wasn't until a few weeks
pretty well, scoring a 38," said ago that I finally got the article."
If this type of incident was goMarsh. "ihe back nine was definitely not my best, so when I com- ing to happen, Marsh's teammates
pleted my round, I just signed my think he was the one who could
take it, because of his determined
scorecard and put it in the box.
"I was on the practice putting
green when Coach (Moran) caHed
me over. He said 'Bob by, you
screwed up on your scorecard.' l
went over it and saw that I had John McGinty
added the 38 from the total on the Staff Reporter
front nine into the spot where the
The john Carroll University
ninth holescoreshould have been. baseball team must have been seeInstead of my real score, I was now ing double Saturday. After backgiven a total of II6. l was in shock. to-hack extra-inning games, the
l thought I blew the entire tourna- Streaks split a doubleheader at
ment"
Capital, winning a dramatic 6-5,
Marsh was able to rebound from 11-inningaffair in game one.
the initial shock to help his team
The victory provided the Blue
take third place at Nationals. What Streaks with their first-ever viccould have been a major catastro- tory at Capital since joining the
phe turned into a cause for a good Ohio Athletic Conference five
ribbing by his teammates and oth- years ago. They lost a 2-l pitching
ers at the tournament.
dual in eight innings in game two.
"My teammates were very supJCU senior hurler Kevin Furportive and by the end of the day long won game one and lost game
we were all laughing,• said Marsh, two, both in relief. Capital's Mike
who transferred from Eastern Potts threw four and one-third inMichigan afrer his sophomore nings of relief in the first game. He
year. "The next day,
were threw the entire second
for

nature and agreeable personality. when someone listens to me and
"A lotof other guys would have says that l am strange or that I
given up, but Bob kept trying. He have a problem. I like to look at the
never got mad," said teammate lighter side of life.·
Although Marsh is perceived
Brian Unk. "Bobby doesn't show
his emotions, he just laughs it off. as a practical joker among his
He is mature enough to shake friends, he has a more serious side
thingsof£. This will help him later that not many know about.
"I have been brought up in an
in life when he has to handle bad
extremely conservative family,·
things."
Marsh credits his sense of hu- said Marsh. "It has been difficult,
mor to comedians like Steve Mar- especially in college, where their
is such a 1iberalslant, to have some
tin, Chevy Chase and Jim Carey.
"Those guys are nuts; they have of the views that! have. One thing
something in their head that is l have learned is that you have to
wrong. They are all on this high , look at both sides of a story before
and when they say anything it making a judgment."
Although Marsh, a senior commakes people laugh," said Marsh.
"I kind of take it as a compliment munications major,has set his im-
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Track to compete
at Duke Invitational

Batter up

mediate goal of getting a sales job
after graduation, he has other aspirations as well.
"I do have political aspirations.
Someday I would like to help out
others," said Marsh. "l have been
influenced by Tony Robbins, a
motivational speaker, who says
that we have an unlimited power.
I would like to give motivational
speaking a shot someday."
Marsh, whowillcompete with
his teammates this weekend at
the Capital/Denison Invitational,
lives by a simple motto; "I think
Dr. RobertSchulersaid that'if you
think you can or you can't, you're
right,'' he said. 'I know I can do
anything I want."

Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter

Streaks strike first win against Capital

I[ anything, it was a great learn ing
"We made the plays when we
experience."
had to (in the first game)," said
Little did Marsh know his 15 Furlong. "The second game was a
minutes of fame would be ex- pitching duaibetween (Tim) Boyle
tended.
and Potts, and Capital executed to
The January edition of Golf get the (winning) run in."
World Magazine used Marsh's inAfter coming from three runs

-

down to tie the score in game one, portant defensive efforts for the
Furlong pitched five strong in- day.
On one play, he started a crunings in relief offreshman starter
cial double-play in the extra
Andy D'Onofrio.
Hisefforts helped earn him and frames of thefirst game. Kennedy,
the Streaks the victory. Junior playing shortstop due to an injury
Brian Mocny belted his first career to Tony Pizzuti,alsomade a diving
stop. Junior first
homerun in the
baseman Kevin
top of the 11th inning, finishing "We made the big Fischer picked
the throw clean
the Streaks' imto turn the play.
pressive come- plays that win
The second
back.
game ended
"It was a great dames for us.,
with less favorfeeling, helping b'
ableresults,with
theteamwinand
jerry Schweickert the Streaks fallbeing my first
ing in eight incareer home run
nings to theCrumade it even better," said Mocny aboutdrilling a 2- saders,2-l. Furlong took the loss in
2 pitch for the game winning RBL. relief. The game was an extra-in"Wemadethebig
sthatwin ning affair due to OAC rules stat-

ing Furlong the loss)." Schweickert
said.
Senior Boyle started the game
and pitched five strong innings
when Furlong relieved him. Furlong pitched two innings of scoreless relief when he got himself in
trouble, throwing two balls to the
first hitter in the extra frame.
Sophomore Mark Bublick relieved Furlong and walked the
initial batter. The runner advanced to second on a wild pitch
and reached third on a sacrifice.
He eventually scored on a high
chopper to the infield to end the
game.
"We're swinging the bats better, but we've had some injuries
and we have some inexperienced
kids playing,"said Assistant Coach
Brian Brewer. "We have the talent

doubleheader goes into extra innings, the second is to be only
seven innings long.
"Kevin threw two balls when
we decided to take him out, and
unfortunately that batter walked
and scored the go-ahead run (giv-

The Blue Streaks are hitting
.300 on the season.
Upcoming games for the
Screaks(9-7) are today at 3:30p.m.
against Wooster and Saturday in a
home doubleheader against Ohio
Northern at I p.m.

Coach Jerry Schweickert of the
come-from-behind victory in the
first game.
Thedefensewasstillshaky, but
key plays were made when they
were needed. junior Tommy
Kennedy spear-headed two im-

Streaks
of the
Week

Sports Flashes
The women's softball (5-6-1,0-1-1 OAC) team provided some
late-inning explosiveness last Saturday, winning both of their
games against Penn State-Behrend in its final at-bat. The Streaks
swept the doubleheader, winning 6-5 in eight innings in game
one and 3-2 in thesecondgame.Carroll rallied for four runs in the
bottom half of the inning after giving up three runs to the lions
in the top of the eighth in the first game. In the nightcap, a Carrie
McVicker (freshman) triple drove in the game-tying and winning runs. The Brigee's, senior Charise (4-3) and freshman Kris
(1- 3) picked up the victories on the mound forjCU '"The Streaks
did not play on Tuesday at Heidelberg because of the weather.
They will travel to Ohio Northern to take on the nationally
ranked Polar Bears Saturday at 1 p.m.

.

Cluisry Palleschi

Senior outfielder Angela Stazzone steps up to hit the ball
during the Streaks' double header against Muskingum last
Tuesday. The teem dropped one and tied one.

BrlanMocny
The freshman trackster won the
triple jump for the second week in
a row, leaping32 feet-4 3/4 inches
at the Ohio Athletic Conference
Quad meet, Saturday. The week
before, at Wa Ish, she captured first
place finishes in both the long
Jump, 16 feet-5 inches and the
triple jump, 32 feet-5 1/2 inches.

Mocny's timely hitting was part of
the reason the Blue Streak baseball
team split a doubleheader at
Capital, Saturday. The junior outfielder smashed his first career
roundtripper against the
Crusaders, liftingJCU to a 6-5,11inning victory. He is hitting .304 on
the season

john Carroll sophomore Ben Marker has been added to the
baseball team's coaching staff. Head Coach Jerry Schweickert
made the announcement on Monday. Marker will handle the
bead coaching duties of the junior varsity team.

The previous information has been provided by]ohn Carroll's
Sports lnformationDepartment and Tht.>Carroll News sports st4lf.

After spending last weekend
in thecoldandsnowof Ohio,John
Carroll University's men's and
women's track teams are looking
for inspiration from the"devil"on
their trip south this weekend.
The inspiration w!ll hopefully
come from the "Blue Devils" of
Duke University in Durham, N.C.,
where the Streaks will compete
againstover80schoolsat the Duke
University Invitational.
"There is a different kind of excitement going to North Carolina,
especially since we will be competing against the best athletes,
many from Division I [schools],'
said junior sprinter lanJohnstone.
"It will also be a nice contrast from
the weather we had last weekend."
The invitational will pit the
best from Divisions l, II, and III in
qualifying heats. A john Carroll
runner could compete against
seven Division I athletes in a qualifying heat, but would run in the
championship race against competition from its own division.

"This is the type of meet where
people will have their best times
of the year," said senior Danielle
Sluga. "It's a great chance for us to
see what's out there, that the best
in track is not that much ahead of
you. Watching some of rhc best
distance runners in college is inspirational'
A little of the Duke
Invitational's excttemenc must
have been with the Streak
tracksters last weekend, as both
the men and women placed third
at the Ohio Athletic Conference
Quad at Heidelberg.
The women's team was paced
by freshman Lori Hammer, who
took first in the in the triple jump,
32 feet-4 3/4 inches, and third in
the longjump,l5feet-63/4inches,
and junior Gretchen Schultz, who
finished first in the 800-meter run
in 2:31.65.
A continuing trend for the
women has been their ability to
better their top times. Five Blue
Streaks; Beth Wise,CathyDrown,
Schultz, Penny Roxas and Sluga,
put up personal bests in the meet.

"It's exciting, these performances give us confidence as a
team,• said Hammer. "Everybody
is competing and improving their
times."
The men were again led by junior Mike Olsen, who took first in
the 200-meter dash (22.60 seconds),Jamie Barbour, who placed
first in the 3,000-meter steeplechase (11:02.5) and Matt Lemieux,
who took first in the pole vault (14
feet).
"Since it was cold, we did not
expect to have the best times," said
senior sprinter Matt Zucca, who
will be a part of the 4XIOO relay at
Duke. "But we have been competing well against the better teams
in theOAC"
"It was a good day for getting
points, not PR's (personal bests),"
added Johnstone.
Fourteen of the women and
eight of the men will make the trip
to the Duke University Invitational. Theremainingmembersof
the team will travel to Case Western Reserve University this Saturday to compete.

-

Pacek's senior leadership fosters OAC championship aspirations
Chris Golllnger
Staff Reporter

It was hard to take seriously
the snow that fell last SalUrdaytJIIIll~l'riftr'oorlsDay. Con-

her for pointers and ad vice when
they get frustrated over a loss. As
the lone senior on this year's team
and with four years of college experience under her belt, she is an
inspiration and is
quick to<•iV!><:J1nn.1rr

to her
guidedmeduringthe
wea[nf:r....;ua
three years that I have
been on the team,"
hamper
l[_Oirf!oc:Kl-v.~af'
captainjenPacek's
said junior Missy
serious attitude of
Owen. "She has given
pursuing a win- along with
me support and encouraged
me."
ningseason. Atthe
feam. rr
No. 3 singles posiJ
Tennis has always
tion, Pacek is lookbeen a big part of
ing forward to anjen Pacek Pacek's life, beginother fine season.
ning her career at 6
"This is a season
years old and conthat we cannot take lightly," said tinuingthrough highschool From
Pacek. "We won the OAC title last Natrona Heights,PA.,sheelevated
year and people are expecting us her game to JCU.
to do well again."
"She is dedicated and really
The underclass players look to improved since I have been on the

mv

John Carroll's men's tennis team defeated conference foe
Muskingum 8-1, at Muskingum Saturday. The victory raised the
Streaks Ohio Athletic Conference record to 2-0. Sophomore
Andrew Perry returned to the line-up successfully, teaming up
with fellow sophomore justin Rosenthal to win 7-5,6-0 atNo.l
doubles"' The team travels to Marietta Monday for another conference match.
The women's tennis team had little luck last week. Little luck
with actually getting to play, that is. On Wednesday the Streaks'
match against Malone was postponed due to funeral services for
JCU President Rev. Michael]. Lavelle, SJ. The match has ~en
rescheduled for April 19. On Saturday, therr match aga1nst
Marietta was cancelled due to snow. Due to conference rules,
since Marietta had already arrived at Carroll to play, the match
cannot be made up at another time.
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14404 Cedar Road 691-1982
'

"Munchy
Control"
1 Cheesesticks
1 Breadstick.s
2 Cans of Coke

$5.50

2-14" Large
Two Topping
Pizza

$13.95
Additional

Toppings $.95

team,• said Owen.
Whether she wins or loses, she
is always encouraged to do better
at the next match.
"HereatJohnCarroll, I take tennis very seriously, but at the same
"said

her sister as a main influence on
her game. She is five years older
and played tennis for Penn State.
"She can kick my butt," she joked.
Although the women's team
won their first match against
Ca pit ~l.th ey know th ey must keep

will contribute to the drive for a
second OAC title.
Pacek has high expectations for
agreatseason, ind1 vidually,as well
as collectively.
"Right now I [eel like I'm playl''"'" v w<:u :' S<lld Pa ck "\'l ope-

playing time.
sport
busy, but it's [still] very fun.
As for her family, Pacek credits

whotransferredwill
the
task easy. Yet, the team still has
many talented youngsters who

The women play at Hiram tomorrow at 3 p.m . They host
Muskingum Saturday at l p.m.

---·
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SCHOOL I'OB

ON THEIR WAY TO 11IE TOP.

it

If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to your classmates by
attending Almy ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training.

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
HI
an Army officer. You'll also . have
the self-confidence and dtsctplme
it takes to succeed in college and
beyond.

•

IRMYROTC
1D SIUI'I'IST COIJB COOISI YOU Cll TilE.
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421
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Marsh builds character from goHing blunder
Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter

Bob Marsh is one person who
would rather not have had his "15
minutes of fame."
At last year's Division Ill National Golf Championships, Marsh
was trying to help his team make
john Carroll golf history. At least
that's what he thought he was doing.
"I had just finished the second
round of the national tournament.
l had played the front nine (holes]
pretty well, scoring a 38," said
Marsh. "the back nine was definitely not my best, so when I completed my round,! just signed my
scorecard and put it in the box.
"I was on the practice puning
green when Coach(Moran) called
me over. He said 'Bobby, you
screwed up on your scorecard.' l
went over it and saw that I had
added the 38from the total on the
front nine into the spot where the
ninth hole score should have been.
Instead of my real score, I was now
given a total of 116.1 was in shock.
l thought I blew the entire tournament.•
Marshwasabletoreboundfrom
the initial shock to help his team
take third placeatNationals. What
could have been a major catastrophe turned into a cause for a good
ribbing by his teammatesand others at the tournament.
"My teammates were very supportive and by the end of the day
wewerealllaughing," said Marsh,
who transferred from Eastern
Michigan after his sophomore
year. KT he next day,
were
I{ anything, 1t was a grea t learning

experience."
Little did Marsh know his 15
minutes of fame would be extended .
The january edition of Golf
World Magazine used Marsh's in-

cident in its review of the best and
the worst of the 1994. And guess
where Marsh ended up? His golf
card story appeared under the
blunder of the year. And to make
matter's worse, the magazine
named an award after Marsh entitled "Yeah, well, he can snll kick
Bob Marsh's butt."
"The swry was in a few newspapers, but I had no idea that the
magazine had it until someone
came up and said theysawit,"said
Marsh. "It wasn't until a few weeks
ago that 1finally got the article.·
If this type of incident was going to happen, Marsh's teammates
think he was the one who could
take it, because of his determined

nature and agreeable personality. when someone listens to me and
"A lot of other guys would have says that I am strange or that l
given up, but Bob kept trying. He have a problem. I like ro look at the
never got mad," said teammate lighter side of life."
Brian Unk. "Bobby doesn't show
Although Marsh is perceived
his emotions, he just laughs it off. as a practical joker among his
He is mature enough to shake friends, he has a more serious side
thingsoff. This will help him later that not many know about.
"I have been brought up in an
in life when he has to handle bad
extremely conservative family,'
things."
Marsh credits his sense of hu- said Marsh. "It has been difficult,
mor to comedians like Steve Mar- especially in college, where their
is such a liberalslant,tohavesome
tin, Chevy Chase and jim Carey.
"Those guys are nuts; they have of the views that I have. One thing
something in their head that is l have learned is that you have w
wrong. They are all on this high, look at both sides of a story before
and when they say anything it making a judgment."
Although Marsh,a senior commakes people laugh," said Marsh.
"I kind of take it as a compliment municationsmajor, has set hisim-
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Batter up

mediategoalof getting a sales job
after graduation, he has other aspirations as well.
"I do have political aspirations.
Someday I would like to help out
others," said Marsh. "1 have been
influenced by Tony Robbins, a
motivational speaker, who says
that we have an unlimited power.
I would like to give motivational
speaking a shot someday."
Marsh, who will compete with
his teammates this weekend at
the Capital/Denison Invitational
lives by a simple motto; "I think
Dr. RobertSchulersaid that 'if you
think you can or you can't, you're
right,~ he said. 'I know I can do
anything I want."

Staff Reporter

The john Carroll University
baseball team must have been seeing double Saturday. After backto-hack extra-inning games, the
Streaks split a doubleheader at
Capital, winning a dram atic 6-5,
ll-inning affair in game one.
The victory provided the Blue
Streaks with their first-ever victory at Capital si nee pining the
Ohio Athletic Conference five
years ago. They lost a 2-1 pitching
dual in eight innings in game two.
JCU senior hurler Kevin Furlong won game one and lost game
two, both in relief. Capital's Mike
Potts threw four and one-third innings of relief in the first game. He
threw the entire second
for
"We made the plays when we
had to (in the first game)," said
Furlong. "The second game was a
pitching dual between(Tim) Boyle
and Potts, and Capital executed to
get the(winning) run in."
After coming from three runs

down to tie the score in game one, portant defen sive efforts for the
Furlong pitched five strong in- day.
On one play, he started a crunings in relief of freshman starter
cial double-play in the extra
Andy D'Onofrio.
His efforts helped earn him and f ramesof the first game. Kennedy,
the Streaks the victory. Junior playing shortstop due to an injury
Brian Mocny belted his first career to Tony Pizzuti,also made a diving
stop. junior first
homerun in the
baseman Kevin
top of the lith inning, finishing
Fischer picked
the throw clean
the Streaks' i mto turn the play.
pressive comeThe second
back.
game
ended
"It was a great
with less favorfeeling, helping b'
ableresults, wi.th
the team win and
Jerry Schweickert the Streaks fallbeing my first
ing in eight incareer home run
nings to the Crumade it even better," said Mocnyaboutdrillinga 2- saders,2-l. Furlong took the loss in
2 pitch for the game winning RBI. relief. The game was an extra-in"Wemadethebi la sthatwiy nin affair due to OAC rules stat-

ing Furlong the loss)." Schweickert
said.
Senior Boyle started the game
and pitched five strong innings
when Furlong relieved him. Furlong pitched two innings of scoreless relief when he got himself in
trouble, throwing two balls to the
first hitter in the extra frame.
Sophomore Mark Bublick relieved Furlong and walked the
initial batter. The runner advanced to second on a wild pitch
and reac hed third on a sacrifice.
He eventually scored on a high
chopper to the infield to end the
game.
"We're swinging the bats better, but we've had some injuries
and we have some inexperienced
kids playing," said Assistant Coach
Brian Brewer. "We have the talent

doubleheader goes into extra innings, the second is to be only
seven innings long.
"Kevin threw two balls when
we decided to take him out, and
unfortunately that batter walked
and scored the go-ahead run (giv-

The Blue Streaks are hitting
.300on the season.
Upcoming games for the
Streaks(9-7) are today at 3:30p.m.
against Wooster and Saturday in a
home doubleheader against Ohio
Northern at l p.m.

"We made the big

plays that win
dameS fOt US."

Coach Jerry Schweickert of the
come-from-behind victory in the
first game.
The defense wasstillshaky, but
key plays were made when they
were needed. junior Tommy
Kennedy spear-headed two im-

Streaks
of the
Week

Sports Flashes
The women's softball (5-6-l, 0-l-l OAC) team provided some
late-inning explosiveness last Saturday, winning both of their
games against PennSrate-Behrend in its finalat-baL The Streaks
swept the doubleheader, winning 6-5 in eight innings in game
one and 3-2 in the second game. Carroll rallied for four runs In the
bottom half of the inning after giving up three runs to the Lions
in the top of the eighth in the first game.ln the nightcap, a Carrie
McVicker (freshman) triple drove in the game-tying and winning runs. The Brigee's, senior Charise ( 4-3) and freshman Kris
(1- 3) picked up the victories on the mound for JCU ... The Streaks
did not play on Tuesday at Heidelberg because of the weather.
They will travel to Ohio Northern to take on the nationally
ranked Polar Bears Saturday at l p.m.

Staff Reporter

Christy Plllr:dtl

Senior outfielder Angela Stazzone steps up to hit the ball
during the Streaks' double header against Muskingum last
Tuesday. The teem dropped one and tied one.

Brian Mocny
The freshman trackster won the
triple jump for the second week in
a row, leaping 32 feet-4 3/4 inches
at the Ohio Athletic Conference
Quad meet, Saturday. The week
before, at Walsh, she captured first
place finishes in both the long
jump, 16 feet-5 inches and the
triple jump, 32 feet-5 1/2 inches

Mocny's timely hitting was part of
the reason the Blue Streak basd:all
team split a doubleheader at
Capital, Saturday. The junior outfielder smashed his first career
roundtripper against the
Crusaders, liftingJCU to a 6-5,11inning victory.He is hitting .304 on
the season.

John Carroll sophomore Ben Marker has been added ~o the
baseball team's coaching staff. Head Coach jerry Schweickert
made the announcement on Monday. Marker will handle the
head coaching duties of the junior varsity team.

After spending last weekend
inthecoldand snow of Ohio, john
Carroll University's men's and
women's track teams are looking
for inspiration from the "devil" on
their trip south this weekend.
The inspiration will hopefully
come from the "Blue Devils" of
Duke University in Durham, N.C.
where the Streaks will compete
againstover80schoolsattheDuke
University Invitational.
"There is a different kind of excitement going to North Catalina,
especially since we will be competing against the best athletes,
many from Division I [schools],'
said junior sprinter lanjohnstone.
"It will also be a nice contrast from
the weather we had last weekend."
The invitational will pit the
best from Divisions I, II, and Ill in
qualifying heats. A John Carroll
runner could compete against
seven Division I athletes in a qualifying heat, but would run in the
championship race against competition from its own division.

"This is the type of meet where
people will have their best times
of the year," said senior Danielle
Sluga. "It's a great chance for us to
see what's out there, that the best
in track is not that much ahead of
you. Watching some of the best
distance runners in college is inspirational'
A little of the Duke
Invitational's excitement must
have been with the Streak
tracksters last weekend, as both
the men and women placed third
at the Ohio Athletic Conference
Quad at Heidelberg.
The women's team was paced
by freshman Lori Hammer, who
took first in the in the tnple jump,
32 feet-4 3/4 inches, and third in
the longjump,l5feet-63/4i nches,
and junior Gretchen Schultz, who
finished first in the800-meter run
in 2:31.65.
A continuing trend for the
women has been their ability to
better their top times. Five Blue
Streaks; Beth Wise, Cathy Drown,
Schultz, Penny Roxas ard Sluga,
put up personal bests in the meet.

"It's exciting, these performances give us confidence as a
team," said Hammer. aEverybody
is competing and improving their
times."
The men were again led by junior Mike Olsen, who took first in
the 200-meter dash (22.60 seconds),Jamie Barbour, who placed
first in the 3,000-meter steeplechase (11:02.5) and Matt Lemieux,
who took first in the pole vault(l4
feet).
"Since it was cold, we did not
expecttohavethe best times," said
senior sprinter Matt Zucca, who
will be a part of the 4XIOO relay at
Duke. "But we have been competing well against the better teams
in theOAC."
"It was a good day for getting
points, not PR's (personal bests),'
added Johnstone.
Fourteen of the women and
eight of the men will make the trip
to the Duke University Invitational. The remaming members of
the team will travel to Case Western Reserve University this Saturday tocompete.

Chris Golllnger
Staff Reporter

It was hard to take seriously
the snow that fell last Saturdayifil~~lrit:F"oolsDay. Con-

her for pointers and advice when
they getf rustrated over a loss. As
the lone senior on this year's team
and with four years of college experience under her belt, she is an
inspiration and is
quick to give

team," said Owen.
Whether she winsorloses,she
is always encouraged to do better
at the next match.
"HereatjohnCarroll,I take tennis very seriously, but at the same
time it is not toodemandin g,"sa id

-~~~~~~~--~~~~~
to her and
we a
hamper
captainjen Pacek's
serious attitude of
pursuing a win-

guided meduringthe
three years that I have
been on the team,"
said junior Missy
Owen."She has given
me support and encouraged me."
Tennishasalways
been a big part of
Jen Pacek Pacek's life, beginning her career at 6
years old and continuingthroughhighschool From
Natrona Heights,PA.,sheelevated
her game toJCU.
"She is dedicated and really
improved since I have been on the

1 g Jfh
a on w
mv feam.,

ningseason. Atthe
No.3 singles posi.T
tion, Pacek is looking forward to another fine season.
"Thisisaseason
that we cannot take lightly," said
Pacek. "We won theOAC title last
year and people are expecting us
to do well again."
The underclass players look to

14404 Cedar Road 691-1982
I

"Munchy
Control"
1 Cheesesticks
I Breadsticks
2 Cans of Coke

$5.50

2-14" Large
Two Topping
Pizza

$13.95
Additional
Toppings $.95

her sister as a main influence on
her game. She is five years older
and played tennis for Penn State.
"She can kick my butt," she joked.
Although the women's team
won their first match against
Capital. they k now they m ust keep

will contribute to the drive for a
second OAC title.
Pacek has high expectations for
agreatseason, indtviduall y,as well
as collectively.
"Right now I feel like I'm play""'' '"""we\\ ,"<;a\d 'Pacck "H ope-

-~·

playing time.
sport
busy, but it's (still] very fun.
As for her family, Pacek credits

IESEBVE

who transferred will notm
the
task easy. Yet, the team still has
many talented youngsters who

OFFICIIS'

The women play at Hiram tomorrow at 3 p.m. They host
Muskingum Saturday at! p.m.
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SCHOOL

ON THEm WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't s1gn up for ROTC as a By the time you have graduated from
freshman or sophomore, you can still
college, you'll have the credentials of
catch up to your classmates by ;~
1 an Aimy officer. You'll also .have
attending Aimy ROTC Camp Chalthe self-confidence and dtsclplme
lenge, a paid six-week summer
it takes to succeed in college and
course in leadership training.
beyond.

IRMYROTC
TIE SIIIITEST COIJ.EGE COUISE YOU W TilE.
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call

The previous information has been provided byjohn Carroll's
Sp:>rtslnjormationDepartmentandTheCarrollNewssp:>rtsstaff.

-

Pacek's senior leadership fosters OAC championship aspirations

john Carroll's men's tennis team defeated conference foe
Muskingum 8-1, at Muskingum Saturday. The victory raised the
Streaks Ohio Athletic Conference record to 2-0. Sophomore
Andrew Perry returned to the line-up successfully, teaming up
with fellow sophomore justin Rosenthal to win 7-5,6-0 at No.l
doubles •. The team travels to Marietta Monday for another conference match.
Thewomen'stennisteam had little luck last week. Little luck
with actual! y getting to play, that is. On Wednesday the Streaks'
match against Malone was postponed due to funeral services for
JCU President Rev. Michael]. Lavelle, SJ. The match has been
rescheduled for April 19. On Saturday, the1r mat<:h agamst
Marietta was cancelled due to snow. Due to conference rules.
since Marietta had already arrived at Carroll to play, the match
cannot be made up at another time.

Track to compete
at Duke Invitational
Randy Loeser

Streaks strike first win against Capital
John McGinty

13

397-4421
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t's not
just about
numbers
After all the hubbub and
hoopla, not to mention the five
year wait, the Student Union
Academics Committee has finally released the Fall 1994 Course
Evaluation Guide. Or did they?
Although the booklet was
released early last week, on I y half
of the information was available
as some professors decided not to
answer the questions. Literally,
50 percent of the scores read "No
response available for this course
This means one of two things:
Either the professors do not care
enough about the students, whom
they put their life's work into
developing and teaching or there
is something inherently wrong
with the process in which this
evaluation was developed and
distributed.
For example, according to the
Committee, in the psychology
department only 10 of 48 professors were willing to have their
course evaluated by the students.
Even worse, for sociology and
communications majors, only one
professor from each department
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get ripped off.
But this is just the beginning. It
has taken the Student Union five
years to get this project off the
ground and it is a project they
hope to continue in the future.
We would like the Student Union
to make a more concerted e£fort to
obtain responses from teachers,
and to have reluctant students
evaluate their courses.
Perhaps, working in collaboration with the departments rather
than on their own, evaluations
will provide the building blocks
for creating a system in which
students can truly evaluate professors.
Regardless of what
actions are taken, it seems that
the Course Evaluation is no
longer an option. The burden of
gathering information about
classes has fallen back onto the
shoulders of the students.

------------------~~----------~

he times require keeping our options open
A few weeks ago, the John Carroll University (and any other jesuit institution Jesuits. A president should be chosen on qualUniversity Board of Trustees announced they which follows the same presidential policy) is ifications such as leadership. moral beliefs,
had begun the search for a new president. that finding a jesuit who is not only qualified, business experience, and the ability to govern
Now that the inevitable has happened, the but also willing and available to run this (or and make decision that better the entire comreality of replacing the late Father Lavelle has any other) university is going to be a difficult munity, and in this case, follow the teachings
of the Catholic Church. There are plenty of
job.
come full circle.
While the jesuits have successfullyDperat- lay persons out there this fit that description.
According to University policy the presiBerard of Trustees Chairman, john Breen
dent of the University must be a jesuit, a tradi- edJohn Carroll University for over 100 years, it
tion that has been upheld since the beginning is time for University officials to look beyond told The Carroll News that the board is considof JCU. While this tradition was instilled the handful of jesuits who may be available to ering a change in presidential requirements
with the good faith that the University would fill the vacant position and search among for the next presidential vacancy Why not
always be run under the guidance of jesuit other, untapped sources of leadership. Other start right now, with the current vacancy?
We are not saying that finding a jesuit to
Tradition, the number of jesuits available to jesuit Universities, such as Boston College,
fill the position is much smaller than it was have abandoned the jesuit presidency policy become the twenty-second president of john
and are currently seeking qualified candi- Carroll University will be impossible, we are
when the University was founded in 1886.
The Carroll News reported on February 9, dates who have the ability to run a university. simply asking that the Board of Trustees
Successful candidates can be found in the expand their search. By doing so, John Carroll
1995 that in the 1960s, when the Jesuit order
peaked - numbering 36,000 world-wide - education and business communities. Does a University, its students, faculty, staff, and
there were 38 jesuits at Carroll. Today there president have to wear a collar to maintain the alumni are guaranteed the best possible canare only 15 active members of the order at jesuit tradition? Many lay people have proven didate to lead jCU into the future as the
Carroll. What this means for john Carroll that they too can follow the teachings of the University founders had planned.

Hey y'all, it's a matter of trust·
I've always believed in and followed
the saying 'you only live once' and I'd
like to think that I take advantage of
all opportunities that come my way.
Namely, being newly elected editorin-{:hief of The
Carroll News.
But no matterhowmuch
you live for the
day, you have
to be aware of
your responsibilities to yourself and others.
Those
responsibilities shape the
way you do
Mellss• A. Tllk
your job.
Editor-in-chief

Opinion

iP

Melina A. Tllk
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provided
data
about their classes. That's a total of
two scores out of a
possible of 82.
How are the stuClass evaluations: Don't
dents who major
in either discipline benefiting vides paragraph-long descriptions written by the professors
from such a publication?
and
are distributed in classes. The
lt is obvious the course evaluations are effective. One alterna- courtesy of performing this sertive to gain information about a vice, especially considering the
professor and the courses they cost and time put in, shows how
teach is for students to simply go much these professors care about
and visit professors. Chat with their students.
Finally, considering we have a
them about their classes. What
ever happened to good ole' fash- job fair, a community service fair,
ioned conversation and hospitali- and a career fair, what's to stop us
ty? Talk to a professor for a few from having a "Teacher fair?"
minutes and you'll find out every~ Each department could have its
thing you need to know about own night in the SAC room at the
end of each semester right before
whether or not you like them.
And on the other side, the pro- course registration. They could
fessors could make a stronger even disburse their newsletters to
attempt to contact students. All the students. something similar
of the departments should follow to the ~Meet- Your Major" program
the lead of the history and politi- moat departments offer would be·
cal science departments, which an excellent way to familiarize
distribute their own newsletter the students with the professors
about the classes they offer. It pro- and the courses they teach.

Personally, by virtue of my position, I
have certain responsibilities to you,
the readers, and to my staff. I take
my responsibility of informing the
readers very seriously and work very
hard not to lose sight of 'Nhat is
important and present to the readers
information that they can use in their
lives.
There's a laid back attitude in my
approach to life probably due to my
southern background. Growing up in
Georgia, you notice things just happen to move a little slower. I don't
move slowly, just reasonably.
As I ponder my responsibilities,!
am also concerned with my relationship with the readers of the CN.
In any new relationship, you take a
certain leap of faith to trust another
person on some level. A building

block of any relationship is trust. This
is just the same for our relationship,
me as the editor, you as the reader.
As a reader, you are trusting my
staff and I to provide responsible coverage of campus and cOfTVTlunity
events. By responsible coverage, I am
referring to balance, accuracy and
completeness in the news we present.
The CNhappens to be the primary
source of information on this campus.
This is a responsibility that the staff
handles with seriousness.
In all this seriousness, I believe I
speak for the staff when I say that we
would not be here if we did not feel
good about what we are doing.
The CN makes me feel good that I
am contributing. At this point in my
life, I know this is where I belong,

·
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lcttrrs to the editor

Graduate student considers reasoning
behind emphasis on minority hiring

Still more kept me in stitches. Hippies becoming
Yuppies!If only the old "longhairs"still hoeing their natural gardens in communes out West could read thatll wonTo the Editor.
der, what new platitudes of nihilism \Wuld they formulate
The March 30 article on "University Strives for Diver- as a result?
sity" explains the policy, but does not investigate the logic
Another: achieving the pinnacle of open-minded ness
of the JCU policy on adding minority faculty. Professor by merely being born- the first generation born into an
Marian Extejt is quoted as saying that the six faculty posi- integrated society. My side is aching! I'm sure my associtions "are created solely for the purpose of creating diver- ates who helped integrate that society and prepare it for
sity on faculty." Thepolicyseemstomaintain that the mere this "first generation" birth can't withhold their chuckles!
presence of minority professors, regardless of their area of Toss in the one-liner about being the most racially diverse
expertise or their ability beyond minimum requirements, generation to date, and all preceding generations join into
will improve the educational experience.
.
the chorus of yuck-yucks!
if the implication is that a minority student can learn
Finally, the difficulties of existence - what a roar! I
better from a minority professor, then Wouldn't the non- wonder what my friends and comrades who died in southminority students learn less well from minority faculty east Asia would have to say, were they still around. Again,
members? What would be the reason to think that one what a great piece- suitable for a character roast! I almost
member of a minority,say an Asian-American, would learn wish that I, and not journalists, authors and modern sociany better or worse frqm a Native American professor, ologists, had canned the phrases "Baby Boomer" and "Genratherthana white professor? If one needs to learn from a eration X" and perpetuated their use!
person of one's own particular group, do we n,eed to main·
tainquotasforothertypesof diversity? How about morefat Paul A. Keating
or thin, male or female, liberal or conservative, gay or Transfer Student
straight,.and tall or short professors? What happens if the
Student questions letter-writers' concems
new faculty members are not in subjects that minority
students are taking? Would the diversity be as effective?
regarding Insincerity of "Hits 8c Mlues"
Minority students are diverse individuals, and it does
them a disservice to assume that they choose role models To the Editor:
.
primarily on ethnicity. If we want our professors to be role
Excuse me? Apparently there are a few people out there
models for students, we should pursue the highest quality who have taken offense at The Carroll News having shown
candidates in the fields where they are most needed. Hir- concern for Fr. Lavelle in the "Hits & Misses" section of
ing based on ethnicity is a sad example; hiring based on March 23. Excuse me? How can people think that the way
merit would bring us closer to Rev. Martin Luther King's in which others express heartfelt concern is not solemn
dream of a nation "where they will be judged not by the enough? I was surprised at the sincerity of the Carroll
color of their skin, but by the content of their character." News staff - not only were there serious news articles
about Fr. Lavelle's condition, but even the more informal
Surely this is a better example.
parts of the paper reflected sincere concern. It mirrored
the community at large, with support being offered from
Rick Nestoff
. everyone. If weare only allowed to express our concern in
Graduate Student
•'•
"properly solemn" ways, we will only accomplish neuterFreshman supports Course Evaluation
ing our compl!ssion. Can we pray when we're not on our
Guide; observes Inconsistencies
knees? Can we assist others in their needs when we're not
involved in a formal ministry? Can we express concern for
To the Editor.
others when we're not writing a formal news article? l
l
·
n response to this past weeks from page should certainly hope so! Compassion is to be fostered and
ncleof The Carroll Newsentitled,"SU course evaluations encouraged, not judged. If compassion for Fr. Lavelle were
elicit 50 percent professor response." I read the article be- the Carroll News staff's worst failing, we would not be
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working on the tradition at the CN.
Tradition is not built over night. It
takes solid work ethic to dedicate
time and attention to upholding what
people have given even more time in
creating. But I would not be here if I
did not believe I could take that tradition a step further.
While this is a new beginning in so
many ways, I will build upon the strong
tradition that has been left in my
hands. We have found something that
works and received national recognition for it.
No matter how many awards and
acclamations the CN wins, it is about
people, the staff and the readers.

Band director outraged by CN editorial
To the Editor.
Congratulations on another misinformed Editorial(" A
sad song for liberal arts"). I shouldn't be surprised that the
samepaperthatearlierintheyearmadeassumptionsabout
my salary would accuse the University of inadequate support and funding for the music program.
Had you come to the Band Office, l could have shown
you the computer we purchased in 1994. You would have
seen the Finale Music Arrangement program we've uti]ized all year. You also could have looked over receipts for a
load of new music, uniforms, and equipment. The Music
Program has plenty of support outside the Universityprovided budget, too. Our trips and purchases are helped
greatly by the Student Affairs staff , the Athletic Department and various Alumni groups.
I further resent that you could do hall a page about
music offerings here without even asking one question of
the Instrumental Music Director. Your sources (if any were
actually interviewed) ignored plenty of ways for instrumentalists to "ad vance," "learn a new musical instrument,·
or to"improve their rustyelementaryor highschool skills."
You could have interviewed a freshman who was told in
high school to "just march." Thanks to the cooperative
efforts of other trumpeters, he now plays well enough to be
a valuable member of the jazz Ensemble.
You also could have met a bunch of students who play
more than one instrument. I'm currently teaching trambone to two such band members. Upperclassmen have
consistently aided new band members. Self·disciplineand
intense practice are a!ways key to these endeavors, too.
Between the three bands, sectionals, and ensembles,
there are plenty of chances for "skill cultivation" at john
Carroll in a wide variety of musical types. If there is any
problem with the department, it lies in the complacency of
the students.
In making 107 recruiting calls for next year, I heard
many incoming freshmen give me every possible excuse
for not wanting to be in a college band. Whether it's "not
cool" orthey fear a lack of free time, a lot of students don't
give us a chance in thefirst place. And even with ourrecent
success, the members who make all rehearsals and per formances are the exception, rather than the rule. This f rustrating apathy can also be viewed in music history classes
that can be taught in a small office.
Even when band was offered asadass,only a handful o[
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· roreihact-rhe
Evaluation Guide, and was at first disappointed at our
It 's apparent lack of interest in this project
My
·
n ed, however, when l paged through
the Evaluation Guide an sa:w"'no response available" for
some of the courses for which I filled out a questionnaire
last semester. In fact, for one of these, I was the student who
returned the completed questionnaires to the department
secretary. Clearly, the lack of response cannot be a mibuted
entirely to the professors, as the article suggested. lf this
happened in two of my five classes, 1 cannot help but
wonder how many other instances of "no response" are due
tofactorsotherthan the teacher. Ifeel that it is important to
state that lam in fullsupportofthe Student Union's effortS
in publishing this booklet, and l believe that for the most
part, it was very well done. I also wantto point outthat I am
not trying to assign blame to any person or group; there
were many steps involved in this process at which a breakdown could have occurred. 1hope that the Course Evaluation Guide will become a regular project of the Student
Union, and that in the future everyone involved will cooperate to assure maximum response.
Beth Spitznagel
Class of 1998

Robert Ethan Hahn
Class of 1995

Junior notes CN grammatical error
To the Editor:
In the current issue{March 101 of the CN, your ad containing the CN internet addresses contains a split infinitive: "There is no excuse to not write The Carroll News."
Really, I learned all about that one in seventh grade
English composition. I am amazed and disillusioned that
a university newspaper could make that mistake.
Michael A. Morabito
Class of 1996

Senior disappointed: basketball players
overlooked In sports highlights

20700 North Park Boulevard
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Baby-Boomer finds forum piece Ironic
To the Editor:
To my delight, I read Ms. Maureen Crotty's finely era£ ted
piece in the Forum section of the March 30 issue. Who
would have thought to weave a neat, 656-word satire of
what seems a popular Baby Boomer vs. Generation X controversy! It was satire, wasn't it? After all, Ms. Crotty
"disproved" the whiner myth. A 65&-word diatribe on
being picked on, labeled and stereotyped by a likewise
labeled and stereotyped group couldn't be called whining,
c~uld it? Other bits had me in tears, like inheriting a $4
tnlhon debt at such a young age! Gee, within the past four
years, those so-called "Boomers" had that debt handed to
them. Passing it along to the next "Generation· without
"passing GO&: collecting$200"- what an ingenious solution to the national debt problem. Step aside congressional
freshmen: the so-called "Xers• want your turn!
Laments about unpaid college loon balances and tough
ec~nom1c nmes- had me on the floor! Oh. to be 25 (again)
With only $7,000 outstanding to worry aboud Mortgages
and other loans have truly taken my youth away, and
c_urrent tuition rates and living expenses are taking midhfe away, too. Oh, how refreshing and lighthearted a tour
down Memory Lane can bel

To the Editor:
l was disappointed to find that Randy Loeser failed to
include the men's basketball team in his commentary in
the March 30 issue of The Carroll News. Though the team
did not have a championship season, several members
deserve to be recognized in the highlights of the year.
Ryan Eskridge's spectacular play earned a starting spot
on the team in just his freshman year. He had a strong first
half to help the Streaks to win over Baldwin-Wallace at the
Sh ula Sports Center. Eskridge looks to be an exciting player
with promise based on his first year of collegiate competi·
tion. His many other contributions on the offensive and
defensive ends of the court deserve recognition.
Senior forward Shannon Vickers was a force for the
team in all four years of play. His manner on the court
provided consistent leadership. Several OAC honors and
John Carroll records make him a great candidate for lifetime achievement.
This is not to take away from any of the athletes mentioned in the article. However, Division lll athletics is more
than a won-lost column. We must recognize the athletes
accordingly.

you proposed are usually taught in fifth grade, so any
daring first-time musician would be roughly 8·12 years
behmd the skill level of our current members. Without
discouraging anyone, that suggests a lot of time alone in a
practice room apart from a weekly lesson.
No one outside the current band (including the anonymous voice on the Ed itoria 1page) has come to me to learn
a brand new instrument. That's sad, because I assure you
the Instrumental Music Department has the budget and
the opportunities for any student to "cultivate skills." _We
can lease the instrument and buy the method book- all
you need to bring is dedication and a strong work ethic.

Charlton Beilstein
JCUBands

Fennessy thMks JCU community
To the Editor:
On behalf of Fr. Lavelle's sister Helen,thejesuitcommunity and myself, l would like to express our profound
gratitude to the members of the university for all the support and comfort that we have received over the difficult
course of the last month. !thank you too for thegiftof your
time, your work and yourselves as together we prepared for
Father's funeral and our celebration of his life.
He told each entering class that they should help one
another and count on such support from their classmates,
and he often spoke of how wonderful it was to work with
people who cared for one another asmuchas we do here. He
would have been very proud of us these last few days, as so
many departments, groups and individuals gave of themselves and worked together in so many ways like a close
knit family knit even closer by their common grief.
Peter J Fennessy, SJ.
Rector,John Carroll jesuit Community
Tile Carr oll Ne w s welcome'> lrtli r.., to the ed1tor ,,., i t os
our \.\.;n· o f knO\Nin~: \.\·h;Jt •.tnt lihe or <lr~likr· ;Jiwut thl'
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It's not
just about
numbers
After all the hubbub and
hoopla, not to mention the five
year wait, the Student Union
Academics Committee has finally released the Fall 1994 Course
Evaluation Guide. Or did they?
Although the booklet was
released early last week, on! y half
of the information was available
as some professors decided not to
answer the questions. Literally,
50 percent of the scores read "No
response available for this course."
This means one of two things:
Either the professors do not care
enough about the students, whom
they put their life's work into
developing and teaching or there
is something inherently wrong
with the process in which this
eva! uation was developed and
distributed.
For example, according to the
Committee, in the psychology
department only 10 of 48 professors were willing to have their
course evaluated by the students.
Even worse, for sociology and
communications majors, only one
professor from each department
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provided
data
about their classes. That's a total of
two scores out of a
possible of 82.
How are the students who major
in either discipline benefiting
from such a publication?
It is obvious the course evaluations are effective. One alternative to gain information about a
professor and the courses they
teach is for students to simply go
and visit professors. Chat with
them about their classes. What
ever happened to good ole' fashioned conversation and hospitality? Talk to a professor for a few
minutes and you'll find out everything you need to know about
whether or not you like them.
And on the other side, the professors could make a stronger
attempt to contact students. All
of the departments should follow
the lead of the history and political science departments, which
distribute their own newsletter
about the classes they offer. It pro-

9i1'Dil'AINMoo
Karen Obrzut

Kristen SciTleldler

FEAt-UiiEs·

Eric Embacher

~~-\?f.o~sk; ..

vides paragraph-long descriptions written by the professors
and are distributed in classes. The
courtesy of performing this service, especially considering the
cost and time put in, shows how
much these professors care about
their students.
Finally, considering we have a
job fair, a community service fair,
and a career fair, what's to stop us
from having a "Teacher fair?"
Each department could have its
own night in the SAC room at the
end of each semester right before
course registration. They could
even disburse their newsletters to
the students. something similar
to the "Meet-Your Major" program
moat departments offer would be
an excellent way to familiarize
the students with the professors
and the courses they teach.

Bunhis is just the beginning. lt
has taken the Student Union five
years to get this project off the
ground and it is a project they
hope to continue in the future.
We would like the Student Union
to make a more concerted effort to
obtain responses from teachers,
and to have reluctant students
eva! uate their courses.
Perhaps, working in collaboration with the departments rather
than on their own, evaluations
will provide the building blocks
for creating a system in which
students can truly evaluate professors.
Regardless of what
actions are taken, it seems that
the Course Evaluation is no
longer an option. The burden of
gathering information about
classes has fallen back onto the
shoulders of the students.

The times require keeping our options open
University (and any other jesuit institution
which follows the same presidential policy) is
that finding a jesuit who is not only qualified,
but also willing and available to run this (or
any other) university is going to be a difficult

job.
While the jesuits have successfully .operated john Carroll University for over 100 years, it
is time for University officials to look beyond
the handful of jesuits who may be available to
fill the vacant position and search among
other, untapped sources of leadership. Other
Jesuit Universities, such as Boston College,
have abandoned the jesuit presidency policy
and are currently seeking qualified candidates who have the ability to run a university.
Successful candidates can be found in the
education and business communities. Does a
president have to wear a collar to maintain the
Jesuit tradition? Many lay people have proven
that they too can follow the teachings of the

Jesuits. A president should be chosen on qualifications such as leadership, moral beliefs,
business experience, and the ability to govern
and make decision that better the entire community. and in this case, follow the teachings
of the Catholic Church. There a·re plenty of
lay persons out there this fit that description.
Board of Trustees Chairman, john Breen
told The Carroll News that the board is considering a change in presidential requirements
for the next presidential vacancy. Why not
start right now, with the current vacancy?
We are not saying that finding a jesuit to
become the twenty-second president of john
Carroll University will be impossible, we are
simply asking that the Board of Trustees
expand their search. By doing so, john Carroll
University, its students, faculty, staff, and
alumni are guaranteed the best possible candidate to lead JCU into the future as the
University founders had planned.

Hey y'all, it's a matter of trust·
I've always believed in and followed

the saying 'you only live once' and I'd
like to think that I take advantage of
all opportunities that come my way.
Namely, being newly elected editorin-chief of The

Opinion

Mel•••
Tllk
Editor-in-chief
A.

Carroll News.
But no matterhowmuch
you live for the
day, you have
to be aware of
your responsibilities to yourself and others.
Those
responsibilities shape the
way you do
your job.

· · · · · · · ··

Glfla Girardot
CITistine A. Dresch

Class evaluations: Don't get ripped off.

A few weeks ago, the john Carroll
University Board of Trustees announced they
had begun the search for a new president.
Now that the inevitable has happened, the
reality of replacing the late Father Lavelle has
come full circle.
According to University policy the president of the University must be a jesuit, a tradition that has been upheld since the beginning
of JCU. While this tradition was instilled
with the good faith that the University would
always be run under the guidance of jesuit
Tradition, the number of jesuits available to
fill the position is much smaller than it was
when the University was founded in 1886.
The Carroll News reported on February 9,
1995 that in the 1960s, when the Jesuit order
peaked - numbering 36,000 world-wide there were 38 Jesuits at Carroll. Today there
are only 15 active members of the order at
Carroll. What this means for John Carroll

iP

Personally, by virtue of my position, I
have certain responsibilities to you,
the readers, and to my staff. I take
my responsibility of informing the
readers very seriously and work very
hard not to lose sight of v.tlat is
important and present to the readers
information that they can use in their
lives.
There's a laid back attitude in my
approach to life probably due to my
southern background. Growing up in
Georgia, you notice things just happen to move a little slower. I don't
move slowly, just reasonably.
As I ponder my responsibilities, I
am also concerned with my relationship with the readers of the CN.
In any new relationship, you take a
certain leap of faith to trust another
person on some level. A building

block of any relationship is trust. This
is just the same for our relationship,
me as the editor, you as the reader.
As a reader, you are trusting my
staff and I to provide responsible coverage of campus and COI'Mlunity
events. By responsible coverage, I am
referring to balance, accuracy and
completeness in the news we present.
The CNhappens to be the primary
source of information on this campus.
This is a responsibility that the staff
handles with seriousness.
In all this seriousness, I believe I
speak for the staff when I say that we
would not be here if we did not feel
good about what we are doing.
The CNmakes me feel good that I
am contributing. At this point in my
life, I know this is where I belong.

Mary Arne Soltis
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Graduate student considers reasoning
behind emphasis on minority hiring
To the Editor:
The March 30 article on "University Strives for Diversity" explains the policy, but does not investigate the logic
of the JCU policy on adding minority faculty. Professor
Marian Extejt is quoted as saying that the six faculty positions "are created solely for the purpose of creating diversity on faculty." The policy seems to maintain that the mere
presence of minority professors, regardless of their area of
expertise or their ability beyond minimum requirements,
will improve the educational experience.
[f the implication is that a minority student can learn
better from a minority professor, then Wouldn't the nonminority students learn less well from minority faculty
members? What would be the reason to think that one
member of a minority,sayanAsian-American,would learn
any better or worse frqm a Native American professor,
rather than a white professor? If one needs to learn from a
person of one's own particular group, do we need to maintainquotasforother types of diversity? How about more fat
or thin, male or female, liberal or conservative, gay or
straight, and tall or short professors' What happens if the
new faculty members are not in subjects that minority
students are taking? Would the diversity be as effective?
Minority students are diverse individuals, and it does
them a disservice to assume that they choose role models
primarily on ethnicity lf we want our professors to be role
models for students, we should pursue the highest quality
candidates in the fields where they are most needed. Hiring based on ethnicity is a sad example; hiring based on
merit would bring us closer to Rev. Martin Luther King's
dream of a nation "where they will be judged not by the
color of their skin, but by the content of their character.•
Surely this is a better example.

Still more kept me in stitches. Hippies becoming
Yuppies! If only the old "longhairs" still hoeing thetr natural gardens in communes out West could read that! I wonder, what new platitudes of nihilism would they formulate
as a result?
Another: achieving the pinnacle of open-mindedness
by merely being born- the first generation born into an
integrated society. My side is aching! I'm sure my associates who helped integrate that society and prepare it for
this "first generation" birth can't withhold their chuckles!
Toss in the one-liner about being the most racially diverse
generation to date, and all preceding generations join into
the chorus of yuck-yucks!
Finally, the difficulties of existence - what a roan I
wonder what my friends and comrades who died in southeast Asia would have to say, were they still around. Again,
what a great piece- suitable for a character roasd I almost
wish that I, and not journalists, authors and modern sociologists, had canned the phrases "Baby Boomer" and "Generation X" and perpetuated their use!
Paul A Keating
Transfer Student

Student questions letter-writers' concems
regarding Insincerity of '1tlts 6 Misses"

To the Editor:
.
Excuse me? Apparently there are a few people out there
who have taken offense at The Carroll News having shown
concern for Fr. Lavelle in the "Hits & Misses" section of
March23. Excuse me? How can people think that the way
in which others express heartfelt concern is not solemn
enough? 1 was surprised at the sincerity of the Carroll
News staff -not only were there serious news articles
about Fr. Lavelle's condition, but even the more informal
parts of the paper reflected sincere concern. It mirrored
Rick Nestoff
the community at large, with support being offered from
Graduate Student
. everyone. If we are only allowed to express our concern in
"properly solemn" ways, we will only accomplish neuterFreslman supports Course Evaluation
ing our com~ssion. Can we pray when we're not on our
Guide; observes Inconsistencies
knees? Can we assist others in their needs when we're not
involved in a formal ministry? Can we express concern for
To the Editor.
others when we're not writing a formal news article? I
1
·
n resiX)nse to this ~st weeks front page should certainly hope so! Compassion is to be fostered and
ncle of The Carroll News entitled, "SU course evaluations encouraged, not judged. If compassion for Fr. lavelle were
elicit 50 percent professor response." I read the article be- the _Carro l! News.staff's worst failing. we would not be

Band director outraged by CN editorial
To the Editor.
Congratulations on another misinformed Ediwrial ("A
sad song for liberal arts"). !shouldn't be surprised that the
samepaperthatearlierintheyearmadeassumptionsabout
my salary would accuse the University of madequatesupport and funding for the music program.
Had you come to the Band Office, 1 could have shown
you the computer we purchased in 1994. You would have
seen the Finale Music Arrangement program we've utilized all year. You also could have looked over receipts for a
load of new mustc, umforms, and equipment The Music
Program has plenty of support outside the Universityprovided budget, too. Our trips and purchases are helped
greatly by the Student Affatrs staff, the Athletic Department and various Alumni groups.
I _further resent that you could do half a page about
mustc offenngs here wuhout even asking one question of
the Instrumental Music Director. Your sources (if any were
actually interviewed) ignored plenty of ways for instrumentalists to"advance,""learn a new musical instrument,"
or to "improve their rusty elementary or high school skills."
You could have interviewed a freshman who was told in
high school to "just march." Thanks to the cooperative
efforts of other trumpeters, he now plays well enough to be
a valuable member of the jazz Ensemble.
You also could have met a bunch of students who play
more than one instrument. I'm currently teaching trambone to two such band members. Upperclassmen have
consistentlyaidednewbandmembers.Self-disciplineand
intense practice are always key to these endeavors, too.
Between the three bands, sectionals, and ensembles,
there are plenty of chances for "skill cultivation" at John
Carroll in a wide variety of musical types. If there is any
problem with the department, it lies in thecomplacencyof
the students.
In making 107 recruiting calls for next year, 1 heard
many incoming freshmen give me every possible excuse
for not wanting to be in a college band. Whether it's "not
cool" or they fear a lack of free time, a lot of students don't
give us a chance in the first place. And even with our recent
success, the members who make all rehearsals and performances are the exception, rather than the rule. This frustratingapathycan also be viewed in music history classes
that can be taught in a small office.
Even when band was offered as ada~s.on\y a handful of
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working on the tradition at the CN.
Tradition is not built over night. It
takes solid work ethic to dedicate
time and attention to upholding what
people have given even more time in
creating. But I would not be here if I
did not believe I could take that tradition a step further.
Whi)e this is a new beginning in so
many ways, I will build upon the strong
tradition that has been left in my
hands. We have found something that
works and received national recognition for it.
No matter how many awards and
acclamations the CN wins, it is about
people, the staff and the readers.

It 's apparent lack of interest in this project.
My
·
n ed, however, when I paged through
the Evaluation Guide an sa
o-response available" for
some of the courses for which 1filled out a questionnaire
last semester. In fact, for one of these, I was the student who
returned the completed questionnaires to the department
secretary.Ciearly,the lack of response cannot be attributed
entirely to the professors, as the article suggested. lf this
happened in tWO of my five classes, l cannot help but
wonder how many other instances of "no response" are due
tofactorsotherthan the teacher. Ifeelthat it is important to
state that lam in fullsupportof the Student Union's efforts
in publishing this booklet, and I believe that £or the most
part, it was verywelldone. I also want to point out that I am
not trying to assign blame to any person or group; there
were many steps involved in this process at which a breakdown could have occurred. I hope that the Course Evaluation Guide will become a regular project of the Student
Union, and that in the future everyone involved will cooperate to assure maximum response.
Beth Spitznagel
Class of 1998

Baby-Boomer finds fon.un piece Ironic

Robert Ethan Hahn
Class of 1995

Junior notes CN grammatical error
To the Editor.
In the current issue [March 30) of the CN, your ad containing the CN internet addresses contains a split infinitive: "There is no excuse to not write The Carroll Ntws."
Really, I learned all about that one in ~nth grade
English composition. 1am amazed and disillusioned that
a university newspaper could make that mistake.
Michael A. Morabito
Class of 1996

Senior disappointed: basketball players
overlooked In sports hlehllghts

To the Editor:
I was disappointed to find that Randy Loeser failed to
To the Editor:
include the men's basketball team in his commentary in
To my delight, I read Ms. Maureen Crotty's finelycraf ted the March 30 issue of The Carroll News. Though the team
piece in the Forum section of the March 30 issue. Who did not have a championship season, several members
would have thought to weave a neat, 656-word satire of deserve to be recognized in the highlights of the year.
what seems a popular Baby Boomer vs. Generation X conRyan Eskridge's spectacular play earned a starting spot
troversy! It was satire, wasn't it? After all, Ms. Crotty on the team in just his freshman year. He had a strong first
"disproved" the whiner myth. A 656-word diatribe on half to help the Streaks towinover Baldwin-Wallace at the
being picked on, labeled and stereotyped by a likewise ShulaSportsCenter. Eskridge looks to bean exciting player
labeled and stereotyped group couldn't be called whining, with promise based on his first year of collegiate competic~ul_d it? Other bits had me in tears, like inheriting a $4 tion. His many other contributions on the offensive and
tnllton debt at such a young age! Gee, within the past four defensive ends of the court deserve recognition.
years, those so-called "Boomers" had that debt handed to
Senior forward Shannon Vickers was a force for the
them. Passing it along to the next "Generation" without team in all four years of play. His manner on the court
"passing GO&collecting $200"- what an ingenious solu- provided consistent leadership. Several OAC honors and
tion to the national debt problem. Step aside congressiona I John Carroll records make him a great candidate for lirefreshmen: the so-called "Xers" want your turn!
time achievement
laments about unpaid college loan balances and tough
This is not to take away from any of the athletes meneconom1c tt mes- had me on the floor! Oh, to be 25 (again) tioned in the article. However, Division Ill athletics is more
Wlth only $7,000 outstanding to worry about! Mortgages than a won-lost column. We must recognize the athletes
and other l?3ns have truly taken my youth away, and accordingly:
~urrent tumon rates and living expenses are taking midbfe away, too. Oh, how refreshing and lighthearted a tour Matthew Krupa
down Memory Lane can be!
Class of 1995

you proposed are usually taught In fiCth grade, so any
daring first-time musician would be roughly 8-12 years
behind the skill level of our current members. Without
discouraging anyone, that suggests a lot of time alone in a
practice room apart from a weekly lesson.
Noone outside the current band (including the anonymous voice on the Editorial page) has come to me to learn
a brand new instrument That's sad, because I assure you
the Instrumental Music Department has the budget and
the opportunities for any student to "cultivate skills." _We
can lease the instrument and buy the method book- all
you need to bring is dedication and a strong work ethic.

Charlton Beilstein
jCUBands

Fennessy thanks JCU community
To the Editor:
On behalf of Fr. lavelle's sister Helen, thejesuitcommunity and myself, l would like to express our profound
gratitude to the members of the university for all the support and comfort that we have received over the difficult
course of the last month. I thank you too for the gift of your
time, your work and yourselves as together we prepared for
Father's funeral and our celebration of his life.
He told each entering class that they should help one
another and count on such support from their classmates,
and he often spoke of how wonderful it was to work with
peoplewhocared foroneanotherasmuch as we do here. He
would have been very proud of us these last few days, as so
many departments, groups and individuals gave of themselves and worked together in so many ways like a close
knit family knit even closer by their common grief.
Peter]. Fennessy, SJ.
Rector,john Carroll jesuit Community
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Custom T-Shirts and more! Best
price and service. Call PromoteU749-3685.

to $7 per hour. Serious inquiries only. Please contact Matthew Mooney at 556-6977.

For Rent- 2 bedroom apartment.
Appliances, carpet, parking, can
be furnished. Located at 1414
S. Belvoir. No pets, no smoking.
$550 /month. Call291-8458.

Sophomores - compete for
$30,000 Scholarships. Ask
about Army ROTC summer
leadership training & scholarship opportunities. Call 3974392.

Help Wanted-Par t-time eve nings, weekends and summer
help for ice cream parlor and
candy manufacturer. For further
information call 382-0140 or
stop in to fill out application.
R.E.M. tickets for sale. Best
offfer. Call 398-9940.
Help Wanted-Summer work! Up

i

Heather- don't forget that you
have to share everything that
you get this weekend! - B
Ellen- if you want to fight, tell
me or Mrs. Maybe we can find
room for the boxing ring at the
reception.-8

Hey- Rena and Alexander!
Please forgive me - believe it
or not, it wasn't easy to slap
two good friends. Free slaps
at Richard in the future! -J.

Bird is flying West and the polar bear is following too.

Jersey · Because U deserve
what every individual should
enjoy regularly, I'll see you on
the beach soon. Remember

Hey CN Staffers thanks for an
excellent first issue- here's to
many more. Congratulations on
t he awards. - M.T.

JA-Here's a pat on the back. JA

Happy with Marriott food?
Come and give us your views.
How can the food be improved?
Ideas for new theme lines or specialty days?

i

f

JS? Happy Birthday! ·Chris

Greg & Amy-Congratulations
on the rock.
-the foursome.

GIDRGE
by
Mark
Szorady

OUT ON
A LIMB

by

Gary

Kopervas

CRACKED
CYMBALS by Michael Slayton

~

.
D

MAMA'S
BOVZ
by
Jerry
Craft

THE

fPATIby

Jeff
Pickering

•and witb elaborate means would keep my hand raised in
silent perpetuity as testimony to my undeniable genius."

d

s

C.H.-1 promise.
The festival formerly known
as Carrollpalooza tenatively
featuring The Freddy Jones
Band and Sons of Elvis- coming to The Don Shula Sports
Center on May 4, 1995.

"Show Biz Gals"
ACROSS

1 Goodbyw

5 8upeltollve .a bed

10~:Abrw

PniY« ending
Moderoile
N:fDI Baldwin
....
Put oil
Grandmott.r
ActreN Med.aJne
Singer Gloria
HaMflgald
Carwllan Ind. . .
erop. oll*da
28 Comt:xaer lniiWs
30 sa-g. v.t1lapet
34 Ia alck
35 Nev. neighbor
38 M1aaourt Indiana
37 ActrNI Harper to
hianda
38 Actreu Dkltrlch
40 Romance lang.
41 Made amends
43 Nallve;Sulftx
14
15
18
17
18
18
20
22
24
25
26

eon- before- or
noon

46 Relating 10 blnh
48 •. neighbor
47 Twelve dazan
48T--~

!10 l..egume
61 AclreaPIMhtJite
54 Al:lrNa Caiol
68 Neic;tobor ol Switz.

311 ~elnltlala
42 Act18sa Wood
44 Singet'Ccnn/e
48 Imagine
47 Au&. neighbor
-48 So. American mounlalna
50 Tomato
51,_
52 BPuoUIW.
53 Alahor Grey
54 P1eadl wtth

55 Etemltlee
!56

~·_galt

57 Hemlt:on'a blla
60 Llleguard fringe berWI

Tuesday, April 11, 1995
6:30p.m. in the Jardine Room
Sponsored by Student Union and Student Affairs.

e

Julie-Thanks for picking up the
pieces of my shattered self
around 8p.m. on Friday. It was a
fun walk home.

44

COME TO THE
MARRIOTT
TOWN MEETING
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